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Public Consultation Survey 2013-2014

Under 25s 302 31% 238 26% 301 30% 25 3% 15 2% 26 3% 327 33% 253 28% 327 32%

25-55 210 21% 270 29% 298 29% 154 16% 90 10% 164 16% 364 37% 360 39% 462 45%

55+ 229 23% 256 28% 183 18% 52 5% 26 3% 28 3% 281 28% 282 31% 211 21%

Unanswered 18 2% 23 3% 19 2% 0% 0% 0% 18 2% 23 3% 19 2%

Total 759 77% 787 86% 801 79% 231 23% 131 14% 218 21% 990 918 1019

Under 25s 150 15% 146 16% 145 14% 194 20% 125 12% 177 18% 107 12% 181 18% 56 6% 92 9% 0 1 0 1 327 33% 253 28% 327 32% 250 26% 218 21%

25-55 181 18% 180 20% 236 23% 213 22% 228 22% 183 18% 178 19% 225 22% 126 13% 200 19% 0 2 1 1 1 364 37% 360 39% 462 45% 340 35% 429 41%

55+ 167 17% 198 22% 149 15% 241 25% 282 27% 113 11% 82 9% 62 6% 111 11% 98 9% 1 2 0 6 4 281 28% 282 31% 211 21% 358 37% 384 37%

Unanswered 10 1% 13 1% 8 1% 10 1% 7 1% 5 1% 9 1% 10 1% 2 0% 0 0% 3 1 1 6 7 18 2% 23 3% 19 2% 18 2% 14 1%

Total 508 51% 537 58% 538 53% 658 68% 642 61% 478 48% 376 41% 478 47% 295 31% 390 37% 4 5 3 13 13 990 918 1019 966 1045

224 23% 223 24% 294 29% 162 16% 173 19% 224 22% 2 2 386 39% 398 43% 520 51%

11 1% 14 2% 10 1% 53 5% 45 5% 41 4% 1 64 6% 59 6% 52 5%

124 13% 166 18% 101 10% 75 8% 46 5% 37 4% 2 2 201 20% 214 23% 138 14%

138 14% 122 13% 120 12% 154 16% 86 9% 137 13% 292 29% 208 23% 257 25%

3 0% 2 0% 3 0% 26 3% 22 2% 28 3% 1 29 3% 25 3% 31 3%

7 1% 9 1% 7 1% 8 1% 2 0% 7 1% 15 2% 11 1% 14 1%

1 0% 1 0% 3 0% 0 0% 2 0% 4 0% 2 3 0% 3 0% 7 1%

508 51% 537 58% 538 53% 478 48% 376 41% 478 47% 4 5 3 990 918 1019

2012 2011

Manual

2012 2011 2010 2009 2012

2013 2012 2012 2011

200920122011 2010 2009 2012 2011 2010

2012

2009 2012 2011 2010

2013

Total

2011

Student

Homemaker

Unemployed

Unanswered

Total

Full time Employed

Part time Employed

Retired

Online or Manual Form

Male Female

2011

2013 2013

Unanswered

2012

Online

2013

Total

2013

2011 20122012

Demographics - Profession/Gender

Demographics - Age/Gender

2013

Male

2013

Female

2013

Unanswered

2012 2011 2011

Total
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2013 2012 2011 2010 2013 2012 2011 2010 2013 2012 2011 2010 2013 2012 2011 2010

15 11 11 14 15 7 16 11 12 8 7 18 2 3 0 0 44 4% 29 3% 34 3% 43 4%

24 21 21 11 24 32 44 32 32 34 24 41 2 4 0 3 82 8% 91 10% 89 9% 87 9%

81 47 93 62 108 103 120 92 77 92 70 96 1 2 5 2 267 27% 244 27% 288 28% 252 26%

38 36 36 35 47 46 62 63 46 55 40 73 1 4 3 1 132 13% 141 15% 141 14% 172 18%

28 30 30 34 19 28 36 22 25 19 15 27 2 1 1 74 7% 77 8% 82 8% 84 9%

128 94 122 89 125 131 172 114 75 64 54 93 7 8 10 5 335 34% 297 32% 358 35% 301 31%

5 23 10 4 3 0 32 3% 13 1% 0% 0%

8 14 14 5 3 3 12 6 10 7 1 10 3 2 0 6 24 2% 26 3% 27 3% 27 3%

327 253 327 250 364 360 462 340 281 282 211 358 18 23 19 18 990 918 1019 966

South District

North District

2011 2010

East Side

2012

Unanswered

Westside/Varyl Begg/Reclamation

Upper Town

Town

Total

55+ Unanswered

2013

Total

Demographics - Age/Living Area

Non-resident worker

Under 25s 25-55
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Public Consultation Survey 2013-2014

2010

2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

11% 15% 14% 24% 25% 13% 10% 12% 16% 17% 9% 8% 8% 11% 9% 11% 11% 12% 16% 15%

5% 5% 8% 8% 9% 3% 6% 6% 12% 9% 4% 5% 5% 7% 5% 4% 5% 6% 9% 8%

11% 16% 13% 20% 17% 21% 23% 22% 30% 26% 17% 17% 20% 20% 23% 17% 19% 19% 23% 23%

2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

29% 25% 30% 39% 45% 16% 19% 19% 25% 18% 9% 8% 8% 9% 9% 19% 17% 20% 22% 20%

4% 8% 11% 15% 15% 2% 2% 3% 6% 4% 1% 2% 1% 4% 4% 3% 3% 5% 7% 6%

22% 27% 32% 41% 41% 27% 30% 33% 35% 33% 19% 21% 19% 22% 24% 23% 26% 30% 31% 31%

2013

Percentage of Victims who reported

Under 25s 25-55 55+ Total

Percentage of respondents who have been subject to …..

Under 25s 25-55 55+ Total

Percentage of respondents who have been a witness to …..

2013

Percentage of Witnesses who reported

2010

Under 25s 25-55

Reduce levels of overall crime

Engage community at all levels

Maximise traffic fluidity

Minimise irresponsible driving and enforce drink/drugs 

driving laws

Keep community safe from potential threat to territory 6% 9% 7% 7% 84%

7% 11% 5% 8% 83%

55+Under 25s 25-55 55+ Total

81% 84% 83%

Engage community at all levels 17% 13% 10% 13% 62%

Reduce levels of overall crime

78% 80% 73%

Maximise traffic fluidity 21% 15% 9% 15% 70% 77% 84% 76%

Minimise irresponsible driving and enforce drink/drugs 

driving laws
14% 15% 12% 13% 77%

Use resources more effectively 5% 7% 2% 5% 62%Use resources more effectively 72% 80% 71%

2012 2011

80% 80% 79%

Reported Satisfied? Reported

Physical or verbal abuse

Reported Satisfied?Reported Satisfied?

43% 29% 47%

Burglary or theft

37% 56%43% 54%

41% 48%

66% 40% 71%

Antisocial behaviour

76% 49%74% 54%

41% 26% 47%

2012 2011

40% 39%

Reported

Physical or verbal abuse

Reported Satisfied? Reported Satisfied?Reported Satisfied?

30% 51% 27% 50% 32%

Burglary or theft

31% 67%

30% 63% 41%

Antisocial behaviour

44% 29%52% 62%

31% 60% 49% 31%31% 48% 25%

Keep community safe from potential threat to territory

Percentage of respondents who agreed with priority in 2013-2014 annual plan

80% 82% 82%

Total

Percentage of respondents who disagreed with priority in 2013-2014 annual plan
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2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2013 2012 2011 2010

39% 48% 47% 49% 58% 44% 36% 37% 37% 30% 6% 5% 8% 9% 6% a 39% 46% 45% 39% 11% 7% 7% 12%

46% 43% 46% 46% 55% 39% 38% 37% 37% 33% 8% 10% 11% 12% 7% b 15% 12% 11% 12% 18% 17% 18% 16%

42% 38% 37% 45% 53% 43% 44% 45% 37% 33% 7% 9% 12% 13% 10% c 20% 13% 12% 15% 21% 15% 16% 17%

15% 21% 21% 25% 35% 46% 50% 53% 51% 46% 22% 14% 19% 19% 14% d 2% 3% 2% 3% 5% 6% 5% 7%

8% 15% 14% 16% 15% 39% 47% 53% 53% 49% 21% 14% 25% 24% 29% e 1% 3% 2% 3% 3% 7% 5% 5%

7% 12% 14% 13% 15% 31% 38% 43% 44% 41% 26% 18% 34% 36% 37% f 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1%

22% 18% 22% 24% 32% 38% 42% 45% 44% 38% 14% 14% 25% 25% 24% g 3% 2% 2% 2% 8% 5% 5% 6%

6% 10% 11% 16% 12% 30% 37% 45% 44% 39% 29% 23% 36% 33% 42% h 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 4% 5%

10% 13% 12% 16% 12% 33% 34% 46% 46% 43% 12% 12% 31% 30% 36% i 2% 2% 2% 1% 4% 3% 2% 4%

10% 14% 13% 22% 11% 24% 25% 42% 39% 31% 15% 12% 34% 31% 48% j 5% 3% 3% 10% 6% 8% 7% 7%

26% 30% 36% 42% 51% 42% 44% 44% 43% 36% 10% 7% 12% 11% 9% k 6% 5% 6% 11% 14% 16% 18% 19%

2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

68% 61% 64% 53% 57% 19% 23% 29% 42% 36%

43% 46% 52% 43% 51% 18% 20% 38% 47% 40%

46% 46% 43% 33% 34% 42% 41% 50% 61% 58%

65% 60% 60% 53% 57% 20% 22% 31% 40% 35%

2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009

46% 46% 34% 34% 37% 21% 23% 26% 32% 31%

32% 34% 29% 24% 30% 17% 18% 25% 34% 28%

62% 56% 48% 46% 49% 14% 16% 24% 29% 25%

35% 36% 29% 27% 31% 13% 15% 22% 29% 26%

A problem Not a problem

Concerns
Biggest Concern Lowest Concern

Vandalism

Careless and indescriminate driving

Under-age drinking

Supply & misuse of drugs

A big problem

Child Abuse

Domestic Violence

Physical attack

Environmental offences

Theft of/from motor vehicles

Burglaries

YES No

Specific questions

Anti-social behaviour

YES No

Specific questions

Do you have confidence in the Police

Are you satisfied with the way the Police enforce the traffic laws on our roads

Do you believe the services offered by the Police have improved in the last 12 months

Are you satisfied with the overall services of the Police

Do you believe the relationship the Police has with the public has improved in the last 12 months

Do you believe the Police have a good relationship with the public

Do you believe the public confidence in the Police has improved in the last 12 months

Do you believe the public has confidence in the Police

It should be borne in mind that the answers to the questions in the last table on this page is an assumption on the part of respondents as to how they perceive the view of the general public, whereas 

the replies shown in the prior table is their own personal assessment.
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Reference 

Number

Additional Concerns

138 ….to be on motorbikes

OL275 1. Build respect for the police in the youngsters of Gibraltar. 2. Enforce Gibraltar's laws on 
the influx of Spanish looking to smuggle tobacco across the border.

OL574 1. Drivers using mobile phones; 2. People spitting in streets and public areas; 3. Bicycles 
on footpaths; 4. Drivers (cars, motorbikes and cyclists) ignoring no-turn signs; 5. 
Motorcycles and bicycles ignoring traffic signals.. ...Am I the only one who sees these 
offences being committed again and again?  I appreciate the Police cannot give 100% of 
their attention to everything but you'd think they would do something about it when the 
offence is committed in their presence. Many a time have I seen cyclists on footpaths and 
the Officer MOVE OUT OF THE CYCLISTS WAY! Or walk right past someone who's spat 
on the ground. Have all these offences been written out of the local Laws?

OL337 1. There are still many under sixteens obtaining alcohol and tabacco. and they are not 
being challenged. 2. Some bar/discos are letting under ages go in, in order to fill in the 
place.

463 1. traffic violations 2. antisocial behaviour
493 address the issues surrounding road accidents more
OL270 Aditional Concerns are that RGP are not Doing enough to stop illegal Fishing and providing 

security in British Gibraltar Territorial Water's Laws are bieng Broken at sea and nothing is 
done.....

186 ALL ESTATE AREAS
OL486 amount of drugs sold in glacis estate
278 ANTI SOCIAL BEHABIOUR
OL343 Anti social behavior.  Dog fouling and people who take their dogs without a leash (even 

small dogs can pose a threat to a child or infanct)
22 anti social behaviour
430 anti social behaviour
OL562 Anti social behaviour
OL424 anti social behaviour
211 ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR LITTERING AND DOG FOULING
155 ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR, POLITICAL CORRECTNESS OUGHT TO BE PROMISED 

FROM POLICE WORK
749 anti social behaviours around the frontier, devils tower road needs to be tackled, leaves a 

poor impression on gibraltar
83 anti soicla behaviour
415 ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
10 anto-social behaviour, vandalism
101 are black number plates on the back of cars legal?
OL245 As a female Gibraltarian my concern for women's and children's safety in Gibraltar is not 

the at the same level it was several years ago. The influx of foreign visitors in Gibraltar is of 
major concern. For example, When I go to dispose of refuse in the estate bins I am always 
confronted with several men hidden in the alley ways and I feel threatened and unsafe. 
Recently we have had several reports of child abductors and sexual offences being around 
/  committed in Gibraltar and I as  woman no longer feel safe. The police presence is not 
something which offers confidence as I hardly see them. Please police all areas as I feel 
the sentiment that we are 'safe in Gib' Is no longer relevant and is definitely not the case. 
These people come commit offences then disappear. Times have changed and the level of 
policing needs to be upped in order to offer protection to the people of Gibraltar.

OL305 Bars in Ocean Village playing loud music after middnight
OL570 Better controls at the frontier.  I am amazed at the queue barging of cars without permits 

who drive through the pedestrian queue to join the car queue (on the Gib side). I see this 
happen regularly in broad daylight and in plain sight of many police in the area.  It shows 
Gibraltar in a poor light when this is allowed to happen.

OL442 Biggest concern is vehicles not stopping at traffic light pedestrian crossings! Red = new 
green!
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Reference 

Number

Additional Concerns

OL551 Border fluidity.  The removal of the cycle lane at the border creates delays for cyclists. 
Although the bottle neck is the Guardia Civil, 9 times out of 10 they aren't checking cyclists 
at all, and they just go straight through.  The removal of the lane on the Gibraltar side now 
means cyclists have to wait whilst motorbikes are being checked.   But the biggest issue is 
inconsistency. Sometimes during long motorbike queues, the RGP allow cyclists to the front 
of the queue, other days you are arrested for attempting it.  There needs to be a definitive 
policy regarding cyclists at the border.

320 border queues - police should be more involved
324 border queues and the handling of cars in the queue, especially when changing from 2 to 6 

lanes
202 bullying and harrasment
456 CASES BROUGHT TO COURT NEED TO BE PRESENTED IN A WAY THAT AVOIDS 

THESE BEING THROWN OUT OF COURT DUE TO TECHICALITIES
389 CHECKING ON ELDERLY PERSONS LIVING ALONE
263 clamp down on dog fouling. It is rampant and disgusting
432 corruption
OL344 Cyclist infrastructure.
OL283 Daily incursions from Spanish state vessels and fishing vessels who break Gibraltar laws 

daily, security is lacking on both western beach and especially on the airport runway with 
daily tobacco smuggling on both these areas and other areas in Gibraltar, we need more 
cctv cameras and patrols in hot spot areas including the upper rock. We also need on the 
spot fines for foreign vehicles who also break the law on our roads.

161 DANGEROUS AND IRRESPONSIBLE DRIVING OF MOTORCYCLISTS
474 dangerous driving
528 DANGEROUS DRIVING
413 DEALING MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH TOBACCO ACTIVITIES IN THE ESTATES
468 different levels of crime must be tackled with common sense and with the correct approach 

and vigore; and be forceful with real crime offenders and not with law abiding citizens.

41 disabled badges abusers
286 disabled bays
480 do more to stop tobacco smuggling
OL504 Do more to tackle anti social behaviour, particular in the town area. Do much more to tackle 

cigarette smuggling
152 DOG FOULING
382 DOG FOULING
135 dog fouling   
461 DOG FOULING ALL OVER GIB
54 dog fouling on the streets
OL463 Domestic and community policing and presence 
707 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
547 DONT HAVE ANY CONCERNS
215 DONT KNOW
OL500 Drinking and driving
OL255 Driving safely , bikes and cars. intoxicated drivers. TOBACCO is a big issue, smuggling 

going on and it looks like you couldent care any less. i could go on and on about the 
smuggling

390 DRUG ABUSE AND DISTRIBUTING OF DRUGS: I FEEL LIKE NOT ENOUGH IS BEING 
DONE ABOUT THIS! 

699 DRUG ABUSE IN VICTORIA STADIUM BY SPECTATORS
700 DRUG ABUSE IN VICTORIA STADIUM BY SPECTATORS
OL512 Drug consumption and supply
484 drug control
80 drug use
729 drugs
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Reference 

Number

Additional Concerns

731 drugs
OL263 Drugs, it is now worse than ever, with very little enforcement.
OL362 eliminate drugs in all schools and education facilities. All the dealers are known to you 

already . 
417 ENCOURAGING PUBLIC TO DO MORE ON PERSONAL SAFETY EG BURGLARIES 

ALARMS ETC
OL432 Enforcement and reinforcement of rules against pollution, be it littering or noise pollution by 

traffic and/or establishments. Noise is a big problem in Gibraltar, and so is litter. If we're not 
careful, Gibraltar will end up being a dirty, noisy place - not desirable.

OL322 Enforcement of the law in BTW Stopping spaniards stuffing their cars with tobacco around 
Gibraltar and leaving rubbish all over the place On the spot fines for foreigners

OL582 enforcing existing laws with actual penalties
OL251 Estates such as Laguna Estate are very poorly policed the spanish registered cars and 

mopeds break the law daily and a nasty accident is waiting to happen the manner in which 
this persons drive in and around the estate is totally unacceptable and with so many 
children out and about we might all very soon be saying to ourselves this could have been 
avoided the npu4 however when they are not sent somewhere else do a good job and that 
needs to continue and is a great initiative the only problem is that they need to be here daily 
and not sent to different areas like traffic when we have frontier delays they do what they 
can but on many occasions they are sent to do other things the npu4 is a great idea but 
must be committed to the district especially with the so many shops in this area selling cigs. 
NPU4 Keep it up when you can!!!!!! 

72 excessive noise from motrobikes still not tackled
OL257 Excessive number of dogs allowed per household.The Health and sanitary problems 

associated with dog fouling should be re-enforced by more aggressive policing. 
Enforcement of controlling dogs on a leash whilst on public roads.Is there such a thing as a 
Dangerous Dog Breed Owners register in Gibraltar??

251 excessive selling and cigarettes from those shops in housing estates. Children are 
witnessing this and is not healthy for them to see this!

196 EXTRA CHECKS ON PPL ENTERING THE BORDER
625 factor of corruption police should set an example
OL224 Fines for littering which has become an incresing problem 
OL490 Frequent meetings with estate committee's to address their problems concerning the rule of 

law
292 GIB HAS MANY AREAS THAT ARE VERY DARK AND ABANDONED AT NIGHT
746 gibraltar smiggling of tobacco at the beaches
OL595 Good training when dealing with the public.
150 governors street boys driving bikes wrong direction and too much burglary in this area
OL308 handling of prosecutions by police and the frequent mistakes
478 having more CCTV cameras located around Gibraltar
623 hay una pila chavea en ice
291 HIGHER POLICING ON TOBACCO SMUGGLING
OL487 Housing Estates need to be addressed with a view of having more visible Policing not just 

an office which at time is a bit out of the way they need to be interacting with the residents 
of estates. also dog fouling need to be policed in the early hours of the morning.

111 housing estet community constables should be increased and more publicised
383 HOW TO REDUCE THE TURNOVER WITHIN THE FORCE. 
OL381 I believe that the anarchic state of foreign vehicle and driver attitudes must be addressed.  

Illegal parking, damage to Gibraltar's infrastructure (paving, bollards and access to parking) 
must all be rigorously addressed and I do not see this happening.  Greater use of clamping 
ALL vehicles that break the law with rigorous policing on this will avert damage to 
infrastructure, damage to vehicles, aggressive behaviour with individuals and injuries to 
pedestrians and other road users.
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Number

Additional Concerns

OL345 I don't feel that nearly enough is done to control bad and dangerous driving around 
Gibraltar.  Dangerous and illegal scooter driving appears to be completely acceptable, even 
in the presence of RGP cars.

447 I feel we are not very well covered at our beaches, like say at night. Although I know this is 
a concern of me, maybe not the case

90 I personally feel the amount of time and money involved in the tobacco is immoral as it is 
spains responsibility and…….if it can be bought free in any amount why control people from 

doing what they want. Let the spanish do the job
288 I THINK DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS ALREADY COVERED. DEFINITELY, SPEED OF 

MOBILITY VEHICLES BY SOME IN TOWN AREA
313 I THINK POLICE SHOULD BE MORE AWARE OF OLD PEOPLE LIVING ALONE AND 

MAKE SURE THEY ARE SAFE
124 I think the police should enforce the law at certain night hours when speeding is witnessed 

in main roads
393 illegal immigrants. Vagrants
OL541 Illegal under aged activities.   
OL311 Illicit entries into gibraltar. Far too many vessels entering undetected at all hours without 

passing through the appropiate agencies
104 improve anti litterin prevention
199 IN MANY OCASSIONS I FEEL THAT THERE SHOULD BE POLICE PRESENCE IN 

SEVERAL AREAS WHITHIN GIBRALTAR.
750 in refercne to gib security we are safe and shpould keep our stance of being british
OL395 In the north district, it does not feel like there is a regular police presence, which can lead to 

anti-social behaviour that can make the area unpleasant for residents.
17 irresponsible bike drivers from gib and spain
OL280 Irresponsible two wheeled vehicles,re;exhaust noise and dangerous driving towards other 

road users.
OL600 It would be good to introduce a taxation for a dog's owners. 
372 KEEPING GIBRALTAR CLEAN
OL261 l think that they should do more rounds through night time in th estates
OL228 Laws seem to need to be followed only by local residents. Spanish registered cars, bikes 

and boats do as they please. Police need on the spot fines, more powers and they need to 
make us feel safe in our home. At the moment that is not happening, I personally won't 
even take my boat out! They are also meant to prevent crime, by hiding and catching 
people in the act they are not preventing this. Fair enough thy are catching a lot of people 
breaking the law, but it would be a lot better if they prevented this from happening. Police 
should also get more involved in helping prevent animal abuse and child abuse as the way 
these are at the moment is really appalling.

755 legalise weed
38 litter and dog fouling
OL293 Litter control - Dog owners not picking up - dog fouling and unsocial behaviour
OL234 Litter control ESPECIALLY near frontier.
63 litter laws? Dog pass?
OL313 Littering  Environmental enforcement
OL355 Littering and depositing of rubbish in the appropriate manner 
20 long term prevention of fraud
740 look out for people speeding or driving recklessly
409 lower cost housing
465 marine policing plans to be created to deal with current affairs
OL316 Marine section action against incursions by spaniards.
OL259 maritime surveilance and proper policing ,enforcing the law of nature protection act and 

arresting the offenders without any excuses like it is presently happening.
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Number

Additional Concerns

OL267 Maybe this has nothing to do with the police, but im concerned with the road leading from 
Brympton estate to the Old Naval Hospital,  there are no pavements whatsoever, and its 
really, really dangerous to walk through that area, there is not even room for two trucks or 
buses to pass at the same time.  When the bus stops opposite Windmill Hill road the 
people have to get down from the bus onto the road as there is no pavement to get on to u 
can imagine people with prams.  Its about time that some priority should be taken on that 
road before something serious happens.

OL427 maybe you should consider keeping an eye out for the hundreds of "matuteros and 
matuteras" packing their cars with tobacco in gibraltar public ereas instead of concentrating 
so much on petty things such as a kid with a reefa. it makes you pretty pathetic to be 
honest

OL366 Minimise drug(s) importation and usage
128 mobile phone use when driving. Fly tipping/dumping rubbish
741 modernise police hardware, control polcie abuse especially on fridays
7 mor epolicing in housing estates
OL548 More control of moped drivers as they drive at speed overtake on left and right,jump terrific 

lights the list goes on.Cars driving around at night at speed and racing and doing hand 
break turns at Europa point and camp bay.

327 more drastic measures should be taken against the spanish vessels, entering gibraltar - 
british territorial waters. To stop this abuse once and for all

OL384 More enforcement when complaining about noises late at night e.g. Neighbour with loud 
music, police come knock, tell neighbour to turn down music, they should be arrested or 
fined its not fair on person complaining who works, has kids and neighbour an hr later puts 
music on again!!!!!

OL281 more litter and dog fouling enforcement!!!!!! more checking people parking with blue 
badges!! more done in south district with M/c riding up one way areas.the wrong way. more 
checking noise levels on M/c!

OL310 More Neighbourhood patrols especially weekends from 21:00 - 01:30 at V.B.E. kids park 
area which is being vandalised and area used as meeting point making excessive noise.

107 more of a police presence everywhere especially at night
OL382 more ongoing policing on estates, not only govt housing.
OL339 more operational activities regarding drugs.officers working together at night more . 
647 MORE PARKING IN THE UPPER ROCK AND MORE CONTROL OF DEANGEROUS 

DRIVERS
33 more police on the street, and in the estate during day/night
67 more police on the streets are required, especially traffic violations
308 more police presence
451 more police to monitor traffic
34 more policin in ca parking on red and blue lines
OL284 More policing and heavier fines and penalties for parking, dog mess, not throwing rubbish 

in the proper bins etc. More CCTV - for bus stops where people stop & don't move when 
the bus arrives or just park their car and go. - for certain places like Secretary's Lane where 
although there are signs saying 'don't undertake' they still do. 

189 MORE POLICING AROUND AREAS LIKE NORTH FRONT TO STOP SPANIARDS 
HIDING HUNDREDS OF CIGARETTES IN THEIR CARS IN BROAD DAYLIGHT

411 more policing around gibraltar at night time
751 more policing in the upper rock area. More control over dangerous crimes
214 MORE PREVENTION OF LOITERING AT FRONTIER BY MATUTEROS/AS
424 more serious measures should be taken at sea with incursions
64 more speed checks at europa road
209 MORE SUPERVISION ON MOTOR CYCLES DRIVING
145 more surveillance around the shores mainly at europa point low round, may lie patrol boat 

should also partake
11 more surveillance cameras
444 more visible policing in areas other than main street
290 MOTORBIKE RIDERS IGNORING GIVE WAY SIGNS AND TRAFFIC LIGHTS
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Number

Additional Concerns

442 MOTORCYCLE NOISE!
OL330 Neighbourhood policing
6 never see officers on foot patrol in the south area to stop the oarking of car on pavements

OL438 New recruits do not have the softly softly approach to young or old persons.    Would like to 
see some control in the mornings in Main Street with unloading vans and lorries never ever 
a policeman in sight.  Can't even walk on pavement.

OL314 No or Minimum of policing at border ref the loitering and intimerdating behaviour of spanish 
persons near to old airport partaking in the tobacco trade

OL547 Noise levels from entertainment establishments and vehicles late at night. Dog fouling.

OL248 Noise pollution by mopeds fitting sport exhausts which affect all families living close to road 
and that means most of Gibraltar. make it illegal or use noise machines to measure level 
and fine/impound there and then if excessive 

175 NOISY CARS AND MOTOR CYCLES EXHAUST PIPES
45 noisy exhausts from motro bikes
142 none others
57 none policing of varyl begg estate for -3 years it is supposed to be a one way. It is free for 

all
460 NOT ENOUGH PATROL AROUND LAGUNA ESTATE
OL601 On irresponsible driving, The dangerous situation created by motorbikes overtaking on the 

right of the car. On parking, motor bikes should not be permitted to use car's areas.

OL369 over-purchase of cigarettes and the smuggling of cigarettes over the border
OL373 Parking around Cumberland road plenty of car's parked not in use and the motor bike shop 

has all parking to you don't find parking not even for our own bike 
OL287 Parking infringements; policing of areas in the Upper Town (eg Moorish Castle Estate) 

more robustly; use of mobiles while driving; for officers to have a greater knowledge of the 
law and the by-laws.

448 penalty points on licences - I think that penalty points should be issued on driving licences

OL328 People driving the wrong way out of devils tower road past the petrol station.  Instead of 
going up to roundabout and coming back down after purchasing cigarettes.  Also number of 
people loitering near border.  Must put tourists off.

714 PEOPLE JUMPING FRONTIER FENCE
508 physical abuse by people in public places
287 please more police on the streets
758 please put fines if indicators notion - trying to learn how to drive here
OL258 Police corruption  
165 POLICE NEED TO BE ADEQUATELY TRAINED
OL585 Police officers use of nepotism in dealing much differently with their own relations and 

“locals” whilst being much stricter and harder on all others. They are generaly NOT even 

handed and impartial in the aplication of the law
289 POLICE SHOULD NOT BE AFRAID OF TACKLING THE MAFIA GROUPS
464 police should who where they use ….most, which never seems to happen

479 policeman outside westside school during school hours to helo control traffuc whilst bike 
parking

483 policeman outside westside school traffic light during school hours
475 policeman outside westside school, traffic light during school hours
OL282 Policing around areas where there is obvious tobacco smuggling especially case mates car 

park in the morning and behind rock hotel leading to devils gap. Also in car park behind 
north view terrace. All eyesores.

114 poor driving habits such as use of phones and not indicating
218 PROBABLY THE SPANISH SMUGGLING TOBACCO WHICH THEY DO IT ANYWHERE. 

THAT SHOULDBE AVOIDED AS IT IS A DISGRACE TO SEE WHAT THEY DO

OL374 Protection of Gibraltar Waters against unlawful fishing
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388 REDUCING DRUG ABUSE AMONGST COMMUNITY, PARTICULARLY YOUTH
OL254 Removal of the Cigarette traffickers that wait at the airport car park and other areas 

awaiting the Spanish boarder control to change guards.
OL235 Restrictions on larger capacity mopeds i.e. 250cc's and above, including loud exhausts, 

dangerous driving, undertaking, speeding and tailgating which have become a serious 
threat to everyday road users.

OL290 RGP should enforce the law  more rigoursly .
OL564 road manners!! as a cyclist i risk my life on a daily basis because of the complete contempt 

that motorists in Gib have for cyclists, specifically taxi drivers! 
OL394 Safe bike lanes for bicycles 
44 scooter riders stupidity
330 selective fining. All who break the law must be punished. That includes fishermen
457 SMUGGLING IN THE EASTSIDE. DANGEOURS AND CARELESS DRIVING
OL279 Smuggling of tobacco. The retailers should be policed more and the police should make 

more of an effort to catch spaniards who stuff their vehicles with tobacco. This is what gives 
us a bad reputation. If it can be stopped, do so.

21 some of the younger staff need to improve their level of communication with the public
OL447 Spaniards getting away with anything they please
194 SPANISH FISHERMEN OVERTAKING ALL SITES ALLOWED TO TO FISH AND NOT 

ALLOWED
OL422 Spanish law enforcement vessel crews should be arrested and processed for illegal 

incursions and dangerous navigation as would a civilian vessel if they did the same.
158 SPANISH NUMBER PLATE CARS DO WHAT THEY WANT ON OUR ROADS START ON 

SPOT FINES PLEASE
OL468 Spanish Tobacco Smugglers
OL318 Speed camera on DTC road in the middle,it would turn the race track into a normal road 

again. More active pursuit of moped riders who undertake or drive erratically. 
OL363 speed cameras to be put in place around Gibraltar. 
727 speeding   
222 SPEEDING AND WRECKLESS DRIVING
311 speeding cars around Harbour Views/ VBE area at night time between hours 10pm to 2am

OL550 Speeding, particularly motor bikes.  
342 STOLEN VEHICLES IE MOTORBIKES
624 stop corruption within RGP and get the police fit
OL413 Stop Tobacco Smuggling, its out of control 
OL252 Surveillance of tobacco selling areas to tackle persons in possession of illegal quantities of 

tobacco at the time they purchase it.
96 tackle the depositing of rubbish/smuggling of tobacco/ stop spanish fisherman from 

breaking tour laws
59 tackle tobacco smuggling and the loittering and antisocial behaviour of those involved
OL531 Teenage drinking and enforcement of fines to local establishment who continue to serve 

underage drinkers
706 TEXTING AND CALLING WHILST DRIVING
OL288 That you are seen to be doing very little about the smugglers the kiosk by the airport is just 

one example, every day loads of them down there by the bus stop, they strip off and tape 
cigarette to themselves and hardly ever do you see a police presence, same with the shops 
in ocean height makes u feel as if you are happy to let this happen and the people that do it 
know u do nothing

757 the amount of drugs being consumed
OL538 The anti social behaviour caused by smugglers particularly in the housing estates. 
OL446 The arrogance and  threatening behaviour of Spanish smugglers has escalated.  There 

must be a solution.
429 the bades - need to know how to talk to the public
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OL459 The deployment of resources should be more evident on the streets.  I rarely if ever see 
officers walking the beat or Main Street, which was once a priority.  Officers seem to be a 
novelty if seen in Main Street and on those rare occasions it seems they are on private 
errands rather than doing their jobs

298 the environmental/anti social impact of tobacco sales on the local estates including 
dangerous driving by non-residential citizens

OL297 The increase of blatant tobacco smuggling within residential estates and carparks around 
the rock.

OL602 The increasing amount of beggars and buskers in Casemates and Main Street. Some of 
them are aggressive

OL272 The incursions by an armed para-military group should be addressed and stop pussy 
footing about.

146 the manner in which motrocycle riders make use of our roadss overtaking on thw wrong 
side and in straight line road markings etc

195 THE NEW COMMONWEALTH PARK WILL BE A CONCERN. DANGEROUS DOG 
BREEDS SHOULD BE BANNED

OL471 The Official Secrets Act should be carried out. Personal information not being kept 
confidential in certain cases. Reports being ignored in some cases. 

OL295 The only time I see the police is at the border. The HEO's seem to be doing all the police 
jobs now. I think the police should be doing the school crossings instead of the HEO's, it is 
an ideal time for the police to converse with parents and children.

OL492 The RGP should be given more powers to be able to effectively fulfil there primary role of 
mantaining and enforcing "law and order!"

OL377 The smuggling activity in public/housing estates, and the Gibraltar Police's lack of 
concern/action taken in respect of tobacco carton/plastic littering.

OL599 The speed of vehicles and reckless driving in the Both Worlds area - Sir Herbert Miles 
Road.  Addressing the parking problem in Summer. Policing Sandy Bay not only in Summer 
but also in the Winter.  Many dog owners are bringing their dogs to Sandy Bay and do not 
pick up after them.

759 the speeding in gib
OL535 the tabacco smugglers at the rotunda and the parking lot are almost unbearable-they scare 

me getting in and off the bus and I wish it would stop-they are also the people making the 
frontier so stuffed whenever they parade almost in front of the guardia acting like that 

OL408 The tobacco smuggling is very much ignored when it comes to the Spanish pple. I'm sure if 
most of those pple would be local, it would have been dealt with a long time ago... Lack of 
balls if u ask me! 

OL307 The Truth is no one is interested in the force! Leadership is in need of leadership. The men 
on the ground have little or no knowledge of the law. And I am filling this in just so I can 
read in the paper what a wonderful job they are doing (we all wished).

65 the use of cctv on some roads eg bishop caruana road and motrobikes exhauts noisy
OL225 There are still massive problems with parking in Gib, especially water port road. Also noise 

levels in Ocean village at night.
OL241 There is a lot of begging in Casemates Square and there should be a Police Officer there 

during the day as its very embarrassing to see them putting a container under your noses to 
beg for money ,also there is a group who occupy the benches also there who are drinking 
all day and very noisy and would also like the Police to tackle the Spaniards in every corner 
in Gibraltar to conceal tobacco in their bodies and expose themselves to the public and 
when you call the Police they say they are busy ,all this is giving Gibraltar a bad name and 
that the Spaniards and others should be fined on the spot as they go away and dont pay 
fines and also for the Police to be given orders from above to arrest those that fish in our 
waters with illegal methods ,if the RN tackles the GC then they can do their job properly as 
the law is there to be respected by everyone and not one law for the Gibraltarians and 
another for the Spaniards ,   

398 there perhaps should be more police presence at the frontier to stop tobacco smuggling
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747 they are too focused on young people aged 16-17  drinking but there is a major problem 
with 13-15 year olds drinking

OL227 To apply the same standard of law for both locals, and Spanish alike. This includes traffic 
offenses, and fishing.

265 to clamp down on underage drinking and fine heavily business that sell too. Drug testing on 
drivers like alcohol

74 to combat under age drinking at weekend and littering
OL334 To continue liaising effectively with other government departments.
581 TO CONTROL DRIVERS FROM SPEEDING OVER THE LIMIT
OL379 To control tobacco smugglers
210 TO DEAL WITH ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR MORE EFFECTIVELY
OL370 To deter tobacco smugglers from concealing  tobacco inside their cars and mopeds in 

known hot spots. This causes an unnecessary large amount of rubbish in the streets and 
creates a bad reputation for Gibraltar. More surveillance patrols are needed around the 
clock and fines introduced where appropriate that will help pay for the extra police.    

OL488 To engage with the community at ALL levels in order to continue to REALLY build  public 
confidence not just to reduce overall levels of crime but also any potential threat to the 
community.  THE PUBLIC IS THE EYES AND EARS.  The police can't be everywhere

376 TO ENSURE DAILY COMMUTES (FOREIGH) FOLLOW BASIC TRAFFIC RULES, 
INDICATORS

OL592 to ensure the safety of road users by oppressing those (especially learners) on scooters 
speeding, overtaking and undertaking dangerous acts, putting theirs and other lives at risk

428 to ensure those that are vulnerable do not get targeted by thugs. i.e. those that live 
independently

635 to have more transparency with the public and clamp down on drug abuse/misuse
203 TO MAXIMISE SUPPORT FOR VICTIMS
94 to minimise noise pollution from cars, trucks and in particular motorcycles
43 to minimize smuggling, o decrease the supply of illegal drugs
OL587 to proactively enagage on tabacco smuggling
OL479 To reduce anti social behaviour to make Gibraltar a better place to be in
282 TO REDUCE TOBACCO SMUGGLING BY SEA AND LAND
255 to tackle anto social behaviour in certain cases
OL449 To tackle the increasing level of blatant concealing of tobacco.
OL542 To teach PUBLIC SERVANTS, i.e. Police officers the simple lesson of respect and 

courtesy to the people whom they SERVE... Would be nice.
OL269 To uphold the law at sea
87 tobacco and the rubbish spaniards leave behind litter
421 TOBACCO BENN HIDDEN IN CARS IN THE AREA OF CATALAN BAY CAR PARK, 

EUROPA POINT INSIDE CAR PARKS
OL238 Tobacco concealing and smugling & apes danger to public
307 tobacco problem is increasing. Border area is becoming intimidating
116 tobacco sale in estaes out of control
OL417 Tobacco smugglers at the boarder and on our beaches.  If there is a need for Spaniards to 

smuggle tobacco due to their high unemployment it should be done discreetly but not in 
front of everybody.  But the jumping of the boarder fence must be stopped. Electrified the 
fence if need be. 

78 tobacco smuggling
281 TOBACCO SMUGGLING - USE OF PARKING SPACES EG PAY AND DISPLAY TO HIDE 

TOBACCO. THIS IS IN FULL VIEW SO SHOULD NOT BE DIFFICULT TO SEE!
OL572 Tobacco smuggling and its impact on areas of increased activity. E.g I cannot let my 

daughter out to play because the smugglers (which I ppreciate come under customs) drive 
at ridiculous speeds and always seem to know when there is no policing.

221 tobacco smuggling around laguna estate
OL571 Tobacco Smuggling.  
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294 TOBACCO SMUGLGING IS OUT OF CONTROL AND CONSEQUENCES WILL BE 
SERIOUS

OL300 Tougher actions taken to control motorcycle usage in regard to speed limits, overtaking 
anywhere, cris-crossing in/out of other vehicles, lack of indicator use, traffic lights control. 
Lack of Police presence or willingness to patrol the roads are to blame for these matters

OL434 tougher laws for drug offenders and people selling drugs Gibraltar been such a small place 
don't we all know someone who sells drugs??controlling the Romanians coming into gib 
they are up and down mains st asking for money and in private estates going through the 
rubbish bin areas from 5 oclock in the morning my young daughter isn't allowed to throw the 
rubbish shes scared

97 traffic control consistently
OL315 Traffic is dangerous in many places because of inconsiderate and illegal parking. One 

example is at the top of Naval Hospital Hill, where cars are often parked at the top of the 
hill, which means that a car turning from Europa Road cannot take the turn easily and is 
exposed to traffic coming up the hill. Also Europa Rd from Mount Rd to the gymnasium 
narrows to an extent that buses and lorries cannot pass each other and pedestrians are in 
extreme danger. The road needs to be widened, and I believe provision was made for this 
in the past, but it was never done. There are many other examples, and a detailed review of 
the subject is urgently needed.

OL481 Traffic offences are being committed far too often on our roads and what worries me most 
is that many of these offences are being commited by adults and NOT necessarily all by 
youths. There is a lot of focus on youth which is understandable but very litle done to 
educate the not so young who take advantage of this. This includes failure to indicate, 
wrong turnings, no entry and dangerous driving

OL231 Training should be given to the police on handling traffic, as more often than not, at busy 
times (8:30-9:00 and 17:00 onwards) the traffic moves more freely when there is NO police 
control!  Most of the time the police officer makes it worse! 

627 una pila chavea en ice
515 UNDER AGE DRINKING
722 underage drinking
OL410 underage drinking bullying child abuse domestic violence racism
745 underage drinking is becoming more of a problem
422 UNSOCIABLE BEHAVIOUR IN HOUSING ESTATES
248 unsociable behaviour of many of the youth, noise pollution
OL253 Urgent review and streamlining of the CPEA procedures in view of the limited resources 

available locally. 
OL304 Use of public and private communal garages for packing cars with tobacco: 
274 VANDALISM ESTATES ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT TIME DURING SUMMER MONTHS
477 verbal abuse     
725 verbal abuse and bullying enforce driving laws, speeding, use of indicators
476 verbal abuse from tobacco smugglers in gibraltar side of border
32 we still have careless driving within estates and parking unlawfully
141 weeding out the power hungry police officers
OL513 What are the RGP doing to combat fraud and other 'white collar crime'
55 when commissioner wink was in office we had community constables and police van at 

humphreys bring him back
237 whilst I agree with all the above reckless driving by motorbikes still persist and driver using 

mobile phones do not seem to be deterred
OL524 With the increasingly poor cross-border relations I think there needs to be a focus on 

groups of "agitated" people who come over in pockets and cause trouble :(
OL597 Xenophobic attitude by the RGP against Gibraltarians. No more hiding of criminal activity by 

RGP officers. A greater level of the English language by RGP officers. A bit of knowledge 
about the law would be useful

752 y
91 you do an excelletn job
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OL457 you do not see officers in the neighbourhoods despite there being NPT units where are they

OL511 YOU SHOULD GET OLDER PERSONS WHO HAVE EXPERIENCE IN LIFE SITUATIONS 
AND NOT 18 YEAR OLDS TO SHOW OF THEY HAVE A BADGE.

OL331 young people on motor cycles ,undertaking by motor cycles ,groups of men and women 
hanging around the frontier waiting for the shift change on the Spanish  side

126 your own protection
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10 lous music being played after 2300 hrs. this music being allowed to contniue to well after midnight. 
When police have been informed being told by police that permission had been granted for the music 
to be played till after midnight

14 no follow up
27 too much hassle
32 I don’t think there was a need for policing intervention and it was settled peacefully

33 you don’t see a policeman when you need one

35 behaviour at border by spanish
41 3 years in a row I have reported people abusing disables badges at mostly eastern beach to 3 or 4 

different officers and they just told the offenders not to do it anymore but they still do it
46 I feel that with other priorities the police will take time to answwer my concerns/complaints - 

excessive noise late at night/vandalism
54 brush it off. Don’t care. Work is not my life

55 the incidents I consider them minor and usually politically motivated. I annswer them back to the 
pspaniards employed here

57 police don’t want to know. To lazy to walk the estates

60 I am 91 and don’t go out much

72 reported incident to environment and I must say that they were quite effective, therefore I did not 
have to waste polcie time

73 I was quite shocked by the incident but I wrongly didn’t feel the police would be abel to do anything 

about it
116 due to fear of reprisal fo the tobacco ..leaders who can make life miserable
120 did not bother with my version due to my age and "befriended" other side, not bery professional in my 

view
127 the oplice don’t help the victim

133 I feel the rgp do a magnificent job in town but we must make sure constables are constantly soon in 
and around main street

141 ii tend to keep my nut down
158 WASTE OF TIME SPANISH PEOPLE JUST CROSS BACK INTO SPAIN
169 ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR IN PRIVATE ESTATE.
174 I WAS SHOUTED AT BY A TAXI DRIVER. HAPPENS A LOT. NO POINT REPORTING IT
190 COMMON OCCURENCE NOT WORTH WASTING TIME.
202 THE PERSON CONCERN IS STILL PROVOKING ME AND TRYING TO INTIMIDATE ME
220 INSUFFICIENTLY SERIOUS 
229 because it was children who stole from our building and when they returned to steal more, we cauht 

them red handed and resolved the matter
254 waist of time
262 anti social behaviour in estate. In particular nouisy neighbour at all sorts of times during the night

265 matter resolved. However have reported incidents and RGP have responded. Some officers better 
than others

294 BECAUSE VANDALS WERE SHILDREN AND COULD NOT ENVISAGE THAT POLICE WOULD 
NO BE ABLE TO ACT IN ANY PRODUCTIVE MANNER

295 I DONT PUT MYSELF I NTHOSE SITUATIONS AND I STAY OUT OF TROUBLE
298 telephoned and never came
307 it happened in the border area where it has become common place
313 OLD DRINKING MAN, NOT WORTH TIME OF POLICE, BETTER THINGS TO DO
321 I consider dog fouling an anti-social behavviour. This is an area where reinforcement is much needed

330 when I see trouble, I walk away
338 because they are more concerned about stopping learners on the bikes
355 BORDER ISSUES. TOBACCO SMUGGLING, SPANISH NATIONALS
369 TOOK TOO LONG, DISTURBANCE, ANIMAL CRUELTY. TOOK THE POLICE 45 MINS TO 

ATTEND THE MATTER AT WHICH TIME THE CULPRIT HAD LEFT
373 SPANISH NATIONALS WERE SEEN IN THE LANDPORT PARKING STUFFING CARTONS OF 

TOBACCO IN THEIR VEHICLES. POLICE WERE CALLED AND DID NOT COME TO CHECK THIS 
OUT AND MOVE INDIVIDUALS ALONG
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389 IN THE CASE OF BURGLARY I HAVE NO IDEA OF WHO IT COULD HAVE BEEN, MY MOTHER 
SUFFERING DEMENTIA AND IT ALONE IN THE HOUSE FOR PART OF THE DAY. MONEY AND 
JEWELLERY DISAPPEARED.

402 ensuring I have maximum security at home
415 AT THIS MOMENT IN TIME THE POLICE IS DEALING WITH THE SITUATION IN A 

SATISFACTORY MANNER.
425 for me antisocial behaviour is the aggressive driving on gib roads
430 I felt the police would not have done ucheffort to find them, it was racial abuse from some teenagers

432 it was during chritsmas and other people were drunk
437 NOT GIVEN SUFFICIENT IMPORTANCE - NOT ENOUGH INTEREST SHOWN
451 no information was given as to the outcome of the crime
468 incorrect approach and lack of common sense in some occasions. Sometimes even lack of 

professionalism and authority. I feel that this must be exercised according to the law of gibraltar on 
the level of the offense and not to harrass law abiding citicens for trivial matters

470 because I thought that was something too small to involve the police
476 because I really didn’t think it was important

477 used to it
489 it wasn’t such a bother

495 didn’t feel the need to contact the RGP as the situation was under control

497 never really been a victim of the crimes mentioned above
498 I havent experienced any of the above
505 it wasn’t that big of a deal.. I talked to my parents about it

596 i was scared of the consequences
603 I have been a victim
619 as I didn’t feel it was necessary

640 I have not been a witness of antisocial behaviour
643 it was homophobic behaviour which the police does not take seriously
647 BECAUSE I HAVE NOT BEEN A VICTIM OF ANY OF THE THREE, HOWEVER IF IT DID HAPPEN 

I WOULD CALL THE POLICE AS THEY ARE RELIABLE IN THESE TYPES OF SCENARIOS

648 BECAUSE I DIDNT WANT TO BE INVOLVED WITH THE POLICE
651 RGP ENSURE EVERYTHING IS CALM
654 FEAR OF POLICE CORRUPTION
694 POLICE DONT DO ANYTHING
716 UNRELIABLE, NO PROPER GIVEN, NO IMPORTANCE EMPHASISED
722 because I havent seen/been a witness
738 the offence was not transcendental
739 there is alwaysanti social behaviour and little that can done after it happens
740 it depends on the case, I would only report if it was a serious matter not only a small situation
741 its just banter (I hope)
742 didn’t want to get involved

746 no, I felt like it wasn’t a really big crime so the police didn’t prioritise it

751 I have not been a victim to any crime because if I would, I would have called the police
755 they are useless and im not going to complain about antisocial behaviouram now?
759 no action was taken and it has happened again so they havent done much about it
760 because I don’t get involved

761 because I don’t get involved in any antisocial behaviours/crimes

762 because I have not found myself in any those situations as gibraltar is relatively safe
763 ive never been a victim because I am aware of the dangerous and I don’t get involved in any crimes

OL225 Waited on my balcony for over 45mins and saw no police presence.
OL231 The policeman advised that this was Gibraltar and that this kind of thing happened - he had no 

control over it
OL233 It was a minor offence not worth reporting.
OL245 It was not of serious concern to involve the police just a common dispute which did not involve 

myself, it was witnessed.
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OL255 its a case of by the time u get there the culprits have gone, people sitting on my bike or car whilst 
hiding tobacco

OL257 Impossible to identify speeding cars playing loud music.
OL259 it stopped when addressed.
OL263 Not forceful enough and not knowledgeable about the law and their powers.
OL269 No action taken
OL282 Minor incident and let it pass
OL284 dealt with it myself when working in a bar
OL287 Because I felt that the police wouldn't have done anything. However, I have reported a woman in the 

town area who regularly 'loses the plot' shouting and banging, the officer wasn't able to find her. 
Neighbours didn't seem to inform the authorities either... so the problem continued on a regular 
basis.

OL293 I had the situation where ambulance came for hubby the car behind would not move back so they 
could get a stretcher out to transfer hubby having fit from chair to stretcher and it was endangering 
my hubby in status epilepticus. Car driver was abusive and to the ambulance men and to me and my 
son. I called police and they arrived too late, my son waited for the police the car left. There was no 
come back to me - I had to call police station twice for an update and in the end took the matter up 
with community constable who assured me they would speak to the owner of the car and the driver. I 
am still scared tat one day this behaviour will result in my hubby dying due to delay of treatment. The 
ambulance staff confirmed it happens all the time!

OL296 The Police know the problem but do not tackle it. Rosia Bay is now a no go area for me and family

OL300 I do not believe the Police have the resources to man every road to avoid the total motorcycle 
mayhem with continued disregard to speed limits, overtaking anywhere/anytime, cris-crossing in/out 
of other vehicles without regard to safety, no use of indicators, traffic lights as if they did not exist, 
pedestrians &amp; cyclist safety not considered etc etc etc.  Police are never present to control these 
matters.   

OL305 it was only post need not seem worth it
OL307 Because nothing was done and there was no interest in the complaint being made, waste of time 

making the report.
OL310 As explained in an earlier question anti social behaviour in the vicinity of the kids play park whereby 

teenagers are vandalising the park attractions and making excessive noise after 23:00 and if you ask 
politely to keep the noise down you tend to get abusive replies. 

OL312 Although the behaviour was anti-social, it might not meet the criminal standard.
OL316 Referred to the private estate management.
OL318 sensible don't get drunk all the time
OL330 The police have failed to respond to or follow-up complaints made on several occasions, failed to 

handle issues professionally and impartially, and failed to act when bail restrictions implemented to 
protect us have been broken. 

OL337 I am 45yrs old and avoid this everytime I can.
OL343 Was dealt with personally as it had to be treated delicately due to the fact that these people live in 

and around our home
OL345 It was driving related and the RGP do not seem to treat that seriously.
OL357 loud noises from neighbours not a priority for police in private estates. if not a criminal offence police 

not interested.
OL362 no point.  driving related. RGP is mostly inadequate in improving quality of driving, improving trafic 

flov or even worse penalize (not telling off) offenders of disrespectful driving. 
OL376 Was committedby teenagers who do not like anyone other than Gibraltarians.
OL378 One step removed from the problem which didn't affect me directly
OL381 I dealt with the matter personally because I had no confidence in the response time and needed to 

make the other individual aware of his personal responsibilities.  Aggressive behaviour of the sort I 
encountered needed a direct and immediate response.  The aggression was from a Spanish 
registered vehicle and was in October of 2013. My personal view and hearing verbatim comments 
from others is that this is a typical problem, not only with Spannish but all road users.

OL384 Because i am a law abidding citizen
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OL395 It would not be possible for the police to respond effectively to stop the activity
OL400 Not updated regularly with developments of the case. 
OL410 what's the point?
OL429 abuse came from ex rgp officer
OL432 The police came round various times following reports on the same issue, having to repeat the story, 

taking the same statements. Also nothing was done, the police was too soft. The neighbours who 
were the "culprits" are still at their business to this day - except we moved.

OL434 it was the police who shouted at me when I was going to ask him something by the frontier queue in 
the old airport area he didn't give me a chance he later told me he was stressed cause of the queue 
but I made a complaint if he cant work under tension he is in the wrong job

OL446 The verbal abuse and anti-social behaviour came from Spanish cigarette smugglers.  They have 
lookouts so disappear very quickly if it is suspected the RGP are en route !!  Not much point in 
reporting.

OL447 Very weak response to any asbo issues by RGP
OL456 You get used to the kids being rude.
OL463 Didn't find it significant enough to do so and didn't want to cause trouble for fear of repercussions

OL471 Still waiting
OL481 This involved a theft/anti-social behaviour and although it was a petty crime when reported to the 

police the officer said that nothing could be done about it as there was no proof or witness. This was 
in fact not correct as a few other investigations could have benn made. The incident was perhaps 
deemed insufficiently important to the officer

OL490 They did not response to my report as efficiently I would have expected
OL511 THEY DO NOT CARE 
OL519 The driver of the car was in a Spanish plated car, by the time I would have reached a police officer 

the car would have cleared the frontier area. 
OL523 Don't think that police would do anything about it
OL530 Because it's family problems and police never helped in past
OL533 because you dnt tend to bother enough and are "too busy" doing other things
OL535 besause they rae aware of the situation and the people actually just shouted a bit towards me 
OL542 The officer could barely construct an understandable sentence in coherent English, let alone take a 

statement from me... I consequently gave up out of pure boredom with how the officer handled the 
simple scenario of courtesy and showing respect to a VICTIM no less...

OL547 Because nothing is done by RGP and even when the police turn up it's too late and the anti-social 
behaviour is not there some considerable time after reporting it.

OL557 no real concern and not really interested
OL563 No follow up information given after crime secene investigation
OL564 Taxi drivers are generally a rude breed and are known for their lack of road manners. If i have to 

report every incident i had with them when on my bicycle, the RGP would have a permanent block on 
my phone number!!! 

OL571 i am a family man, keep myself to myself, but i feel very safe living in Gibraltar and the Police do an 
excellent job.  I feel safe for any member of my family to be out in the day or night time.

OL572 Because it was from smugglers on easter beach and there seems to be no point.
OL574 Vide 2. What would have been the point?
OL575 Did not feel it was important enough to report
OL581 because it had nothing to do with me it was a friend that was having the problem and when the police 

arrived my friend asked me to explain the situation with which i did not want to get involved in the 
police man that came asked me to tell him what went on so i did, then the police officer involved 
turned on me and  threatened to arrest me which everyone around was really stunned because they 
knew i had nothing to do with the problem as i sat quite all the time this was going on so i have very 
little faith in the law in gibraltar (i have lived here in gibraltar since 2008 and i have never been in 
trouble with the police) because of this situation i was put in by the police officer that attended i took 
his number and said i would report him and his response was that he would say that i had said things 
about the gibraltarians which the only comment i made was there was a rule for gibraltarians and a 
rule for the non gibraltarians which means he can let the gibraltarians off and arrest me for doing 
nothing where is the fairness in that when the police officer asked me to explain what had gone on.
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If you were a victim of a crime and you did not report it to the RGP, Why not?

OL583 Managed the situation without the need to call
OL585 No point as the perpetrators were drunken LOCAL youths
OL587 because its low level and happens often.  eg road rage eve when one politely points out lack of basic 

courtesy such as blocking the road  when the blockage could easly have been avoided..taxis 
unloading, stopping to have a chat, dust carts etc.  the lack of common courtesy to even at least 
acknowledge the inconvenience by a simple thank you is staggering.

OL597 Because there is no point in reporting abuses by the RGP to the RGP. And the GPA is a joke. Very 
unprofessional and biased in favour of the RGP

OL602 The policeman just shrugged me off and did nothing.
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10 as above
13 police were called by someone else and were on the scene promptly
16 police were already on the scene, patiently dealing with a drunk man who was rude and 

abusive to the officers and passers by
17 parking spanish cars with tobacco at morrisons and elsewhere
33 as said above, the police in laguna stand opposite the shop looking and te spanish ppl 

carry on doing their business anti social behaviour and the police does nothing
35 at border
40 I witnessed how a man was physically abused by another man..the police was called. 

When he arrived he dealt with the situation. However secret services (mr reyes) passed 
by and intervened! He made the police officer to take the innocent man to the police 
station and have his charged for assault. that was never the police officers intention. i 
suppose mr reyes does not like this guy

54 handled by company management
63 minor e.g littering, shouting underage drinking
67 it is a daily occurrence when school children are out of school "west view park"
71 neighbourhood policing teams are invisible
74 a neighbour had reported this in many occasions and still nothing done. People playing in 

westview park hours after it closes until the early hours of the mornign at weekends

84 did not think that any involvement was required or that it would make a difference
90 it was a minor problem to get the police involved
92 if you include the way bikers drive on the roads then the answer is yes
95 because I didn’t think it was that serious

116 no action required
117 it was a racist remark to a young guest in our house from a 9 year old neighbour and we 

dealt with it ourselves
120 the officer at the time seems unconcerned but paid a lot of attention on the younger 

woman
127 you do not follow incident properly
133 see above
141 apart from crime watch I havenet seen any suspicious act around the estate
162 I SPOKE TO THE INDIVIDUALS
190 SOMEONE ELSE ACTED
202 SOMEBODY ELSE REPORTED IT
227 no comment nothing to say
229 anti social behaviour on a Friday night is common on main street not worth reporting - 

police need to patrol more to curb it
248 relating to the theft of a mobile phone I felt the police didn’t take the victim seriously and 

there was no follow up
259 scared to get involved
262 police present  at that time
278 POLICE RESPONSE WAS SLOW THEREFORE BY THE TIME OFFICERS TURNED 

UP THE INCIDENT WAS OVER OR THE CULPRITS HAD LEFT THE AREA

283 IT WAS ALREADY REPORTED. POLICE TOOK A LONG TIME TO ARRIVE AND 
WHEN THEY DID THE CULPRITS HAD ALREADY LEFT

289 DID NOT FEEL I HAD THE TIME TO SPARE
293 DIDNT THINK IT WAS NECESSARY AND IN THIS OCASSION THEY HAD ALREADY 

BEEN CALLED
307 as in 3c above. Unsavoury characters at the border area have practically taken control

313 I THINK POLICE HAVE BETTER THINGS TO DO
320 I didn’t make the report but acted as a witness
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324 because I felt intimidated
330 if I see such an event, I would take matters into my own hands
336 frequent traffic violations of youth on motor bikes going in te wrong direcion, particularly n 

town tange. Reported in the post and behaviour still evident
338 same as above. Nothing gets done
341 I don’t know because before I could report to the police, they had already reported and I 

left the place as soon as police was handling it
370 ON 3 OCASSIONS I HAVE REPORTED YOUTHS CLIMBING INTO THE PARK AT 

WESTSIDE AT NIGHT. THE POLICE ARRIVE AND ASK THEM TO MOVE ON AND 
THEY DO. NO NAMES ARE TAKEN AND THEY ARE BACK A FEW DAYS LATER. I 
HAVE GIVEN UP ON CALLING NOW. 

371 FELT THAT IT WOULD BE KNOWN THAT I HAD CALLED THE POLICE. HOWEVER I 
FEEL THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH POLICE OFFICERS IN THE STREETS. THEY NEED 
TO BE VISIBLE. WE SHOULD HAVE MORE POLICE POSTS ACCESS GIBRALTAR 
ESPECIALLY IN PUBLIC AREAS

389 ABUSE AND ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR IS AN EVERYDAY OCCURENCE IN THE 
UUPER TOWN, UNLESS ITS ESPECIALLY BAD ONE CANNOT KEEP CALLING THE 
POLICE EVERYDAY

402 havent had anyone close to being abused/burgled
425 I constantly point out to the police at meetings etc. the dangerous driving on our roads

431 they had no clude, I had to direct them
443 because antisocial behaviour is not always reported i.e. not a fault of the police
444 mainly by motorbike users, who are aggressive on the road disregard traffic rules and 

park anywhere
457 WELL I THINK SMUGGLING AT 3 OCLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON IS NOT RIGHT. 

SURELY POLICE SHOLD BE PATROLLING THE BEACHES
463 because believe it would be a waste of time knowing there is no real enforcement of laws

464 because they did nothing
468 most of  the times I have been satisfied on the quick response and the way it has been 

handled. Other times I have not been satisfied. Perhaps the law must be changed in gib 
in relation to antisocial behaviour

470 because someone already reported it to the police
471 it was not such a big deal and the person was not very affected by it
475 they didn’t do anything or give an apology to the person and they were very rude

476 the woman whjo received verbal abuse reported it herself
495 the police were contacted by someone else
497 because the police would just come and calm everyone down and leave the situation will 

continue when the police leave
498 the police misuncderstood the situation, and took up the victim to the station
508 because we were able to handle the situation thena and stop the fight so it was not 

neccesarily for the police to be called in that situation
509 police were stopping the fight already
513 AS IT WAS STOPPED
530 IT WAS 2 BOUNCERS SOUTING AT A YOUTH OUTSIDE A PARTY
535 I COULDNT AS I DIDNT WITNESS IT FROM THE BEGINNING
606 as I was in a crowd of people, I thought someone else would report the crime to the 

police
609 police were there straight away on a Friday night
610 police were there  
625 because anotehr witness had already gone forward
639 because it was a minor thing
641 saw someone throwing stones
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646 it is not my business. Did not want to get involved
648 DIDNT WANT TO GET INVOLVED
651 GOOD USE OF NEIGHBOURHOOD POLICE TEAMS
675 POLICE WERE ALREADY THERE TO DEAL WITH IT
707 BECAUSE IT WASNT A MAJOR PROBLEM
709 I DOUBT THERE IS A FORM OF DEALING WITH THE SPANIARDS AT THE 

FRONTIER GOBBING ON THE STREET
710 THEY WERE FRIDAY NIGHT FIGHTS BETWEEN TWO GIRLS AND I DIDNT THINK 

MUCH OF IT
714 THE POLICE AREASY RESPONDED TO THE FIGHT
721 someone already called the police
727 police were on the way
729 someone else reported it
731 someone else reported it
738 same reason as above
739 difficult to get involved in problems that are not yours
740 I think it should be up to the invdividual not me
742 ddidnt want to get involved
747 it was a violent fight on a night out and was handed by police
749 rubbish at the frontier/devils tower road area, occurs on daily basis, did not expect 

anything to be done in response, please address this problem!
750 it may a bit ..and they didn’t investigate

755 not my problem
756 because the physical abouse was stopped by security guards
758 because someone else did
759 I didn’t want get involved in case I got in trouble

760 because police were already present
761 because he police were already present
762 same as pc
763 because the police was already in the area and someone else had already reported it

OL225 No police presence after 45 mins.
OL226 Police don't even bother to show up to reports any more 
OL234 Because reporting littering and bad driving will get nowhere with the Gibraltar police 

because they simply don't care.
OL245 Same as before 
OL255 same as before
OL263 Have in past and been unimpressed with handling of situation.
OL269 unable to identify perputrator
OL271 If you call police in the end if the person lives near you you end up having probs with 

them.
OL284 see number 3
OL287 The person was not located in the town area even though she was causing a public 

disturbance and frightening her child(ren).
OL293 At the moment it seems the police do not follow up on any report unless you push for it. I 

reported police verbal abuse to a man - they did not come back to me and then after 10 
months the man asked me to be a witness for him in court. I did not have to testfiy as I 
was waiting at court and told prosecutor that I hoped he had my 199 call about the 
policeman's behaviour and that I had all my information with me including what rules he 
had broken - case was dismissed. But this shows me abuse of power is not taking 
seriously by the police if it is one of their own.

OL296 see previous page
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OL300 I do not believe the Police have the resources to man every road to avoid the total 
motorcycle mayhem with continued disregard to speed limits, overtaking 
anywhere/anytime, cris-crossing in/out of other vehicles without regard to safety, no use 
of indicators, traffic lights as if they did not exist, pedestrians & cyclist safety not 
considered etc etc etc.  Police are never present to control these matters. 

OL307 The police were present most of the time, they were not interested, and there only 
interest was looking good!

OL310 same as for Q's 2-3
OL318 too much corruption, how can a population of 30,000 have independence when dealing 

with crime.
OL324 Police were on scene and did not need a report.
OL328 It was in the Nat West Bank. Customr upset cash machine was not working. Gone before 

anybody could do anything
OL330 We reported abuse from a person who has bail restrictions not to approach us. Officers 

said they could only speak to the person but could not take any action - despite there 
being an independent witness to the abuse. Officers then failed even to return and speak 
to person. 

OL337 Have not seen any of this behaviours.
OL362 no point
OL381 The abuse and personal grief to the individuals continues with significant effect on the 

child involved and also the parents who are attacked with verbal and physical abuse and 
threats.

OL384 Because i havent witnessed any of the above
OL395 It would not be possible for the police to respond quickly enough to prevent the activity.  

OL427 because you dont do anything right
OL429 did not believe anything would be done
OL443 Spanish registered vehicle drove off
OL446 Ditto 3c
OL447 Weak response to any call about asbo issue.
OL449 didn't attend themselves, informed the security guard, but they took a long time to attend.

OL457 officers had little knowledge of what to do and showed little interest in dealing with the 
matter

OL459 I have witnessed anti-social behaviour and on reporting the matter to Police this was 
ignored. I have also witnessed a Burglary and on reporting the matter to Police found that 
they pussyfooted their way around and were unable to deal with the matter in a 
professional manner, infact the matter had to be dealt with in a completely different way 
as the officers attending had absolutely no clue and no interest.

OL463 Again for fear of repercussion
OL471 Still waiting
OL479 If I had called to say some people I don't know were doing such and such to some other 

people I don't know or in a place I don't know in a place I don't live I would have been 
laughed at

OL490 They did no response to my report efficiently.
OL493 Littering - Told them off myself
OL511 FOR THE POLICE, THESE COMPLAINTS, FOR THEM ITS A WASTE OF THIER TIME

OL513 I regard the cigarette smuggling 'groups' near the frontier to be antisocial.  There is no 
point in reporting this to the RGP as they choose to do very little about it

OL525 I witnessed a fight late one night in Casemates and the police happened to be patrolling 
as it happened.

OL535 who do you report the guardia to?
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OL538 Because I'm sure the police are already well aware  of the issues smuggling has caused 
in the estates particularly and seem not to have enough resources to deal with these. No 
one seems to have the resources and/or the will to deal with this, so what's the point of 
constantly reporting this to the police? 

OL547 Nothing done about or turn up too late.
OL549 It seemed petty and possible time wasting for the police to involve them. Nearly 

impossible to prove too.
OL571 same as before.  Gibraltar is very well policed.
OL573 i dealt with it and calmed the situation down myself
OL574 Again, Vide 2
OL575 Police already involved 
OL581 As explained in 3c
OL585 No point as perpetrators were LOCAL drunken youths
OL587 see 3
OL592 we witness under age drinking in casemates regularly on Fridays which the rgp are 

usually patrolling. we also witness dangerous manouveres undertaken by learners often 
with passengers on the roads. I don't feel if I were to report this it will not be taken 
seriously by the rgp

OL597 Same response as to section 3
OL600 I reported dogs on the Both Worls beach last Saturday at 1.15. Nobody came, I called 

again at 1.30, promised to be there shortly.  Nothing happens,  call again 1.45 and being 
told that poloce is busy. 2.15 dogs left themselves

OL602 As my previous answer
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2 upper town has a lot to be desired. We need more police presence in this area
3 I believe that the police should be more evident on the roads to deter any kind of crime
4 too many spaniards and other people around our estates doing illegal things and the police don’t give a 

fuck
6 no parking yellow lane and between 15-20 motorbikes parkied from 0930 until 2230 mondya to Friday 

making it difficult for lorries to go past
13 it annoys me to see motrosist floating the law by, for exmaple, double  parking, jumping zebra 

crossings and passing on the wrong side in view of passing police cars or motrorcycles with the police 
ignoring the actions

17 no respect
19 though not in our justice system
23 sometimes a blind eye  attitude seems to prevail, especially traffic offences
27 many of them sitting in cars and not patrolling
29 sometimes they cause more havoc than necessary
32 I think things are more or less the same at the moment
33 because some policeman not all of them some are very anti social and I said the is a lot of new 

policemen but it hard to see them around never there when you ….them

41 disabled badges nto properly assessed
42 constant careless driving. Failure to wear seat belts. Mobile phone use when driving
43 not enough presence especially after office hours
44 you never seem to be there to see what the public see about traffic violations, particularly scooters

46 too much speeding and careless driving esp motorcycles. Not enough police controls. Suggest use of 
static speed cameras and fines etc as a deterent.

47 more control of motor bikes to respect traffic ordinance
48 scooters - speeding and weaving in and out of traffic remains a problem
53 although I am satisfied with the services I have not seen any improvement
54 once needed to deal with an incident on the street. Called and was told there was no manpower. Had 

to deal with it myself. Good thing it turned out well. Thankyou
56 it is true that the police act correctly on providing lawful services - but fails to enforce the law on 

territorial waters
57 varyl begg is a one way everyone drives any way they want. Drive in the no entry drive against traffic. I 

could fill a police book in one day
62 we never see officers in water port road near the zebra crossing where m/cyclists more off where we 

cross
64 speed checks on europa road should be done more often, especially between 7-8am
65 more concern should be carried out by rgp on motor bikes overtaking on the right especially where I 

live i.e. governors lane and secretaries lane
67 as advised. Traffic laws are a joke and is a free for all
72 there are too many traffic incidences not tackled by police. The fishing dispute in our waters is a joke

74 why do the police not enforce more when drivers do not indicate when turning. Sign are no good 
people don’t read them. And ppl using mobile phones whilst driving

75 services by police in upper town is next to nothing
77 there is no consistency
78 they should not hide when conducting speed checks
80 2. no change. 3. not enough police when traffic heavy 3. not evrybody is treated the same
84 no daily spot checks of documentation.no element of service to help enforce ….of the law

87 up to a point
92 again the problem of motorbikes/scooters
95 iit just stays the same
96 main problem area are not being tackled correctly. We rarely see a police …in our area

97 mainly vis-à-vis. Contorl of speeding, overtaking, driving abreast talking mainly motorcycles
101 3. getting much better at pulling people over if not adhering to the laws
102 abuse of force by of policemen
105 some of them are ….

106 need more policing in the streets and not in a patrol car
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113 I don’t think enough attention is paid to how an older driver uses the road

114 despite the large number of police employed there are few seen along roads and I see drivers on the 
road with phones and not indicating in a daily basis

118 found property, the police should abide by the rule written in the form. Before accusing, the police 
should investigate

119 still see many people driving while on the phone. Too much dangerous dricing by younger drivers

120 to begin with you never see them only at parades and public functions
121 the new community officers are very nice but, are closed no police or HEO's are seen in upper town, 

spaniard stuffing car and bike indiscriminantly park everywhere
125 stricter traffic measures should be enforced
126 there are drivers here with epilepsy. This and health records need to be looked into more often
127 because it cant be seen by lots of people
128 mobile phone use whilst driving impatient scooter riding - overtaking into oncoming traffic
132 there does not seem to be consistency so people think they can get away with it. Rougher penalties 

required
133 the rgp is a worth police force but must not rest on their laurels
134 the traffic laws should be enforced
135 a lot of rules are broken, double parking, illegal parking and police presence does not stop ot (e.g. 

outside schools)
136 too many people drive and talk on phones
137 should be more policing where tobacco is sold. Especially estates
141 how could you have improved? You have less work to do with the HEOs finih people, there isnt that 

many fights in casemates anymore. Have a doughnut
146 more should be done on speeding and motorcycles
148 my view is that the police is out there to help locals not hinder them especially the youth
155 PERHAPS THE PR MACHINERY IN THE POLICE FORCE IS NOT WHAT IT SHOULD OR COULD 

BE
156 I FEEL THERE SHOULD BE MORE POLICE PRESENCE ON OUR ROADS
158 SPANISH CARS ARE NOT TARGETES. GIB REG CARS ARE EASIER FOR POLICE TO 

PROSECUTE. BRING IN ON SPOT FINES!
162 ON OCCASIONS MORE TRAFFIC SEEMS TO BE CAUSED WHEN THERE IS POLICE PRESENCE

163 MOTOR BIKES OVER TAKING ON THE RIGHT WITH IMPURITY
165 POLICE ARE UNAWARE OF THE LAWS THEY ARE IMPLEMENTING. 
166 A CLOSER LOOK AROUND GIBRALTAR TO ACONTROL TOBACCO SMUGGLERS
171 MOTORBIKE EXHAUSTS ARE STILL CREATING NOISE POLLUTION. MOTORBIKES NOT 

RESPECTING PEDESTRIANS CROSSINGS. WOULD LIKE MORE POLICE PRESENCE ON 
FRIDAYS AT OCEAN VILLAGE IN EARLY HOURS!

172 DISLIKE 'SNEAKY' SPEED TRAPS. POOR PRESENCE AT NIGHT WHEN DRINK DRIVING IS 
MOST LIKELY

174 TRAFFIC IS TERRIBLE, NEED TO BE MUCH TOUGHER AND CONSTANT PRESENCE
178 HAVE CONFIDENCE IN POLICE BUT ON 2 OCASSIONS REPORTED AN ISSUE TO POLICE 

STATION TO NO AVAILABLE RESULTS. MONTHS HAVE PASSED BY AND STILL WAITING FOR 
ANY CONSTABLE TO TURN UP FOR INVESTIGATION

179 ENFORCEMENT OF TRAFFIC DISCIPLINE ON TWO-WHEELERS IS WOEFULLY INADEQUATE. 
THE OCCASIONAL SPEED TRAP WE SEE IS A DROP IN THE OCEAN

181 BECAUSE I STILL FEEL A LOT CAN BE DONE TO IMPORVE VARIOUS PROBLEMS IN 
GIBRALTAR

183 STILL FEEL ITS A CASE OF IF YOU KNOW THE POLICE OFFICER OF A POLICE OFFICER YOU 
NEED NOT BE CONCERNED

184 y
190 INFRIGMENTS OF THE DRIVING LAWS IN GIBRALTAR ARE INCREASING RAPIDLY
194 WHEN POLICE ARE AT A CROSS ROAD THERE ISALWAYS MORE DELAY
199 I AM AWARE THAT THE RGP IS MAKING A HUGE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN, REACHING THE 

COMM WITH SOCIAL MEDIA. HOWEVER, I DOUBT THIS IS ENOUGH AND I DO ENCOURAGE 
PRESENCE OF THE FORCEIN ALL LOCATIONS WITHIN GIBRALTAR
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200 I THINK THE POLICE OVER DO TRAFFIC CONTROL
202 PLEASE LOOK AT EUROPORT ROAD APART FOM MY INCIDENT, I SAW A LADY IN A SCOOTER 

CROSSING THE CROSSING AND WAS KNOCKED DOWN.
204 I DONT COME INTO MUCH CONTACT WITH THE POLICE BUT HAVE ALWAYS BELIEVED THAT 

THEY MOSTLY DO THEIR BEST TO DEAL WITH PROBLEMS
206 TOO MANY DRIVERS SPEEDING - NOT ENOUGH CHECKS, SOME VERY DANGEROUS DRIVING

212 PEOPLE OVERTAKE IN THE WRONG PLACES ALL THE TIME. PEOPLE DONT INDICATE 
ESPECIALLY AT ROUNDABOUTS. THESE NEED TO BE REPRIMAND.

214 AT TIMES POLICE HINDER TRAFFIC
217 TOO LENIENT WITH DANGEROUS DRIVING HABITS PARTICULARLY MOTORCYCLES
219 NOT CONFIDENT THEY CAN RESOLVE ANS SUCCESSFULLY PROSECUTE CRIMINALS
227 because at night you cannot see a police man and they go very fast with cars and motor bikes
237 it is self evident evident hour motor bikes drive with no care in the world
240 there is a need to further strengthen police presence on our road to avoid speeding and careless 

driving
248 I don’t feel police come down heavily enough on dangerous driving, but still our youth are killing 

themselves on mopeds
249 always in the wrong place at the wrong time
252 more control on overtaking on straight lines and bikes overtaking on the left side. Cameras on some 

traffic lights
259 police ate not evident at giving hot spots at specific times of the day
261 never see a police man when its needed
269 I AM HAPPY WITH THE POLICE SERVICE
276 NOT ENOUGH IS DONE BY THERGP
279 POLICE HAVE NO PROBLEM TAKING ACTION WHEN THEY WANT TO AND CLAIM THEY DO 

NOT HAVE THE POWERS WHEN THEY DONT WANT TO
280 TO BE FRIENDLY WITH THE PUBLIC
282 3. I SHOULD BE STRICT WHEN REQUIRED BUT WITH COMMON SENSE. ALTHOUGH THERE 

ARE SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT LATELY.  4. WOULD LIKE TO SEE OBVIOUS CRIMINALS 
CONVICTED ANT NOT FREE BECAUSE OF LACK OF EVIDENCE

283 THEY SEEM TO JUST STOP THE PERSONS WHO THEY KNOW WILL NOT CAUSE THEM 
PROBLEMS, AND IGNORE THOSE WHO ARE THE REAL CULPRITS

290 THE POLICE DID NOT SEEM TO BE VISIBLE ON THE ROADS IE AT TRAFFIC LIGHTS, ON 
EUROPA ROAD WHERE SOME DIRVERS THINK ITS A RACING TRACK ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT

291 IT HAS IMPROVED BUT NOT IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
292 SOMETIMES I DONT FEEL THAT THEY ARE AROUND AS MUCH AS THEY SHOULD BE
297 because they should apply the law to everyone. Rule for one rule for all
303 the attitude of officers is one of "I am right end of story"
312 POLICE SHOULD MAKE SURE DOG OWNERS HAVE THEIR PETS ON LEADS, DOG FOULING 

NO FINES ARE BEING IMPOSED ON OWNERS
313 NEVER SEEN POLICE CONTROL TRAFFIC CONTROL ONLY HEO'S
314 SEEM TO TARGETT EASY OFFENDERS NOT THE REAL ONES IE SPEED CAMS AT 9AM AND 

NO POLICE PRESENCE DURING RACING AT 3AM
321 ive seen police officers witness traffic offence and not do anything about it
324 because everyday motorbikes drive on whatever side of the white line they feel like. Even police bikes 

do this
330 hiding with a speed camera is illegal and does not prevent speeding. Rgp must prevent and enforce 

not ctach people out
331 I don’t believe they have improved, they have remained on the same level from what I see

332 abuse power, who polices the police? Making sure no abuse cells etc. "no" policing authority. No 
idependent body policing

336 morning traffic by queens cinema area. Motor bikes overtaking incorrectly and bicycles taking over all 
dangerous

337 there is too many young kids that drive like crazy around gib
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339 people are not satisfied because some policemen don’t carry through some problems reported, they 

get lost in the wash
340 constantly see people on mobile phone whilst driving, including police cars
346 THEY ARE MORE INTERESTED IN GETTING FINES, THAN IN MAINTAINING ORDER
352 ON A PERSON TO PERSON LEVEL THEY NEED TO LEARN TO LISTEN
356 VEHICLES OVER TAKING
362 HERE IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE IN THE POLICE THE LAWS ARE DIFFERENT
371 THERE IS MORE THAT CAN BE DONE BY THE POLICE. I FEEL A LOT OF THE OFFICERS ARE 

INEXPERIENCED AND MIGHT NO FEEL CONFIDENT AT TACKLING MORE DIFFICULT 
SITUATIONS

373 FEEL WE SHOULD BE STRICTER WITH THE CURRENT TOBACCO ISSUES WE ARE 
EXPERIENCING

374 I STILL HAVE MOTORCYCLES PASSING ON THE WRONG SIDE AND IGNORING RED LIGHTS 
NEVER A POLICE AROUND WHEN THAT HAPPENS

386 SPANISH REGISTERED VEHICLES ARE A BIG PROBLEM THEY DO NOT RESPECT ANY OF 
OUR ROAD MARKINGS OR SIGNS AND I THINK THAT ALMOST 80% DO NOT HAVE PROPER 
DOCUMENTATION/INSURANCE AND I THINK RANDOM CHECKS SHOULD BE MADE 

389 BEING ON THE ROAD QUITE A BIT, I FIND THAT FOR LENGTHY PERIODS OF TIME THERES 
NOT ENOUGH POLICE ON THE STREETS

390 I BELIEVE NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE ARE STOPPED WHEN CARELESSLY DRIVING. THE 
CONSEQUENCE SHOULD BE BIGGER 

413 I DO NOT SEE THE POLICE AROUND IN AREAS THEY NEED TO BE. IE AS MENTIONED FOR 
TOBACCO SMUGGLING

414 I SEE THAT THERE HAVE BEEN LOTS OF NEW RECRUITS, YET AS MOST INDICENT NO 
POLICE CAN BE SEEN AROUND.

415 I DO NOT BECAUSE THAT OFFICERS NEED TO HIDE WHEN USING SPEED GUNS
419 NEEDS TO BE REVISED RE SPEEDING
425 I am sick and tired of raising awareness campaigns and want police to take action
428 imo I feel foreigners get away with fat too much, whereas locals get penalised
429 one has to go to a police station there ….. In the streets ….

430 its always the saem each time. Nothing really changes
442 UNMARKED CARS, WITH CAMERAS WOULD HELP TO CATCH INDISCRIMINATE SCOOTER 

RIDERS WHO SO OFTEN GET AWAY WITH BAD ROAD RIDING
443 not certain of all traffic laws but mopeds/motorbikes rule sometimes recklessly. Cars and motrobikes 

are same law I think both maybe wrong
444 there are many infringement - going through red lights, cycle users weaving in and out of cars; 

speeding and there is never an officer in sight
445 too many irresponsible law breaking motorists (in particular scooter riders) seem to get off with an 

ineffectual warning
446 all they want is money
448 people should be dealt with more severely for traffic offences
451 not enough is done and their presence is limited
454 TOUGHER IN GENERAL
457 I DONT THINK THERE IS ENOUGH POLICE PATROL AND THEY SHOULD ENFORCE MORE 

TRAFFIC CONTROL LAWS
461 WHEN ENFORCING TRAFFIC LAWS THEY SHOLD BE VISIBLE TO THE PUBLIC, AND NOT 

HIDING AS IS USUALLY THE CASE. SOME ARE RUDE
464 because they use their force where they do not need to especially with teenagers, they should try and 

gain their confidence or its quite the opposite
465 police should concentrate more on drugs rleated crime and traffic offences. Have more resources in 

town 24/7
468 In gibraltar it is very easy to identify careless and dangeorus driving, I am not reform to driving going 

over the speed limit by a few kms but to those who we all see constantly driving in a very dangerous 
manner

469 the police is not there to be popular, its there to do a job. If they can do their job and be popular - fine!
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470 there is still traffic especially the frontier
475 they are never tghere when there is a problem
476 because the same problems occurs evry year
479 they are never there when I need them
483 they are never there when I need them
485 as I always have problems with traffic due to frontier queues
486 traffic flow is terrible at rush hour
493 3. because there are still issues with traffic control which cause a great disruption to people
495 because wreckles driving still occurs
503 the traffic should have more fluidity
507 traffic laws need to be stricter
508 because there are still many police doing dangerous things on the road which I feel is not being 

monitored
515 THEY COULD FURHTER ENFORCE TRAFFIC LAWS ON THE ROAD AS THERE IS STILL A BIG 

AMOUNT OF CONGESTION IN BUSY AREAS
519 THERE IS A LOT OF TRAFFIC
525 NOT ENOUGH ISDONE WHEN IT COMES TO YOUNG KIDS ON THE ROAD ESPECIALLY ON 

MOTORBIKES
529 TRAFFIC STILL SEEMS TO BE A PROBLEM, ESPECIALLY IN MORNINGS
535 THEY NEED TO REINFORCE MORE LAWS IN ORDER TO MAKE IT BETTER
536 THERE IS NOT ENOUGH CONTROL WHEN IT MATTERS EG NIGHT
544 they ARE NOT RELIABLE OR TRUSTWORTHY
547 INSTALL SPEED CAMERAS
548 THERE SHOULD BE MORE ENFORCEMENT IN THE ROADS TO AVOID ATRAGIC ACCIDENTS

551 IT SHOULD BE ENFORCED MORE
554 THEY SHOULD ENGAGE MORE WITH THE COMMUNITY
556 FLUIDITY OF TRAFFIC IS DANGEROUS AND NOTHING IS BEING DONE.
569 no one does anything in the police of worthy actions
580 IT HAS STAYED THE SAME. NOT BEING IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME
590 BECAUSE MOST OF THE POLICE ARE UNFIT TO COPE WITH SITUATIONS
607 some are unfit to be police. On the roads they cuase more traffic
608 as they don’t handle situations properly

621 traffic laws are not safe enough penalty points should put in place
624 laziness, no trust wihtin RGP, corruption and more training need and stricter recruitment
625 sometimes big crimes are not dealt with properly
627 because of corruption within the police force
631 too strict
635 the police are ignorant and apathetic towards offices  affecting society as a whole e.g. drug misuse 

amongst teens
639 because they don’t do a good job with traffic

643 they just don’t do enough

646 it hasn’t really changed

648 BECAUSE THEY LOOK FOR WRONGS IN OUR COMMUNITY RATHER PREVENTING THE 
WRONGS

649 BECAUSE THEY TREAT YOU WITH LITTLE RESPCET
662 I DO NOT SEE THEM OUT DOING JOBS THAT NEED TO BE DONE. TRAFFIC FLOW IS IN NEED 

OF IMPROVEMENT
665 I HAVE SEEN NO CHANGE IN THE STANDARDS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT
703 MANY CRIMES, INCLUDING BOTH TRAFFIC AND DRUG OFFENCES CONTINUE AS IF THERE 

WAS NO LAW ENFORCEMENT WHATSOEVER
712 SOME OF THEM DO MUCH TO HELP ONCE THEY ARE CALLED
714 TOO MUCH TRAFFIC - SPANISH CARS STUFFED WITH TOBACCO
717 I AM WORRIED AT THE FACT THAT ILLEGAL INCURSIONS ARE NOT DEALT WITH IN THE 

MOST STRICTEST OF WAYS
719 they should spend less time giving traffic tickets and more time at crime scenes
724 a lot of wreckless driving and driving under the influence goes on in gibraltar
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728 don’t see any improvement

729 things could be improved
731 things that could improved
734 police monitor the wrong roads at the wrong time sometimes
735 I think traffic laws should be better
738 we need real justice
739 justice system is corrupt
740 some things could improve in terms of speeding and reckless driving
741 they misuse their power when they themselves are in branch of the law
742 they take more interest/concentrate more on smaller issues than in the bigger problesm in gibraltar

746 gibraltar is a small place and everyone knows eachother and I think that the polcie tell family members 
etc

748 been witness to police ignoring drunk person on middle of the road on new year who was throwing 
things

749 I think that the police need to reevaluate their priorities less focus on petty crimes (parking fines etc) 
more focus on real issues, speeding, drugs, mess created around the frontier etc

750 there are certain laws that arent treated serously by the public i.e. seat belts an underage driving and 
not having a passenger with learners

751 I believe that the police could have a little more control over dangerous driving i.e. speed cameras etc

755 too long to write here, wont my opinion need bigger box
756 I feel like they cause more traffic
757 because drugs still appear to be a big problem in the community
758 just don’t have much confidence in the RGP

759 because some abuse authority and others don’t take action as it might be against a friend or family 

member also they don’t do much in the town area

760 because I believe there are issues which can be improved
761 because there are many issues which have been turned a blind eye on
763 because tehre are many issues which can still be improved and I sont think they have done enough

OL225 Indiscriminate parking and failure to observe traffic lights.
OL226 Police seem not to be doing anything. They just seem to be enjoying going on fake facebook and 

twitter clinics where nothing gets done. They are going from bad to worse with loads more resources 
and money spent on them. Personally don't agree with new commissioner and his approaches to 
policing 

OL227 Year after year all the Police seem to do is their pointless 'Road Watch' excercise. Speeding fines and 
lack of seat belts. Why is RECKLESS driving not tackled? Ie, moped riders constantly weaving in and 
out of traffic, racing along with their excessively loud exhausts. Vehicles not using indicators, even 
POLICE vehicles! Mopeds constantly 'cut cars up' to get just a car or two ahead! It seems this sort of 
behaviour is constantly ignored. 

OL228 1) No, they do not have the powers they need in order to protect us. 2) The services have not 
improved they have stayed the same whilst everything around has changed for the worse. 3) I cannot 
be satisfied with the way traffic laws are enforced when you see Spanish registered cars and bikes 
doing as they wish and a local one gets penalized for everything. 4) Confidence in the police was lost 
when they stopped protecting us and when they themselves broke the law and all they get was a  slap 
on the wrist by the judge.

OL231 1.   There are a lot of officers (not all, but a lot!) who do not care what happens.  Their job is to listen to 
the complaints, fill in the forms and then go home.    2.   There is an arrogance around members of the 
police force as if &quot;civilians&quot; are beneath them.  In my dealings with members of the police 
force this is far from true - in fact, in most cases, they are too stupid to understand the situation as a 
whole.  3.   When a complaint is made the complaint should be logged and recorded, the officer should 
not dismiss the complaint because he can't do anything about it, it should be logged and recorded 
regardless of whether anything is done.  4.   Administration - the police force is very slow to work 
through the paperwork that forms part of their job. Legal paperwork for court is a prime example.  In 
that respect the RGP can be accurately compared with the Tax Office!
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OL232 As a driver, I witness careless driving every day on the roads in Gibraltar, reckless and dangerous 
driving, speeding, mobile phone use, no seatbelts, undertaking. 

OL233 Traffic offences are still an issue. The Police need to be stricter and more effective in detecting road 
offences.  Secondly, the RGP do nothing to combat unlawful incursions in BGTW - and this 
undermines Gibraltar's entire equality of law.  Civilians are processed according to law, unlawful 
incursions are not.   The RGP need to start boarding and arresting.

OL234 Because year after year I report the same answer to your questions re bad driving and year after year 
you ignore me and many others reports that SOMETHING NEEDS TO BE DONE ABOUT BAD 
DRIVERS IN GIBRALTAR.

OL235 Irresponsible young adult males of the ages of 17+ pose a threat as they greatly exceed the speed 
limit regularly and more dangerously, have no experience of conducting a motorcycle at great speed in 
the first instance. Furthermore, mopeds teach and incubate very poor riding habits and necessitate a 
stricter approach to road safety.

OL241 Because they confront mostly the youth in their mopeds or cars but then on the bigger issues nothing 
is done like at sea and on land with tobacco and i personally feel not enough id being done by them 
and when you need a Police Officer there is none doing the rounds 

OL245 Because their presence in certain areas is non existent and I do not feel safe when I am confronted by 
groups of men conducting questionable activities in dark alleys! Police should be patrolling the streets 
a lot more!

OL248 more to be done on the obvious and simplest of offences such as tacking lack of signalling by most 
drivers at roundabouts and exists etc. makes a difference and very common and affects as a whole 
the quality and standard of driving in gibraltar

OL251 as explained before not enough is being done at residential estates at the north district 
OL253 Mobile Phones while driving and not respecting Pedestrian Crossings.
OL255 not enough police on the roads, especially in hotspots which we all know where they are, especially at 

the border
OL258 They are crap
OL259 it can be monitored on a daily basis
OL261 sometimes the police hide themselves to catch a driver doing wrong, l think they should be visible so 

people dont do it.
OL263 They have become a self promotional body, rather than fight crime. They have taken a softly softly 

approach and crime has gotten out of hand. Please dont be naive enough to rely on statistics which im 
sure you know paint the picture that you want them to.

OL269 The Police neighbourhood scheme was promising at first but resources have been diverted to 
mundane tasks like frontier queues so have lost faith in the system

OL270 However i am satisfied with the RGP on land but i am very unsatisfied with RGP at Sea
OL271 I was one of the Rambos before but just by the way police officers spoke to you they caused respect,I 

don't know why but the don't give off that sense of respect and security as they did before!

OL272 The HEO's are totally ineffective. Mobile phone use is a big problem whilst driving.
OL279 Because the police hide from drivers view whilst doing speed checks which is wrong. In UK the drivers 

are notified they are in a speed checked area. If people are caught when the police can't be seem, it's 
an unfair case.

OL280 Police don,t appear to have any control over dangerous driving and excessive noise of two wheeled 
vehicles, and some cars.

OL281 not consistant in enforcement!!! only on Police Watch times.......Police watch should be everyday!!

OL283 Local laws are not being applied equally when it comes to locals and foreigners  especially on the 
roads.

OL284 I think more needs to be enforced. I saw a van with only one headlight today and this should not be on 
the road at all. Maybe the driver thinks its OK to drive around during the day - even so it is not on IMO.

OL287 Daily I see drivers, especially younger ones, speeding, using mobiles while they drive without let or 
hindrance. I also know that regularly smuggling goes on and nothing is done to curtail it. If I see and 
know these things... why don't the officers?

OL289 No enforcement of NPA Act, i.e. macaque feeding, dog faeces, illegal fishing with nets, incursions etc 
NOT ONE prosecution on macaque feeding or illegal fishing and incursions!!!!
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OL290 Indiscrimate driving , noise pollution , indiscriminate  long term parking of cars and motorcycles 
appears that the majority go unabated with a very low percentage receiving a caution at worse get 
fined.

OL291 Police cannot enforce road traffic laws effectively. Speed cameras needed, Policing of traffic parking in 
pedestrian marked areas not enforced in Rosia Rd (south).

OL293 It seems that the law is only applied to some not all. This is now getting really bad! The law is for all if 
not for none!

OL295 I personally don't see many police officers policing our streets.  I see the HEO's  all over the place 
however. I think we need more police visible on the streets of Gibraltar.

OL296 Too much emphasis on speed. None on eg blocking of junctions
OL300 Police are too "limp handed" or lack fibre in wanting to stop the total disregard scooter riders 

demonstrate on our roads 
OL304 Police vs Heo - i dont believe it is clearly defined to the public which role is played by who but there is a 

serious issue when it comes to this on several fronts. further, more attn needs to be paid to motorbike 
drivers, driving wrong way ie from as far back as St marys school down to cornwalls centre.. common 
occurence. Respect for lights giveways etc - and the Heo turning blind eyes to some illegal parkings 
and not others. with regards to confidence and  the police this lies mostly with the new recruits - they 
do not instill confidence, particularly when some of these are guys you then see out of unifrom playing 
up, hanging with known dodgy charachters-  understandably police have their own lives out of the 
force but more attention should be paid on recruitment and perhaps more stringent interview process 

OL305 everyone drives like mad !!
OL307 You are asking me! If you are asking you need to give up the job, you should know beeter than I!
OL308 Witnessed police acting above the law. worked with police professionally 
OL310 More neighbourhood policing during silent hours at weekends and school holidays
OL312 The selective enforcement of the law is by its very nature discriminatory. Gibraltar has very strong 

environmental laws, e.g. the Nature Protection Act 1991 which the Commissioner of Police has chosen 
to ignore. These are crimes committed by foreign and domestic offenders at sea (net-fishing, but also 
fishing with aqualungs) and on land by taxi-drivers and coach operators feeding Barbary Macaques on 
the Upper Rock and other locations. No one is ever reported or arrested for these offences and this is 
unacceptable. Laws are passed in the Gibraltar Parliament and whilst a Commissioner of Police has to 
set RGP priorities, it is not in his gift to ignore an Act of Parliament.

OL314 They appear divorced from the population and give the impression of being unaproachable
OL315 My impression is that police go for the easy option - say a law abiding citizen driving just over the 

speed limit - and turn a blind eye to  motor cyclists and car drivers who are tearing along at high 
speeds and posing a danger to themselves and other road users.

OL316 They are not seen in areas like gib5 or surrounding areas were I live, don't feel protected
OL318 Drive around gib can you say this is well policed. Drive cars unmarked and video i.e. use go pros and 

record traffic offences then send the fine to the registered owner it is then on them to pay it or prove 
that it wasn't them that was driving. Use unmarked mopeds to video these to catch real crime in action.

OL324 I believe they have the plan outlined but are not sticking to it. There is not enough enforcement done 
and although not wishing for a 'police state' discipline is unruly and the police force is not living up to its 
standards.

OL325 I normally see speed controls in areas which I believe are not normally problematic (especially when 
this is done early in the morning when people are going to work etc) and very little if none in areas 
which pose a real danger (especially at certain times) - I walk a lot around and feel totally unsafe as a 
pedestrian especially in the tunnels going to camp bay where space is limited (especially when going 
with a buggy) and the tunnel leading to the lighthouse (although it has a space for bicycles and 
pedestrians) as some motorists feel they have just entered a racing truck when going in - some sort of 
speeding control should be exercised in this tunnel especially before something tragic occurs 

OL328 They do not listen.
OL329 Police are concentrating on catching people for low level offences (e.g. slightly over speed limit in a 

30km area, where a 30km speed limit is not justified) instead of catching reckless drivers, say on a 
Friday night.
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OL330 Antisocial behaviour - police have systematically failed to support us and act impartially in ongoing 
issues we have with anti-social behaviour in our neighbourhood.   Under age drinking - I asked police 
to intervene when I knew a bar was serving alcohol to a person under age, and was told they had no 
rights to enter the premises. It's great that there's a good police presence in Casemates on a Friday, it 
would be far better if they had authority to intervene when bars serve those underage. I understand 
police can only enforce the laws in place, but the drinking age is unclear and should be raised to 18 
across the board and enforced accordingly by police, not left to the bars who are lax to say the least. 
Having a drinking age of 16 encourages a culture of drinking at a very young age that is hard for 
parents to combat. It means 14 and 15 year olds are getting into bars with others far older than 
themselves, and being served or bought alcohol making them extremely vunerable.

OL331 Poor driving standards of motor cycles ,lack of enforcement on Spanish cars and motor cycles on 
there poor driving ,parking ,and general attitude to the law of the roads in Gibraltar 

OL343 More should be done about careless drivers, if I see them speeding/ talking on phones/ dangerous 
driving/ ignoring pedestrian crossings etc EVERY DAY then the police should be out there and 
catching them in the act.Maybe more police could be employed to work roads

OL345 As previously stated the enforcement of traffic laws is abysmal.
OL349 I think traffic laws need to be enforced in a bit stricter way, specially for the motor cyclists. Secondly 

heavy and slow vehicles should have timings to move in the city, may be after working hours or early 
morning before 7.30 am.

OL360 Police seem to turn blind-eye when a local is involved in small infringements (eg parking violations)

OL362 unable to simplest task: Traffic cases going to court reveal poor evidence and other processing.  
Drugs in Schools. How is that possible when all people involved must be 100% known.  Police officers 
are not leading by example.

OL363 Bad driving around Gibraltar especially motor bikes, double overtaking going through red lights the list 
goes on.

OL364 Traffic violations are not consistently dealt with. Depends if the police officer knows or is related to the 
offender

OL368 Spanish vehicles stop on Devils Tower road often without warning blocking traffic lanes where are the 
officers/HEOs???????

OL369 I don't feel that there has been any significant improvement in the last 12 months. If I can see people 
driving on their mobiles, smoking pot while driving and driving recklessly, why can't they?

OL375 not enough police patrols at night when speeding occurs
OL376 Q3: Warnings are given to road users as to where the Police will be checking speed/seat belts etc.  

These should be random with no warning.  Speed cameras should be in place on certain road and a 
points system should be introduced to deter persistant offenders.  X no. of points and you loose your 
license for 6 months etc.

OL377 I have witnessed police acting too leniently in cases where stricter action should be upheld. 
Alternatively, minor offences are given more attention. 

OL378 Speeding particularly by motor cyclists remains a problem. Control by the Police of the tobacco trade 
remains an issue (not sure there is political interference in this)

OL379 Motorbikes break the law all the time. It appears that the highway code does not apply to them. The 
police need to be consistent

OL381 There is a tendency to ignore the illegal acts of foreign vehicle drivers and this is not acceptable.  It is 
not acceptable in other countries and it should be the same in Gibraltar.  Ever road user, from 
whereever they originate MUST betreated similarly and without selection.

OL384 Nothing is ever perfect....there should always be room for improvement
OL385 All you hear about is who is seeing who, affairs and rapes (come on!!)
OL389 There are still individuals in society that have committed repeated offences and they are still out there 

being a nuisance to society.
OL391 Unfortunately the big boys/girls of crime never get caught! It's the small fish that always pay the price & 

get sent to prison!
OL395 Behaviour of motorists, resident or non-resident is terrible.  Certain areas of Gibraltar can be scary 

place to walk around or to let your children walk around.  Motorist behave badly without any action 
being taken.

OL399 Personal reasons 
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OL408 Sorry but I don't trust police officers, lawyers or politicians :( 
OL413 Long story 
OL417 e.g On the spot fines for non residence and if they do not have cash impound their motor vehicles.

OL427 because you are useless
OL432 The police is too soft. While I applaud trying to solve matters through conversation, sometimes matters 

need to be dealt with more forcefully and one law should go for everyone - not depending on who you 
know or who you are. 

OL434 I feel more could be done in the drug scene make children aware younger in school,drug testing 
OL436 They have a way of selectively enforcing the law on those they know are the most easy targets 
OL438 As a driver I see too many bad and dangerous habits of motorcyclists, that goes without punishment, 

and still see police harassing  groups of teenagers.
OL441 No many police on patrol and at night its a rare sight to see one on the streets.  
OL442 I see too many children unrestrained in vehicles and on mopeds when they dont reach pedals, 

pedestrian crossings and red lights are a joke, these matters must be taken more seriously. 
OL446 Sadly the police cannot be everywhere at all times. Bad driving habits including use of mobile phones 

whilst driving/driving without seat belts/children unsecured in cars/speeding/more recently ignoring 
traffic light signals/cyclists using footpaths/cyclists ignoring traffic light signals/a widespread non-use of 
indicators all give great cause for concern. These bad driving habits are escalating. Please find a 
solution.

OL447 Police seem reluctant to deal with foreigners.
OL449 I see riders/drivers breaking traffic laws whilst police are nearby and nothing is done.
OL457 You do not see officers being pro-active on the streets as there are non . I see a lot of officers driving 

round in vehicles and not doing a lot . We are told that there would be neighbourhood policing and 
estate patrols but we haven't seen our community constable for almost nine months. An officer sitting 
in a district officer is not neighbourhood policing. I think the RGP has got it all wrong and the public is 
being hoodwinked. There are many issues to tackle. The police are there to enforce the law and not 
act as social workers.

OL458 its not that i dont trust police its that the law many times fails to serve the victims...
OL459 I do not see Police Officers patrolling other than the occasional car.  Traffic enforcement seems to be 

aimed only at foreign vehicles  as local drivers get away with whatever, and this only by TEO and not 
Police who are not around.  Main Street is completely abandoned as are the estates as officers are 
used for social events such as elderly care (something that comes under a different entity) instead of 
carrying out the duties they are paid for. There seems to be no supervision and the new officers are 
just left to their own devices and subsequently there is no respect for rank, albeit there is no rank seen 
out anyhow. It seems that the heirachy have other things to worry about other than policing

OL462 Refusal to put some form of permanent control (e.g .speed cameras) on Devil's Tower Road, which is 
now dangerous.

OL463 Because 'family' connections and 'expats' treated differently. Aldo very small minded ness displayed if 
gibraltar in the sun is anything to do with it. Police officer quigly was a disgrace.

OL468 Enforcement isn't consistent when dealing with persons known to have a lot of money. 
OL471 In issues to do with my area no consistency
OL473 Motorcyclists are a problem. The manner in which they are driven, undertaking, overtaking and 

suddenly pulling in in front  of you causing you as a car driver to brake suddenly and potentially 
causing an accident, overtaking over bold lines. Allowing double parking on busy roads AND 
roundabouts, particularly the Morrison's / hospital roundabout. Lack of drink driving checks! 

OL477 I answer no because i feel the RGP are not focusing on the task at hand.....for example lately they are 
popping parking tickets left right and centre knowing the massive problem we have in Gibraltar with 
parking!!.....everyday that goes by there seems to be less and less parking due to works being carried 
out, or construction materials being stored etc.... and us citizens have to make shift parking spaces 
because we cant take our cars home only to have a bobby turn up in the early hours of the morning 
and gift us all with parking tickets because there is nothing better to do!!.....this is unacceptable!!  And 
on another note...its against the law not to notify citizens with permanent traffic warnings regarding 
speed checks!! you shift locations as you please and hide in the shadows when doing the checks!!       
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OL479 Gibraltar is a traffic jam.  I am astounded that for a country that is used to the main road being shut 
due to air traffice that this still backs up the entire road system.  People regularly drive drunk and 
illegally. I have never seen a police man do nothing other than stand there.

OL481 All I ask for is CONSISTENCY. There are many instances of DOUBLE STANDRARDS and 
inconsistency with the way a police officer deals with an individual. There is alos different treatment 
depending on the danger that an individual imposes. Law abiding people tend to be easier targets for 
police officers who are not as strict with persons who commit offences very often.

OL487 Fixed speed cams, also on the spot breathalyzers.On the spot fines for non-residents.
OL491 The police do not enforce the traffic laws, it seems they are only interested in  catching speeding 

offences nothing is being done for driving without due care by the hundreds of motorbike and some car 
users.

OL492 RGP should be given more powers to enforce this and especially antisocial behaviour!
OL493 Too lenient approach
OL500 I think there should be more officers patrolling the town area during the day. There are days that they 

are no where to be seen
OL503 Too many people not following the Highway Code. Never seen any officers pull anyone over. 
OL504 Little, if anything, Appears to be done regarding cigarette smuggling activities of organised gangs. Why 

isn't it even an issue highlighted in this survey?
OL507 I know there are many ccampaigns for safer driving but I feel it could be enforced stricter as I do feel 

this area is a big problem at the moment
OL511 BECAUSE I USED TO WORK WITH THEM, AND THEY HAVE FAILED WHEN I HAVE NEEDED 

THEM
OL513 I think the RGP lack coherent policies - for example, they have police dogs - procured on a whim.  

They have bigger and bigger boats on the water but no workable policy for their employment.  They 
brush accidents and incidents under the carpet without proper governance or external scrutiny 

OL519 Naturally resources seem stretched while the police focus on traffic at the frontier approach area, 
however speeding on other roads such as Waterport Ave and aggressive acceleration and breaking in 
other areas continues. Speed cameras could be an option? 

OL524 Just a few signs here and there and the odd highways enforcement officers dotted around. Feel there 
needs to be more done re: speeding in known areas eg queensway, Europort road, rock hotel hill etc 
plus bikes weaving in and out

OL530 I do not believe there are enough officers who have the necessary 'I want to help you' attitude. I feel 
that a lot of them put the uniform on along with the 'I am god' attitude

OL531 Sometimes Police directing traffic slows down the flow rather than increasing it, I don't believe Police 
should be directing traffic at all, there are more important things than that.

OL533 because in some cases the uniform has got to their heads:/ that has to be dealt with we are all human 
if u want to be respected respect

OL535 they are unable to control traffic if the queue is so stuffed-its however not their fault 
OL538 Operation road watch has been brilliant but more still needs to be done. A relative(pedestrian) was hit 

by a moped and I can't say the police response has inspired much confidence in the police force.  

OL542 For reason already given.
OL547 See too many vehicles speeding in built up areas, bicycles being ridden without lights in the dark, cars 

jumping red lights and mopeds undertaking/overtaking dangerously.
OL548 Like all police forces around the world but even more so in Gibraltar corruption is rampant ,I think 

police men and women should be brought in from the UK to man our streets and upheld the laws more 
efficiently .

OL549 If people think it's ok to blatantly drive the wrong way down one way roads, overtake illegally, speed in 
crowded areas them either people are generally idiots or the police need to have a heavier hand

OL550 The campaigns to improve road safety are good, but there should be daily checks at various spots to 
keep safety levels at the maximum. 
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OL551 I witness substandard driving on a daily basis in Gibraltar.  People don't know the correct lane to be in, 
people don't know how to indicate.  Motorbike riders are careless, cyclists jump traffic lights and ride of 
pavements. At night time boy racers take to the street and drive too fast.  People stop on double reds.

OL557 you see a week or two when the guys are out with the speed camera's and them nothing for a month 
??? there just seem to be a schedule, no consistent plan to tackle the speed and poor driving. there is 
car racing most nights at the light house, have the police not noticed or are they not interested?

OL563 No control over people on bikes ( scooters)speeding and " undertaking"
OL566 over zellus policing is not the answer to the traffic issues. Drivers want to get to there destination as 

quickly as possible. just a few idiots bad driving in a car or moped we all suffer with over reaction 
policing, traffic calming etc is not good. 

OL573 I was stopped for speeding when i was within the limits on Devils tower road and the young officer was 
rude and incompetent. It was only when the older officer cam over saying, 'No, no no es el otto', that I 
was waved on without an explanation or apology. If I had not been able to speak spanish I would have 
been flummoxed as to what had occurred….which my passenger was> She could not quite believe 

what had happened and was horrified. I laughed it off saying, 'only in Gibraltar'. Which is really no 
longer acceptable

OL574 Vide 2
OL575 I see bikes undertaking, cars not stopping at Zebra crossings, cars and bikes speeding, cars and bikes 

parking so prams cannot cross the road. I am referring to cars/bikes with local number plates.

OL581 As explained in 3c
OL582 existing laws are not enforced esp on the road when police are contacted do not act they turn a blind 

eye  lazy and just talk to each other off handed to complaints and disinterested  
OL585 The police in Gibraltar are NOT even handed and generaly act diferently and "turn a blind eye" to 

problems with LOCALS but are very Anti and strict with all other orders of society
OL587 i haven't seen perceptible improvement...fits and starts of a  couple of initiativs aside.  Traffic offences 

continue unabated..frankly I don't know why we bother with overtaking (and undertaking by 
mopeds)restrictions (including at roundabouts, junctions and pedestrian crossings), parking 
demarcation, speeding ( particularily by mopeds),  fitting indicators (they are rarely used) and most 
astonishingly red traffic lights..all are ignored with apparent impunity. Not to mention noisey 
mopeds/bikes and car steroes.  I have seen increases rather than otherwise of the above nd 
particularly for jumping red lights...I personally record at least one per day...easily.

OL592 If traffic laws were reinforced effectively there would not be as much careless driving as I witness. I do 
not have confidence in the police as I feel Gib is so small anybody will get away with breaking the law if 
you know somebody in the rgp

OL593 if you commit a crime you get arrested unless you are spanish they get away with illegal fishing 
OL597 There can be no respect for or confidence in a corrupt force who discrimantes against Gibraltarians.  

Why pretend to enforce traffic laws and then RGP park illegally to buy their takeaways.?  The RGP is a 
disgrace by not enforcing laws against Spaniards fishing illegally

OL600 Not deliver as promised
OL602 Policemen nowadays only want an easy life and dont do their work as they should yet you see them 

nicely dressed for parades etc.
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4 I hate the way the majority of police officers treat the public in the way they talk to us
6 vehicles blocking bus stops stopping on red lines parking on pavements. If cars are stopped 

some motrobikes just go past on pavement at is was part of the road
17 there is no respect nowadays for your elderds or police
18 no need for improvement they do a fine job
19 police in general are not highly likes but that is the same everywhere. People only praise them 

when they are personally affected
20 rather than questionnaires or in addition, please get them to know the individual family leaders 

and ask verbally
21 the attitude of the public is the police are there to catch you when you are doing somethng wrong. 

It should be the police are there to bhelp you when you need it
22 police are doing a very good pr job. Unfortunately here are lots of people who elieve that no 

matter what police are the bad guys. Mentality takes a long time to change maybe generations

29 because of previous police behaviour, which are now improving but people still need confidence

40 too m any corrupt police and the rest like to abouse their power
41 disabled badges on cars not checked with drivers. Dog shit everywhere and no fines. Too much 

tobacco smuggling all around. Crazy drivers
43 public confidence and relationships are based on long term experience. 12 months too short to 

see improvements
44 we neevr see them when needed
49 it is not a clean cut yes/no answer. There is confidence in some areas but not in others eg traffic 

offences, underage drinking and drugs
56 the rgp have an excellent record, however you are aware that other police authority outside gib. 

Do not give the same confidence to the RGP. This being to the fishing problems in our waters

57 police are only seen in cars, varyl begg donr see police unless something happens
59 lack of confidence in last 12 months due to handling of fishing dispute rleated offences and 

incurcions. In my opinion, due to lack of aid from british governmentcertain officers should take a 
more friendly and open approach when dealing with the public whether they are victims, 
witnesses or offenders

67 a more hand on approach is required. Especially with traffic and tobacco smuggling. People have 
had enough with it. People will never like it police. It’s a fact of thinking

72 fishing dispute has made a mockery of gibraltar laws
75 upper town is neglected by all concerned including police
78 laws not being enforced at sen and matuteras at unprecedented levels
84 not noticeable
88 hiding behind speed cameras will not improbe confidence especially when these are carried out 

at 8 in the morning only catching ppl who are late to work
95 the situation just does not change
96 as for previous reply
105 no comment. They should know
116 by better patrol in laguna and glacis este due to tobacco sale
118 have already answered under "about you"
120 you are not in any way professionals due to the fact there are no experiences officers. There is 

not contact with the man in the street as you never see them
127 yu get what you inspect not what you expect
132 I don’t have may dealings with rgp but I don’t feel any different this year to last

137 because people from over the border park wherever they like, throw rubbish everywhere and 
even fish and camp over night with their failies in camp bay and nothing is done about it

145 visible police presence at casemates but stop and main street mainly when cruise liners are in 
post. The place becomes risky due to overcrowding with people and cars and buses

162 I FEEL THE FISHING DISPUTE AND TOBACCO ISSUES HAVE AFFECTED THE PUBLICS 
CONFIDENCE IN THE POLICE AS THIS DOESNT SEEM TO BE UNDERCONTROL NOR 
BEING TREATED FAIRLY. IBELIEVE THE POLICE DOESNT ACT AS AN INDEPENDENT 
BODY
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165 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE FROM POLICE TO ACTUALLY DO THEIR JOB. SERIOUSLY WHAT 
KIND OF POOR TRAINING GOES ON AT THE RGP?

178 NO, BECAUSE POLICE ATTENDANCE HAVE BEEN CALLED WITHOUT ANY TURN UP
199 MAINLY BECAUSE I KNOW THE RGP IS WORKING ON THIS. AND SURELY SOON THEY 

WILL SEE THEIR ACHIEVEMNTS. STILL TODAY, IT IS MY OPINION THAT THEY NEED TO 
CONTINUE WORKING TOWARDS THESE GOALS

204 I HAVE NOT SEEN ANY REASON TO DOUBT THE INTEGRITY OR GOODWILL OF THE 
POLICE IN GENERAL, BUT I HAVE NEVER BEEN IN A POSITION REALLY TO COMMENT, 
BUT I AM PLEASED TO SEE SOME THAT I KNOW FROM THEIR SCHOOL DAYS IN 
UNIFORM

209 IN MY YOUNG DAYSTHE POLICE WAS A FRIEND OF THE PUBLIC. NOWADAYS IT IS NOT. 
FOR EXAMPLE IF SOMEONE IS COMITTING A PARKING OFFENCE AND YOU CALL THE 
POLICE WHEN HE COMES. THE POLICE AS YOU IS YOU WANT TO REPORT HIM/HER. 
WHEN IN FACT THE PERSON IS COMITTING AN OFFENCE

219 MUCH HAS BEEN DONE FOR THE COMMUNITY BY THE RGP. TOENSURE CONFIDENCE 
AND TRUST TAKES TIME. 

235 I often hear that not enough is done especially when it comes down to antisocial behaviour
248 I havent heard anyone saying their confidence in policing has risen. Most people have confidence 

already, but I don’t think it has improved. Certainly regards traffic flow I think everywhere 

appreciates the hard work they do
276 THE RGP SET OUT THEIR TARGET, THEY DO NOT CONSULT ENOUGH WITH THE 

PUBLIC. THEIR ATTITUDE IS THIS IS WHAT WE DO, WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE DOING, 
WE DO NOT NEED ANYBODY TO TELL US WHAT WE SHOULD DO

283 AGAIN I FEEL THAT THEY ONLY GO AFTER THE PERSONS THEY KNOW WILL NOT 
CAUSE THEM PROBLEMS IF I CAN SEE, AND KNOW WHO THE TROUBLE MAKERS ARE, 
THEY AS PROFESSIONALS SHOULD ALSO KNOW

289 POLICE SEEM TO TARGET THE WEAKER ELEMENT IN SOCIETY AND IGNORE THE REAL 
OFFENDERS IN OUR SOCIETY

292 GIB IS A VERY SMALL PLACE AND THERE ARE MANY AREAS THAT ARE ABANDONED. AT 
NIGHT GIB IS NOT A SAFE PLACE ANYMORE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE TO WALK HOME AT 
NGHT. TOO MANY SEXUAL ASSAULTS LATELY. VERY SCARY

294 THE SITUATION IS THE SAME IN THAT WHILST I HAVE NOTICED NO SIGNIFICANT 
IMPROVEMENT IT REMAINS POSITIVE OVERALL

303 same as previous question
314 LACK OF RESPECT ON THE PART OF THE PUBLIC
326 there are many members of society that I feel still have an inherent disconfidence in the ability of 

the police. Personally I do not share that view but I know many that do
332 unapproachable attitude. Abuse position. Do as I say not as I do policy
350 SOME POLICE CONSTABLE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PUBLIC ARE A BIT ARROGANT

369 I THINK WE CARE TOO MUCH ABOUT PETTY CRIMES
372 SHOULD BE MORE APPROACHABLE AND FIRNEDLY WITH THE PUBLIC. UNDERSTAND 

THAT IF YOU HAVE COMMITTED AN OFFENCE THEY HAVE TO BE STERN, BUT THEY CAN 
ALSO BE MORE HELPFUL

373 SAME AS WITH PREVIOUS COMMENTS ON TOBACCO SMUGGLING
374 NEVER ONE AROUND WHEN YOU NEED ONE AND THE OCCASIONAL BRUSH OFF WHEN 

APPROACHING THEM WITH ANY OPINIONS
383 IT IS MORE A PERSONAL FEELING I GUESS, TO DO WITH THE FACT THAT WE LIVE IN A 

SMALL COMMUNITY IN WHICH EVERYBODY KNOWS EACH OTHER AND SOME PEOPLE 
ARE GIVEN PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT AND SEEM TO BE ABOVE THE LAW

389 MORE POLICE PRESENCE IS REQUIRED TO ENSURE LESS ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR, 
VANDALISM AND DRIVING CARELESSLY

413 I PERSONALLY DO NOT SEE THE POLICE AROUND ANY MORE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
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414 I HEAR PEOPLE ALWAYS TALKING ABOUT THE SAME THING THAT THEY CALL THE 
POLICE AND THEN NEVER COME ON TIME, OR THEY DONT COME AT ALL

425 today I saw a police oofficer checking 3-4 motorcycles illegally parled and he just walked away! 
No fines!

430 more effective policing on area of cornwalls
437 I THINK SOME OF THE TOWN POLICEMEN ARE ALWAYS ARROGANT AND AGGRESSIVE

443 difficult to say but social conversations do not suggest great confidence
451 as before
456 YOU OVERHEAR PEOPLE COMPLAIN ABOUT LACK OF CONSISTENCY IN ADDRESSING 

EG SPEEDING ETC
457 MORE PATROLLING MORE TRAFFIC CONTROL LAWS MORE STRICT AND NOT PUT UP 

WITH ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUS
461 NOT ALLA OFFICERS ARE THE SAME, BUT IVE SEEN SOME TALK TO THE PUBLIC IN A 

RUDE MANNER EVEN SWEARING WHILE THEYTALK
464 because when you call for assitance they take too long to answer the telephone and by the time 

they do answer you get they are busy and will send someone when they can ….and attack the 

respective persons they have no …for what the should have they go after the .......crime. 

469 not transparent! Witness the "lost" cocaine in the store. What happened there?
471 when talking to people they complain a lot
472 youth wouldn’t break the law as much if they had more confidence in the police

473 If youth had more confidence with the police I don’t think they would break the laws as much

475 no they are very rude at times and the public therefore don’t have respect

476 same incidents happen every year
479 no they can be rude and take abuse of  their authority
483 same reason as before
507 many people don’t have a fgood relationship with police, ive heard many complaints

508 young people driving dangerous by doing stunts and at times I have seen more them on bike at a 
time speedil. Almost as if they are having a race on the road

512 SPEEDING CHECKS MORE CONTROLLED. INTRODUCE PENALTY POINTS INTO LICENSE 
SYSTEM. TACKLE UNDER AGED DRINKING (AS CHILDREN OF 13 YEARS ARE ABLE TO 
PROCURE ALCOHOL EASILY)

536 ON CERTAIN SITUATIONS, CERTAIN PROBLEMS HAVE NOT BEEN HANDLED WELL SUCH 
AS TOBACCO SMUGGLING EVEN THOUGH THERE HAVE BEEN ATTEMPTS TO STOP IT, 
IT HASNT WORKED

547 GIB IS A SMALL PLACE AND EVERYONE KNOWS EVERYONE
553 *THEY SHOULD CONTROL SPEEDING, UNDERAGE DRINKING AND DRUGS. *IN THE CASE 

OF UNDERAGE DRINKING THERE ARE MANY POLICEMEN WHO DO NOT TAKE ACTION 
WHEN THEY SEE SOMEBODY DRINKING WHO ARE UNDERAGE

566 I DONT BELIEVE THAT MANY OF THE YOUTH HAVE ANY RESPECT FOR THE RGP
568 A LOT OF POLICE SCANDALS. IF THE POLICE ARE BREAKING THE LAW HOW CAN THE 

PUBLIC TRUST THEM TO ENFORCE IT?
569 YOU ARE ALL RELATED SO NO ONE LIKES EACH OTHER
583 THE PUBLIC VIEW THE POLICE AS ENEMIES
608 very unsocial
624 for police to be in areas needed for the crime their wishing to avoid. Underage drinking? 

Casemates. Speeding? Devils tower. They are slightly uptight. To prioritise the main issues in 
Gibraltar and tackle them one by one

627 it can be better but because of corruption it isnt helping
634 they are considered too lazy
635 the apathy the police show towards the public is reflected back. If the police do not meet the 

public's needs, how is the public supposed to be satisfied with their performance/role?
638 they could enforce the policing more strongly
642 because they don’t do a good job

643 too many cruimes go on without any action from the police
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648 THEY ABUSE THEIR AUTHORITY AND TAKE MORE INTEREST IN MINOR THINGS RATHER 
THAN LOOKING AT THE BIG PICTURE

652 DEPENDS THE POLICE, DEPENDS THE PERSON. SOME MAY ABUSE AUTHORITY
653 SOME POLICE MAY WHEREAS SOME MAY NOT
694 THEY DONT BOTHER
722 because the majority of the population disagree or don’t get along well with the police. Anms 

some police abuse authority
725 I think because the conduct of police in the past hasn’t been very good, the public have lost 

confidence in them and this will take time to regain
733 there was a lampost at a 45 degree angle outside my house that was reported 3-4 times and it 

took 2 weeks to be removed
738 by thinking its free
740 some people report things and no action is taken
741 the police are taken as a joke and don’t tackle the main issues such as border issues

742 due to abuse of their authority they wont perceive a good relationship
743 because I have heard many people complain about the police
745 I believe its because we know eachother so well and not many of the people would like to  explain 

their problems to them. Also because they abuse authority
746 police know people and information gets round. I also feel the police are involved in a lot of cases 

and because they are police they hide a lot of things
749 they key issues in giv (drungs, incursiosn and antisocial behabviour around the frontier) seem to 

persist year on year, perhaps not so much with regards to drugs
754 issues with rudeness problems not tackled promptly enough
755 too early to write
758 have you read one newspaper lately?
761 bcause some police don’t respect the public so the public and police don’t have a good 

relationship
762 people may not like officers when they are fined by them
763 because I feel they are disrespectful
OL227 Comments on Facebook groups go to show this. It seems that there is one law for locals, and 

another for visitors. To be taken seriously with respect, laws should be applied alike to all. If a 
local were to go fishing with nets, would he be told to just move along? Or would he be landed 
with a fine, and subsequent court appearance? Spanish vehicles parked illegally. Told to just 
move on, or fined?

OL228 I cannot speak for the rest of the public, but I can say I have lost trust in them when I see what I 
see on a daily basis.

OL231 The RGP are slow, arrogant, and are more interested in taking photos with tourists than doing 
their job

OL233 See my last e-mail. Failure to maintain equality in how they process offences.
OL234 see my answers re bad driving in gib.
OL240 Until the RGP take serious and appropriate action in relation to constant breaches of BGTW by 

the Spanish, and clamp down on the  disgraceful site at the frontier, in respect of tobacco 
smuggling, and the general problem with litter from it, the public's opinion will not change.

OL241 I think there should be more presence in our streets especially down in Casemates Square and at 
night  

OL258 They suck
OL263 As per previous statement
OL269 The ongoing problems with illegal fishing and the lack of enforcement of Nature Protection Act 

has caused the confidence to drop with the general public
OL272 I see no 'improvement' in the police at all. The RGP are still allowing daily incursions by armed 

para-military launches within BGTW
OL287 If, as a member of the public, I can say I have dissatisfaction about anything then it follows that 

something isn't good enough. My father was a Superintendent in Manchester Police and my 
husband is an ex-policeman... we both notice things!
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OL289 Because if nothing is done on environmental issues on land and on the sea what sort of public 
confidence are we trying to achieve when the Police is dictated by the Governor and FCO!  Too 
many boats for nothing!!

OL291 The Police are VERY dismissive of Illegal Spanish Net fishing in BGTW, reported myself, 
watched RGP attend and do nothing! THEY ARE BREAKING THE LAW. If it was a Gib boat, 
arrest would surely be made.

OL293 Recently the whole policing has degraded profoundly. No longer is the victim looked after but 
actually doubted. There is no follow up and no one cares!

OL295 As I said before you don't see many police officers around, so you can't build a relationship with 
them. 

OL300 same reasons expressed earlier - lack of control scooter disregard for safety riding 
OL307 You should know better than I
OL312 Failure to stand up to repeated incursions leave boat owners and other persons who use BGTW 

at the mercy of armed paramilitaries, with the ever present risk of kidnapping and being taken to 
a foreign jurisdiction, when foreign state agencies have no lawful authority to exercise jurisdiction 
in our waters, which they do on a daily basis. This creates fear and lack of confidence in the 
police. Of course the Royal Navy is principally at fault as it should be up to the military to repel 
armed incursions. The RGP cannot 'cooperate' with a foreign, armed vessel in BGTW when it is 
committing a crime by being in our waters. The Guardia Civil should be arrested for carrying 
firearms and impersonating police officers.

OL314 The Police appear to be unaproachable
OL324 It is evident from social media that the public are not happy with the RGP and nor is the 

confidence at a satisfactory level. Zero tolerance for locals yet foreigners are not facing justice.

OL330 Unfortunately my experiences over the last 2 years, in relation to ongoing anti-social behaviour 
issues, has left me with little confidence in the police to protect me and my family, act impartially 
and uphold the law.  We have had evidence to prove those responsible for the anti-social 
behaviour have lied to police on several occasions and yet no action has been taken.  

OL339 dont have as good of a relationship as they could have due to little officers abusing their job titles 
and using for wrong reasons

OL362 high and mighty. Too many get promoted. too few do a job. nothing is visible. every little issue is 
blown out of proportion and insident reports are written for absolutely no purpose. 

OL369 The police are seen as not being effective in many areas, including drug control and control of 
antisocial behaviour. Unfortunately the physical characteristics of police officers is also something 
that the public ridicules, and I believe that the general concensus is that a lot of the newer officers 
are a joke. Personally I respect the police and am bringing my children up to respect the police, 
but a lot of my generation do not share my opinion.

OL379 The police need to be more visible in the community.
OL385 Depending on the police guy! have seen comments on facebook of a police guy on a Friday night 

making stupid comments! They should set out a good example so that others can follow.

OL389 It's better but there is still room for improvement. They are on the right track though.
OL391 Need a lot of public confidence which is lacking, especially when you see people walking the 

street after stabbing someone. Out to do it again which happened!
OL399 Some still have no idea what manners are
OL408 No comment
OL410 general feedback
OL421 Less police officer are seen walking the streets and whenever they are seen they are seen in two 

and three in vehicles
OL427 because you are all useless
OL434 they are never around when you need them,they only seem to target locals when it comes to 

traffic offences 
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OL446 The current and ongoing pathetic behaviour from Spain, specifically the queues at the frontier, 
smugglers taking over areas in the vicinity of tobacco shops and not just in the estates, are areas 
the public feel the Police are failing in  without completely understanding the parameters the 
Police must work within. The Marine Section takes a knocking too in any discussion concerning 
Spanish incursion in BGTW.  Educate the public so they are aware of what the RGP can and 
cannot do.  Don't let they keyboard warriors on Facebook trash the RGP any longer.

OL456 Peoplw which are low lifes or mostly live in a goverment flat...will never like you. Us normal 
people have been brought up to respect you.x

OL457 How can the public have confidence in the police if there are none on the streets. There is no 
interaction. Seeing officers taking old ladies for walks or painting egg or playing bingo is not the 
job of a police officer that is a waste of police resourses.

OL459 How can relationship improve with the public....we have NO contact with officers.....gone are 
those times when officers where seen walking around at all times of day and night. I have a better 
chance of seeing a UFO.

OL463 Because they think that they are above the law themselves 
OL473 Improving relationships  does not mean "softening" . If people report concerns or problems, it's 

for a reason. If the police take the "easy option"  and move people on, (saves the paperwork) law 
abiding citizens lose faith and get frustrated.

OL479 They do not interact with anybody they just stand there.  How can you relate to someone that 
does nothing other than this?

OL487 Respect has to be gained first then confidence and I do believe from what I hear that is not the 
case.

OL504 I have no confidence in the police when you witness on a daily basis open and blatant cigarette 
smuggling happening without the police doing anything!

OL507 I don't think many people respect the police. Possibly part of this is because of the justice system 
and how people are sometimes let off for crimes. We need to be strict to gain respect and for 
people to be more wary of the law/police

OL511 NO IMPROVEMENT AS THE POLICE ARE VERY YOUNG, AND HAVE NO EXPERIENCE IN 
REAl LIFE SITUATIONS.

OL538 Because when I hear ppl complaining about the police force they are moaning about pretty much 
the same things as they would have a year ago. IE smuggling 

OL542 As above.
OL557 no improvement seen
OL566 Respect for the Police in Gibraltar has never been high, as it is seen to be a closed shop in which 

you progress if you are member of a certian Free group.
OL581 because i feel that if you are not Orignally from gibraltar you are the person that is in the wrong 

when a gibraltarian is involved.
OL582 talking to my neighbours they are of the same opinion that police do not enforce the existing laws 

such as traffic offences, dog fouling, illegal fishing etc
OL585 Most view the police as being anti non locals
OL587 I don' have any evidence of any perceptible movement ether way.
OL592 Through the grapevine the overall public opinion of the rgp is negative
OL593 same again
OL597 Cause the RGP is corrupt, hides the truth, drugs go missing from their store and are then sold to 

our kids.
OL602 People has now lost confidence in the system to the extent that they dont even complain 

anymore as they know that they get away with anything. Its always their word against the public 
and they are always beleived. So why bother. Beleive you me there is a lot of rudeness and lack 
of real police work.  Only interested in public relations exercices.
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OL582 1.  cameras on the road  2.  cameras in areas where cigarettes and drugs are stashed in cars on 
eastern beach 3.  more visibility on eastern side esp regarding speeding and ticketing of such 4. 
ticketing people with dogs on beach 5.  ticketing people whos dogs foul the beach and streets 6.  
ticket people that litter the streets 7.  stop illegal fishing on the beach 

463 1. by stronger enforcement of laws and ASB. 2. surely the time for warnings is over. 3. more speed 
cameras (if it exists) to reduce dangerous driving. 4. why not impose fixed penalty fines (on the spot 
fining) for traffic violations. 5. one of the worst violations occurs at the glacis road junction from the 
airport. the stop sign is more often than not ignored and yet the police do niothing (one day a serious 
accident will happen). 6. the police ignore double parking, stopping within zig zag lines (pedestrian 
crossings), use of mobile phone, ignoring simple traffic signs (ie no entry/no left/ right turn) 7. the 
laws/ordinances must be enforced without fear or favour.

451 1. more training. 2. a change to some laws. 3. stricter enforcement. 4. more of their presence!
166 A BIGGER CONTROL IN THE TOBACCO SMUGGLING AND DRUGS. BARS SHOULD NOT SELL 

ALCOHOLIC DRINKS TO UNDER AGE
OL324 A hard line, use the stick and make it be heard that there is a tough crackdown on all issues 

occurring and that the police are not a force to be reckoned with in this day.
426 a more visible  presence at housing estates (where much antisocial behaviour is bred and reinforced) 

maybe: enhanced community constable service
135 a police officer outside all schools at closing time every day to stop bad traffic and make it safer for 

children walking home. Please!
195 A POLICE PRESENCE IN THE MOTHERCARE CROSSROAD WOULD IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN 

SAFETY IN THIS TRAFFIC FUNNEL, DETER CYCLISTS, SKATEBOARDERS ETC FROM USING 
MAIN STREET, HELP PROJECT THE IMAGE OF A BRITISH GIBRALTAR PARTICULARLY TO 
TOURISTS. 

OL595 a small minority need to be more polite when dealing with the public.
274 A WEBSITE OF PICTURES OF LOST PROPERTY.... KEYS ETC. THE PUBLIC COULD THEN 

IDENTIFY GOODS WITHOUT USING UP POLICE TIME
OL289 About time you listened to our community and did something about OUR concerns!!and not the UKs 

relationship with Spain.
102 abuse by some of the new officers or policeman real abusive
232 action being taken against members of the public making false allegations against police officers to 

distract from any offences which they may have been reported or arrested for.
OL296 Actually they should spend less time trying to "be a friend" and more time on core functions
152 ADDRESS THE DOG SHIT AND URINE ISSUE EVERYWHERE
OL394 Already good. No improvement needed
OL562 Although communication with the public has greatly improved via twitter, facebook and the radio a 

little more thought has to go into telling motorists a particular road is closed WELL BEFORE arriving 
at road closure.  An old fashioned sign somewhere at a junction which gives you the opportunity to 
change your direction well in advance would be helpful.  For eg. Dudley Road tunnel closure due to 
rock fall was only signalled once you got to the roundabout by the mosque.  It would have been 
handy by Rosia Plaza which would have given us the opportunity to do an about turn and go the other 
way.  It was on the traffic summary on the breakfast show with Ben Lynch apparently but I missed it. 
Basically an old fashioned road sign WELL BEFORE whatever diversion is in place.

OL392 always you can improve things
OL447 Apply the law to EVERYONE! Not just locals
OL593 arrest all spanish fishermen and policeofficers who enter our waters
OL542 As above.
90 at present I dotn think it ca be enforced as the service is outstanding
OL240 At present I think its out of the RGP's hands.  Until the politicians have the backbone to make a stand 

for Gibraltar, how can the RGP improve the service to the community, when they are simply following 
guidelines from Government. 

OL282 Attend schools for talks showing graphic images resulting from accidents due to speeding or people 
with drug problems etc

715 ATTITUDE TOWARDS PEOPLE, ESPECIALLY YOUNGER OFFICERS
735 be better trained and enforce stricter laws on underage drinking
601 be friendlier?
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739 be less human and place a bigger emphasis on justice
496 be more aware about the amount of underage drinkers and the amount of people who are U16 and 

going into bars and clubs
44 be more effective and prominent
719 be more efficient in reaching people in time of need
21 be more open with the public instead of only being there to catch and report. Visible speed cameras 

like they have in uk to slow you down. Less cockiness by the younger police. They spoil it for the 
older ones who mostly do a good job

OL413 Be more open with the public, less looking down at us only because the are serving the crown. 
Control there tone of voice when talking to a civilian. It seems that the open and friendly officers will 
remain as PC'S throughout however if you have a bad character and talk down at people then you 
are guaranteed a promotion.  

OL524 Be more visible
OL463 Be more visible and be involved more 
OL334 Be more visible in schools. Let children gain confidence in the police from an early age.   Liaise with 

health department and act quickly when a person is officially unable to take care of themselves 
and/or be a hazard to others.

608 be nicer to people being stopped. Employ more police
OL585 Be professional and do the job that they are over paid for
OL291 Be seen to be policing BGTW effectively. Be seen to be actively discouraging dangerous 

driving/speeding/illegal parking effectively. Laws are made to be enforced, not ignored by the police.

OL507 Be strict to earn respect. Those who moan and fear the police are those that do wrong
OL280 Be stricter with the availability of alcohol to underage drinkers.
414 BEEN MORE AROUND THE ESTATES
754 being closer to the community. Not forgetting their human side
161 BEING MORE ACCESSIBLE TO THE PUBLIC
350 BEING MORE FRIENDLY AND HELPFUL WITH THE PUBLIC
383 BEING MORE TRANSPARENT. AND DEMANDING MORE RESPECT. OFFICERS NEED TO TO 

KNOW THAT ONCE IN THE FORCE THEY ARE OFFICERS BOTH WHEN IN UNIFORM AND AS 
A CIVILIAN IN NIGHTCLUBS ETC. THEY HAVE TO EARN THEIR RESPECT 24/7.

OL587 being more visible..to  fair I seem to see many more beat officers and at night time..than ever before.

711 BEING NICER AND MORE HELPFUL IN THE POLICE STATION WHEN REPORTING A THEFT 
OR SIMILAR

429 being seen. Speaking with respects to the public. Not being on the defensive more politeness to the 
spanish ….

638 being stricter with things like underage drinking and road safety
13 being stricter with traffic violations
OL269 Better law enforcement
OL602 Better leadership starting from the top
OL434 better manners some are so rude,more visible,stopping all traffic offenders not just locals and 

youngsters.
43 better suctomer services. Pcs should be trained on how to deal with community efficiently and 

politely. More police presence in estates. More contact with minority groups.
OL259 bgtw is also gibraltar so act accordingly
740 by acting as professionally and disregarding the fact that they know everyone
OL316 By at least visiting estates randomly and asking people what concerns they have in their particular 

areas.
29 by attending promptly when called and not 2-3 hours later
178 BY ATTENDING REPORTS AND APPEARING ON SITE FOR INVESTIGATION. 
732 by being even more involved with the public than what they already are
474 by being more positive with the community
751 by being more present in the area that have the majority of problem such as the upper rock, devils 

tower road etc
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263 by being more visible. By prevention. By interacting more with the vulnerable. By using powers of 
discretion and warnings for minor misdemeanours. By emphasising to the judiciary the concerns of 
the public regarding those crimes brought before it

118 by being policemen to all
120 by brining in a uk commissioner and showing them how to police effectively. Non of the top ranks are 

in anyway knowledgable . The present commissioner is too laid back and a waste of space

OL252 By combating those crimes that are causing an excuse for harassment of our citizens at the frontier. 
For example cracking down on the tobacco smugglers who are so obvious when they are performing 
their crimes. People loading cars with tobacco and people who you can always see shoving tobacco 
down their trousers on Winston Churchill Avenue among other places.

OL382 By coming down more to the level of the public , when at times their right of authority is misused.

OL241 By confronting the issues out at sea and the tobacco smugglers around the estates and at the 
Frontier because its disgusting to see them exposed while they conceal the cigarettes around their 
bodies in the open for all to see and then the rubbish they leave behind 

276 BY CONSULTING MORE
OL421 By directing traffic properly when performing traffic duties. Challenging people when they see 

offences being committed.
478 by employing more police officers
164 BY EMPLOYING MORE POLICE OFFICERS TO DEAL WITH TRAFFIC
OL511 BY GETTING MEN AND WOMAN 25 AND OVER TO JOIN THE SERVICE FROM DIFFERENT 

BACKGROUNDS, LIKE FROM FIREMEN, NURSES, AMBULANCE CREW ETC, THEY KNOW 
HOW TO DEAL WITH DIFERRENT TYPES OF LIFE SITUATIONS 

OL597 By getting rid of 90% of senior RGP and 50% of other ranks and replacing them with human beings 
who want to serve the community.

746 by haing more people from outside be police. They wouldn’t know everyone in gibraltar

484 by having a more positive attitude towards the community
640 by having more officers n duty around any areas of the city to ensure public safety
211 BY HAVING MORE PATROLLING STREETS, ESTATES, ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT
OL451 by helping more  ej: when someone phones and needs a kind of help not to take so long to come

95 by helping to try and get complaints from the public dealt with. At the moment they just put in a report. 
They have done their bit and that’s it

163 BY IMPROVING HANDLING OF PEOPLE WITH HEARING DISABILITIES AND PROVIDING 
BETTER ACCESS TO SERVICES FOR HEARING IMPAIRED.

104 by installing more CCTV cameras. I think the act as: a detrrent against crime. And an aid to achieve 
convictions

374 BY LISTENING AND FOLLOWING UP ON ANY QUERIES PUBLIC MAY HAVE
OL234 By listening to us and not believing that everything is great in the la la land the police lives in here.

OL328 By listening, getting rid of people gathering near Eroski and cigarette places. Stopping the cars 
parking on Devils Tower Rd.  Where they should not.

528 BY MAKING A MORE POSITIVE APPROACH TO THE COMMUNITY
460 by more patrol around estates and housing areas
OL364 By not being biased
OL312 By not discriminating against Gibraltarians and enforcing our laws when Spanish nationals flout them 

routinely.
227 by patrolling mor at night time and looking at cars and motor bikes not going wrong way and 

improving streets that are dark until in the morning time and more observed
442 BY PAYING ATTENTION TO MINOR OFFENCES (IE LITTER ETC) ISSUERECORDED 

WARNINGS SO THAT A REPEAT CAN BE REPORTED FOR FURTHER ACTION. THE WORD 
SOON GETS AROUND

261 by paying more attention to simple complaints
57 by policing estates not in cars on foot
OL538 By regularly policing the estates which are known to be smuggling hotspots and by continuing and 

further extending operation roadwatch. 
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72 by seeing them more frequently on foot and not as they are seen on patrol cars wasting tax payers 
money

744 by stop being the public enemy e.g. if they see someone park moped in place they shouldn’t, they 

should inform the owner not wait for them to leave and book them so they cn add reports and stats to 
their system

482 by stopping tobacco smuggling for example, I have witnessed people in government estates 
smuggling tobacco

453 BY TAKING MORE NOTICE OF WHATS HAPPENING AND NOT JUST WALKING ABOUT AND 
THAT IS WHEN WE SEE ONE WHICH IS VER RARE AND WHEN YOU DO THEY ARE TALKING 
TO FRIENDS IN THE STREET

4 by treating us with more respect
105 by trying to befirned people from all walks of life
464 by using their….and force in going after the big …not the…..

128 catch dog fouling - clamp down on mobile phone use and impatient driving
606 check the age group of individuals entering clubs and drinking alcohol
425 clean up their act
OL357 continue community based policing.  clamp down hard on serious offenders but be there for ordinary 

citizens in private estates who have 'minor' problems with neighbours and antisocial behaviour.  it 
gives wrong impression of police when they do not attend private estates legitimate non criminal 
issues and disputes

493 continue to try and better their relationships with the public to help address and deal with publi 
concerns

311 control underage drinking taking place in the streets. Tackle careless speeding at night times
48 deal with the tobacco runners in the gib side of the frontier - they are a menace. Toleration of them 

send the wrong message to the public, childrem and visitors
181 DEALING WITH DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROBLEMS
OL279 Depending on the circumstances, maybe some informality would help to get people feeling more 

comfortable around them. Although they do already do that.
OL368 Discretion is essential to good Policing.Prevention being just as essential.I dislike it when officers 

hide for example with the speed camera to catch people out. High visibility=prevention.
467 do more to prevent smuggling of cigarettes to spain by patrolling places where cigarettes are stwoed 

away in cars and motorbikes before dirving to spain e,g, by cemetery, along road by scrapyard 
beyond DTR by eastern beach

257 doing excellent job already
49 don’t know

230 don’t know

471 don’t know

722 don’t know

OL363 Don't know
731 drinking. Underage drugs
303 drop their arrogant attitude
184 ENFORCE DOG FOULING LAWS
550 ENFORCE THE WRECKLESS DRIVERS MORE. ALSO PAY MORE ATTENTION ON FRIDAY 

NIGHTS
42 enforce traffic violations warnings have no effect. Constant traffic violations along harbour views 

roads. Now used as a two way road
OL263 Enforcement of anti social and drug laws. Stop marketing themselves on insignificant things to hide 

their inability to fight crime.
593 ENLIST QUALIFIED PEOPLE AND TRAIN THEM PROPERLY. NOS SCHOOL DROP OUTS
534 FASTER ACTION HAS TO BE TAKEN, ESPCIALLY WITH EASTERN BEACH TOBACCO 

CONCERNS
724 focusing more on traffic and careless drigving e.g. speeding, driving e.g. speeding. Driving under the 

influence, etc to improve road safety
302 further enforcement of the law or additional police presence is needed at the North District due to the 

sell of tobacco
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OL459 Get out and police. Stop wasting my time and tax money.  The officers all seemed bored, and tired, 
they have no interest, and certainly do not go out looking for work but seem to try and avoid at all 
costs.  The most energetic thing I have seen an officer do in Main Street which was a fleeting visit on 
their behalf was text for over 5 minutes.  The police cars are used only to get from A to B and nothing 
more as I no longer have the pleasure of seeing officers patrol.  It has been over 9 months since I 
have seen my Neighbourhood officer. Yet we keep getting more and more departments.....now the 
Dog Section....one dog kept by the Commissioner after it was retired as soon as it got of the plane, 
the remaining are only seen at kids events. lets have more officers out in the streets, let them stretch 
their little legs and walk about and lets have a force to reckon with rather than one we laugh at. 

OL457 Get out there do the job you are paid to do tackle crime, antisocial behaviour and catch criminals!!!

511 GET TO KNOW THE PUBLIC MORE
509 get to know the public more, more social with them
330 gib is a very hard place to police. Rgp try very hard to do it as best as they can. However, there are 

areas for improvement. Although gib is a safe place, they should never keep their guards down. 
Tobacco related matters should be clamped down no matter the implications

487 give priority to cars rather than pedestrians outside loreto convent school as very large traffic jams 
are formed

OL378 Greater Law enforcement with traffic and loitering at the frontier
204 GREATER PRESENCE ON THE BEAT MIGHT HELP BOTH POLICE AND PUBLIC TO KNOW 

EACH OTHER MORE THAN AT PRESENT, BUT I DO REALISE POLICING HAS CHANGED AND 
THERE ARE FINANCIAL CONSTRICTIONS 

96 have a greater presence and get public involved
725 have a greater presence on the streets of gibraltar and consult public opinion more often
OL535 have more men and ladies patroulling on foot through the *hot spots* 
517 HAVING MORE POLICE ON FRIDAY NIGHTS, AS UNDER AGE DRINKING IS A PROBLEM
67 high visibility policing
OL493 High visibility policing
OL257 Higher visibility patrolling neighbourhoods on foot. There are key times during the day when this 

would be more effective than others.
142 I am happy with the current service they provide
255 I believe in general that the RGP is doing a very good job, they have and enjoy a good woeking 

relationship with the public they serve, much more so than in other jurisdictions
138 I believe that the police should do more patrols on foot ….from the cars like in the year 60s and 70s

OL572 I believe that there are known areas and times when &amp; where the smuggling takes place and 
policing should be present

OL570 I believe the police force are an integral part of Gibraltar and what it represents. Some members of 
the force could be helped by further education in courtesy and good manners. They need to be aware 
that when wearing their uniform they are a part of an official body and their own personal views or 
opinions should be kept to themselves. "Well, I think or I am fed up with people who..." should never 
form a part of their vocabulary and unfortunately, this is not the case in many incidences and this 
does not help matters.  When wearing the uniform you need to stick to the law and nothing else.  
This would also avoid a great deal of unnecessary upset.

OL488 I believe the police is constantly striving to improve their service to the community.
514 I BELIEVE THERE IS STILL A STIGMA ABOUT APPROACHING POLICE OFFICERS, HENCE, I 

FEEL THAT MAYBE THE POLICE OFFICERS MAY NEED TO BE MORE APPROACHABLE

180 I DO FEEL MORE IMPORTANCE SHOULD BE GIVEN TO NOISE POLLUTION, BAD PARKING, 
PARTICULARLY MOTORBIKES. AS A RESIDENT OF THE TOWN AREA, NOISE AND PARKING 
HAVE A GREAT IMPACT ON MY DAILY LIFE - MY QUALITY OF LIFE HAS DROPPED 
CONSIDERABLY LATELY

402 I feel it has improved its services to the community especially comunication with the public through 
twitter/facebook informing pubblic of concerns etc
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OL325 I feel that the police are making an effort to interact more with the community and are also trying to 
address some of the community's concerns - they are also moving with the times especially as the 
public can also interact with them via social media - especially community policing with the 
question/answer sessions - I think it is a brilliant idea

OL284 I have put don't know because I think that all law abiding people (like me) have confidence in the 
Police and think they do a great job all round.  Whereas those that aren't law abiding seem to not 
care how many fines etc they get. I also think there should be a point system (with Vehicles)as 
people seem to think they can drive how they like, park where they like etc...  I have noticed a lot 
more is going on so there are some improvements .

430 I have reported numerous cases of dog fouling on the door of a house of worship and the RGP has 
dragged its feet and done amost nothing. To my knowledge, and despite GoG having cameras in 
engineer lanem, the RGP has not prosecuted anyone. Even though this is confidential, i am happy to 
discuss this. Gabriel Belilo 54765000

23 I have witnessed cars crossing on a red light and seen a police car on opposite side yet they "didn’t 

see" the two cars jumping the lights
413 I LIVE IN LAGUNA ESTATE AND WORK IN THE SCHOOL AND THE TOBACCO PROBLEM IS 

HUGE. SPANISH CARS PARKING IN OUR PLACES UNDERSTANDABLE TYPE PEOPLE 
HANGING AROUND

326 I think at the stage they are mainly towards a better and improved service, this should continue and 
surely this will only improve their …and standard of the service

491 I think if they went around the community more and give talks and show hiw nice they are
758 I think police should be brought in from other countries as I feel that gibraltarian police are too 

comfortable and relaxed and know members of public too well. I have instances f antisocial 
behaviour are policemean on duty knew the mean involved and didnt take them in to the station and 
just said "guys cut it out, cos si no im going to have to take you in and since i know you i dont want to 
do that

154 I THINK THE POLICE ARE POLITE AND VERY APPROACHABLE. WELL DONE
210 I THINK THE SERVICE HAS IMPROVED GREATLY IN RECENT YEARS WITH FOR EXAMPLE 

THE DISTRICT MEETINGS AND THIS SHOULD BE MAINTAINED. ALSO, I THINK MORE USE OF 
CCTV IN PROBLEM AREAS WAVED HELP IN THE FIGHT AGAINST ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR. 
CCTV AT ZEBRA CROSSINGS WAVED ALSO AND THE POLICE TO MAINTAIN 
ROAD/PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

85 I think things are ok
OL525 I think to continue being involved, such as the talks they do in school etc.  I also feel that their is a 

strong police presence in Gibraltar and that visibility is important.
19 I think we should have a harder police and not one that polices by the chronicle. That is, think the 

RGP is too concerned of what the public will think
OL446 I'm sure the RGP feel like they are wading through mud. They are the ones to be called by the public 

and the first ones to be blamed by the public. It goes with the job.  Keep wading through the mud - 
you'll get there eventually but I can't suggest anything to help you.

551 IMPLEMENT PENALTY POINTS AND SPEED CAMERAS
OL231 Improve technologically:  1. When booking cars (especially non-gib vehicles) log the reg with the 

border and charge the cars prior to leaving Gib.  This can be done using car license plate sensing 
cameras alerting the border that a car has a fine outstanding.  2.  More cameras around traffic lights 
(eg Regal House) and book cars post traffic offence based on footage from those cameras.  3.  
Again cameras to catch and fine cars stopping in the middle of roads to let people off, or even worse 
to chat with someone going in the opposite direction.  Such changes cost money, but the benefits to 
Gibraltar as a whole would be worth the Government allowing some of the monies received to go 
towards paying for the technology and people required.

OL275 Improved approach to court work to get more convictions from arrests.
486 improving traffic flow. Having moe of a presence at the frontier
461 IN MANY WAY BEING POLITE , RESPECT, IF YOU WANT TO BE RESPECTED
519 IN THE MORNING HAVE POLICE CONTORLLING TRAFFIC
6 in the south district never seen officer on foot patrol. At least they should come round at irregular 

intervals
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162 INCREASE DRUG AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS. DISCUSSIONS WITH THE YOUNGER 
GENERATION TO ENSURE THEY FEEL THEY CAN APPROACH THEPOLICE WHEN NEEDED

741 increase their presence
202 INSTALLING MORE CCTV ESPECIALLY AT CROSSING. INSTALL PERMANENT SPEED 

CAMERAS
456 IT IS DISHEARTING TO HEAR OF CASES IN COURT THAT HAVE NOT (IT APPEARS) AS 

PROSECUTORS BEEN COMPLETED OR COME TO A SUCCESSFUL END DUE TO 
INEFFICIENCY IN THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED/TECHNICALITIES

498 just to understand the situation in a physical attack
OL422 Keep the positive work and contact done with the youth to prevent anti social problems.
248 keep the victime informed of what (if any) follow-ups to investigations. Liaise more with the victims of 

crime
OL287 Know the law better, follow procedure properly, inappropriate behaviour whilst in uniform should be 

insisted upon and be proactive about searching out crime and civil offences.
321 law and order should be reinforce moredeligently. Polcie should be more professional and not let 

their personal rlation to influence their duties. Hard for a close community like gibraltar but at least try

352 LEARN TO LISTEN TO THE PUBLIC NEEDS ON CRIME
OL318 less corruption
194 LIKE I HAVE MENTIONED BEFORE, INDISCRIMINATE FISHING. I KOW FOR A FACT THAT 

LOCAL FISHERMEN HAVEBEEN TOLD TO STOP FISHING AT ROSIA, BUT WHEN SPANIARDS 
ARE FISHING THEY TURN A BLIND EYE

OL270 Like i have stated on other areas of the survey i believe the RGP should enforce the law at sea
221 LIKE I PREVIOUSLY SAID, TOBACCO BUYING AND SMUGGLING BY SPANISH PEOPLE ON 

BIKES OR CARS CAUSES ROAD OBSTRUCTION, NOT ALWAYS BUT QUITE FREQUENTLY I 
THINK THIS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED MORE

199 LISTEN TO THE PUBLIC
647 LISTENING TO THE EVERYDAY CONCERNS OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC
526 MAKE SURE TO BE VIGILANT IN ALL AREAS OF GIBRALTAR ESPECIALLY WHERE PEOPLE 

ARE MOST VULNERABLE OR LIKELY TO ENGAGE IN CRIME SUCH AS DRUGS OR 
SMUGGLING OF TOBACCO ETC.

457 MAKE THEMSELVES MORE RESPECTED BY NOT PUTTING UP WITH ANY OF THE ABOCE

757 more anti drugs teams or similar
200 MORE BOBBIES ON PATROL. 
445 more bobby on the beat sightings, most of the force are usually seen behind the wheel of a car or 

van - not very approachiable like that
454 MORE CONSTABLES. MORE DISCIPLINED. SMARTER WHEN DRESSED MAINLY FEMALE, 

ESPECIALLY HAIR - SOME LOOK SO UNTIDY
OL490 More interactions with all sorts of associations, clubs, ong's, every single group of people who form 

any sort of entity
745 more meetings perhaps, gain the public's confidence more
OL315 More neighbourhood policing so that residents can bring their problems to someone who knows and 

cares.
OL339 more officers on the streets 
626 more officers upon situations which are a current problem
372 MORE ON TOP OF THE ENVIRONMENT SUCH AS REPORT PEOPLE WHO THROW LITTER IN 

THE STREETS AND DO NOT PICK UP DOG FOULING. MORE LENIENT WHEN CARS ARE NOT 
PARKED IN DESIGNATED PARKING ARE AND NOT OBSTRUCTING DURING CHRISTMAS, 
WHEN VISITING FAMILY IN THEIR ESTATES DUE TO LACK OF PARKING

251 more patrolliong around the estates especiallyu around the shops that sell cigarettes! Is undesirable 
to have shops like that around family estates

190 MORE POLICE ACTING ON CRIMES INFRIGMENTS THAT HAPPEN UNDER THEIR NOSES!
134 more police constables on the beat, during the day and night especially on housing estates
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155 MORE POLICE OFFICERS, HIGHER VISIBILITY POLICING. ZERO TOLERANCE ON ANTI 
SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR AND HARDER PENALTIES BY THE COURTS. GREATER 
PROFESSIONALISM OF PROSECUTION DEPARTMENT OF THE POLICE.

325 more police on street at night
422 MORE POLICE ON THE BEAT
OL255 more police on the roads , stop the blooming smuggling going on in front of everyone, we are not 

blind.........
OL295 More police on the streets
661 MORE POLICE PATROL ON FRIDAY AND WEEKEND NIGHTS
206 MORE POLICE PATROLLING THE STREETS AT CRUCIAL TIMES. MORE SPEED CHECKS
264 more police pm patrol at night
OL395 More police presence in areas like the north district to calm antisocial behaviour and bad driving.

87 more police presence main street and more community presence in housing estates and also in 
silent hours

308 more police presence on Friday nights at casemates
403 more police recruitment
75 more police to be seen patrolling upper town
OL322 More police walking the streets
265 more presence in a areas that are notoro=ious for careless driving/speeding/drink driving. Spot 

checks. More control on underage drinking in establishments. Spot checks.
294 MORE PRESENCE IN HOUSING AREAS AND MORE PERSONAL, CASUAL CONTACT WITH 

PEOPLE
465 more presence in Town area to provide rapid response to emergencies. Greate use of CPS as a 

town station. More …..and forward planning on the maritime aspects of policing

703 MORE PROFESSIONAL
OL547 More resources and cutting down dangerous driving with speed traps and more rigorous vehicle 

stops. Catch careless dog owners who let their dogs foul pavements without picking it up.
OL236 More Resources.
331 more resources. More manpower and training. Public awareness of what RGP are doing exactly in 

terms of training and community development
648 MORE ROAD TRAFFIC SIGNALS AS ENOUGH PEOPLE HAVE KILLED THEMSELVES ON BIKE

OL245 More street presence and patrols of all areas not just main estates. More patrolling of the North 
District and its surrounding areas. 

OL225 More tickets for indiscriminate parking and driving offences.
46 more traffic controls as mentioned overklead. Increased presence in streets
507 more traffuc laws making sure underage drinking is avoided
OL253 More visibility in Public Areas
439 MORE VISIBLE ON FOOT BOBBY ON THE BEAT STYLE. 
34 more walking policing around housing estates
492 mostly when it comes to the border queue and organising the cars. Also by having regular updates to 

give people, and to not let people get angry or overwhelmed by the situation
OL479 Move more.  And actually do something, and be seen to be doing something.  I do not see them in 

any other situation than at the border.  Never in Main Street or patrolling the streets.
174 MUCH TOUGHER ON TRAFFIC, PARKING, DOG FOULING AND LITTERING
OL410 my solution would imply sizeable investment from Govt
54 Need to be consistent when implementing the law, no matter with whom, gender, age or nationality

749 need to takcle antiscoial behaviour at frontier
OL251 NPU 1 2 3 and 4 is the way forward keep it up 
OL487 Old style community policing when we had the vehicle round the estates, as I said before I have only 

seen a beat PC in my Estate VB about 4 times in the last year.
270 ON FOOT PATROL ON SOME AREAS IE MAKING STREET AND ON THE ESTATES COULD BE 

BENEFICIAL
OL331 On the spot fines for the Spanish offenders 
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OL512 Pass on minor responsibilities such as Litter and Traffic enforcement to other agencies in order to 
focus on the primary issues such as Drugs & Anti-Social behaviour.

525 PAY CLOSER ATTENTION TO THE MISUSE AND SUPPLYING OR DRUGS. IMPLIMENT FIXED 
SPEED CAMERAS IN DANGEROUS ZOMES AND POINTS ON LICENSES TO REDUCE 
TRAFFIC/ROAD ACCIDENTS

549 PAY MORE ATTENTION ON FRIDAY NIGHTS ETC. CONTROL THE PURCHASE OF ALCOHOL 
BY MINORS

443 perception is what people form opinions from. Perception is that police do not do enough with day to 
day policing i.e. traffic offences, cigarette smuggling (or litter)!

398 perhaps make the public more aware re: services of the police hand out flyers, have more leaflets for 
the public to read

113 perhaps on spot fines for everybody who litters or dogs fouling the pavements
OL417 Perhaps we require more police to patrol our streets and BGTW, also the law at sea has to be 

applied to everyone
123 permanent speed cameras
179 PLEASE PLEASE HAVE A MORE RESPONSIBLE STRATEGY TO 2-WHEELER DISCIPLINE. ON 

THE SPOT FINES FOR LEFT OVERTAKING, OVERTAKING AT PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS, 
EXCEEDING SPEED LIMITS.

11 please split to patrols (daytime) to single officer, when they walk in pairs they are too engrossed in 
their conevrsation and ignore what around them. Also they would cover twice the area individually

OL481 Police need to come closer to the general public and the approach especially with the youth needs to 
improve. although much better there is still some abuse of power and a LOT of inconsistencies. I 
realize that Gibraltar is a small place but this is NOT acceptable to the general public. There isn't 
anything more annoying than unfairnness and there is a lot of that

OL566 Police on the beat need to be outsiders non Gibraltarians, from any where in the commonwelth two 
or three year transfers then we might get some propper policing

OL468 Police our waters against the Spanish
479 police outisde westisde
475 police outside school to help abuse to learners trying to find a parking stop
OL300 police the roads with more determination to stop the scooter free for all mayhem
51 presence more of it. It has always been a deterrent now taken over by cameras. More of them
OL557 put more police on the beat or on push bikes, in the residential area's. Never seen a police men near 

my house.
344 PUTTING FAMILIES OF YOUTH DRUG OFFENDERS IN TOUCH WITH FAMILIES ANONYMOUS

OL379 Regular beats should be re-introduced.
OL254 removal of the Cigarette traffickers that wait at the airport car park and other areas awaiting the 

Spanish boarder control to change guards
OL227 See above
OL530 See previous comment
63 separate litter offence officers
OL438 Should approach teenagers and be able to communicate better.
88 show ppl why you have stopped them driving and explain the correct way of driving especially when 

most people ni gib go into a roundabout in the wrong manner and accidents are just waiting to 
happen. To report is not good

OL362 Show respect. Act respectfully. PUNISH offenders. Too many times people are just told off. Police 
officers, MC and cars just completely ignore traffic offenders (the most visible manifistation of the 
RGP) Be more human. speak normally. 

717 SOLELY CONTINUE IN CLOSE HANDS WITH THE PUBLIC, QUERIES AND CONCERNS
OL373 Some of them need to be more human towards young people 
428 some officers should be less authoritarian when speaking with the public. Even when …someone off, 

a pleasant manner achieves an awful lot more, even if you are booking them. The high and mighty 
attitude is not pleasant in an officer.

292 SOME POLICE DO THEIR DUTY BUT AFTER A FEW INCIDENTS SOME ARE NOT TRUSTED. 
POLICING IS DEDICATION AND NOT JUST FOR THE SALARY

520 SOME POLICE OFFICER CAN TALK LIKE BULLIES
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158 SORT OUT ALL THESE SPANISH CARS SMUGGLING TOBACCO AND NO REGARDS FOR 
LOCAL PEOPLE OR GIBRALTAR ESPECIALLY ALONG DEVILS TOWER ROAD AREAS

286 specially with the disabled bays. No consideration by some drivers ….park in these areas. People 

who still use a deceased relatives permit
41 speed cameras all around gib. More speed bumps. Id like to see officers outside schools to check on 

parents with dogs leaving the shit behind
OL391 Speed cameras should have warning signs not a policeman hiding behind, so they can stop 

someone for speeding!
OL504 Start arresting some cigarette smugglers and deporting them back to Spain 
OL258 Stay at home
516 STAY OUTSIDE CLUBS MORE ON FRIDAY NIGHTS. BE AWARE OF ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE 

DRINKERS
165 STOP BEING COCKY, AND ACTUALLY KNOW THE LAW
627 stop corruption within. Talk to epople more. Be more colega with society
712 STOP MORE DRUNK DRIVERS ARREST MORE PEOPLE. BE MORE STRICT WITH UNDERAGE 

DRINKING
369 STOP PICKING ON THE UNEDUCATED AND TEENAGERS, AND DEAL WITH KNOWN 

CRIMES/CRIMINALS
OL288 Stop the smuggling
78 stop tobacco smuggling and enforce laws always
339 stopping big crimes, for instance instead of going after the people who supply drugs to people on te 

street, go after their bosses who will have a bigger quantity and are the ones causing problems

OL442 Tackle issues that affect the community ie dog fouling and smugglers loitering outside notre dame 
school!

694 TAKE CASES SERIOUSLY
OL369 Take their job seriously, look at their general appearance and their professionalism. We all know who 

the offenders are, do something about them!
310 that they treat each case differently as no case is the same and not sound fed up when the same 

people call them because of the same problem. When we call the police we expect a quick reaction 
not them deciding whether it is iimportant or not and sometimes take a while to attend. if we call its 
because to us it is important!

OL471 The attitude of some of them could be better
126 the continual use of social skills and approachiability will never be wasted
56 the law should be equal for everyone is it also equal for the spanish fishermen?
218 THE ONLY ISSUE I HAVE IS THAT OF THE SPANISH FILLING UP THEIR CARS OR 

MOTORBIKES ANYWHERE IN ESTATES, BORDER ETC. IT MAKES GIBRALTAR LOOK BAD. 
THE LOOK WHEN YOU GET TO THE BORDER IS A DISGRACE ALL THE MATUTEROS THERE

22 the police are stretching resources of man power. Unfortunately not enough man power to cover 
need more officers to cover daily duties so they are not stretched for exmaple they attend an incident 
and leave in a hurry to do next job as they are called to go elsewehere does not look good to the 
senior citizen or child who needs extra reassurance but the officer has to rush off to another job as 
there is not enough man power (not that he has to stay for a cup of tea)

693 THE POLICE COULD IMPROVE THEIR SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY BY PUNISHING 
EVERYONE WHO IS SPOTTED GUILTY REGARDLESS OF THEIR RACE AND ALSO THEY 
NEED TO FIGHT AGAINST RACISM, WHICH IS A BIG PROBLEM IN GIBRALTAR - SOME 
PEOPLE DO NOT ACCEPT YOU WITHOUT ANY REASON ONLY BECAUSE YOU ARE 
DIFFERENT FROM THEM.

229 the police facebook page has improved, I feel relationship btween public and police - they need to 
maintain it to sustain the relationship

OL293 The police have to learn that they are doing a service to the people and as such need to work with 
the public. THe behaviour recently has been power going to the head and they seem to forget what 
their job is - above all to prevent crime and enforce the law! I think losing the older police and 
employing young and untrained and lack of experience is showing the reason for the degrade of 
policing.
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495 the police should be more vigalant on the roads, and take complaints from people because of 
wreckless driving more seriously

287 the sense of security one gets on seeing police patrolling in couples is great - more of this - in main 
street especially. This was an old custom.

137 the should be more policemen in the streets and there should be more security. Be more aware of 
people who sell drugs

10 the use of more cctv, high viz policing of antilitter and doug fouling around gib
371 THERE IS A LOT OF TOBACCO SMUGGLING ACROSS GIBRALTAR. IT IS MORE VISIBLE NOW 

THAN EVER. I SEE THIS ALL THE TIME AROUND LANDPORT, LAGUNA ESTATE. ONCE I EVEN 
SAW A POLICE OFFICER LAUGHING WITH A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE AT THE 
TIME LADING THEIR CARS WITH CIGARETTES. IT SEEMED AS IF THE OFFICER DIDN'T 
WANT TO CONFRONT THEM AND HE THEN WALKED AWAY. IT DOES NOT REPRESENT A 
GOOD IMAGE OF GIBRALTAR. THERE NEEDS TO BE MORE CONTROL. I DONT FEEL SAFE 
ANYMORE! WE NEED MORE POLICE OFFICERS ON THE STREETS PERMANENT, AND 
OFFICERS NEED TO CHALLENGE INDIVIDUALS WHO THEY BELIEVE ARE DOING 
SOMETHING UNLAWFUL.

2 there is always room for improvement
OL601 THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENTS ESPECIALLY WITH THE SITUATION VIS A 

VIS SPAIN. THERE HAVE BEEN SOME SITUATIONS WERE COMPLAINS HAVE BEEN HEARD 
ABOUT DIFFERENT TREATMENT RECEIVED ON TRAFFIC OFFENCES BETWEEN SPANISH 
AND LOCALS. ALSO THE VIOLENCE BEING EXPERIENCED DUE TO THE TOBACCO TRADE.

635 there should be stricter requirements for police officers to enrole in order to create an elite police 
force that minimises cirruption, laziness and ignorance

470 theres always room for improvement
650 THEY CAN BE MORE INVOLVED WITH THE YOUNGER GENERATION
642 they could be stricter with underage drinking and road safety
637 they could improve by enforcing more laws like careless driving
552 THEY COULD INSTALL SPEED CAMERAS
OL592 they could make their presence more well known as we often walk the length of town without having 

seen a single PC. 
536 THEY COULD PATROL THE ROADS MORE OFTEN AT NIGHT TO REDUCE DRINK DRIVING 

AND SPEEDING. THEY CAN BE MORE FORTHCOMING AND VIGILANT ALWAYS
501 they could try and reinforce to bars in gibraltar the age for drinking and make sure they always ask for 

ID
OL271 They need to be seen around areas like estates so that the public get closer to them and kids get use 

to the idea that that person will help you when you need help,but will also stop you when you are a 
bad boy,girl.

OL581 they need to listen more to the facts that they are given and not discriminate between gibraltarians 
and non gibraltarians 

513 THEY SHOULD CONTROL SPEEDING AND UNDERAGED DRINKING
OL600 They should learn from  English police some good mannes
OL314 They should serve the community and do what they are paid to do
OL549 Think the police clinics are a great idea 
OL473 To be more proactive and achieve results. Protect people that are law abiding. There are plenty of 

things that you see day in and day out which are frustrating.
OL281 to be more visual in estates!!!
OL228 Treat all as equal and start issuing on the spot fines.  A car registration recognition camera at the 

frontier to stop anyone from leaving Gibraltar without paying any fines due. I know people who collect 
Gib fines and stack them in a drawer. I should go get a Spanish registered car. But most of all protect 
your citizens, what happens here on land/sea is nothing compared to what happens in other parts of 
the world, our police should be able to deal with these issues.

OL307 Try and belong to the community, and stop treating people the way they do, they work for the 
community, however no one has told them they do!

473 try and communicate and help the youth in a supportive way
OL427 try concentrating on real crimes, stop arreting kids because you havent got guts for anyone else :)
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143 try to police the boy racerswho speed around car parks and the young moped riders whi ride 
dangerously

84 updating laws that in todays date restrict their powers
OL272 uphold the law at sea
OL389 Use intelligence to tackle the known troublemakers in society.
OL360 Vehicles with high emissions (smoke) should be removed from the road.
37 very proud of our police force. Eddie yome god bless you
60 visibility I want to see police, I look out of my balcony frequently
312 VISITING CAR PARK AT DIFFERENT ESTATES SHOULD BE KEPT WITH PERMISSION ON 

DASHBOARD NOT SPANISH CARD PARKING IN OUR ESTATES. THEY SHOLD BE FINED AS 
GIBRALTAR DO

242 we have a big problem with dog fouling in the calpe area where ppl do not pick after them
OL311 We need more police officers in the street and less progressive ideas consuming police time such as 

tweeter etc
373 WE NEED TO IMPOSE MORE FORCE ON THE RECENT ISSUES WITH OUR SPANISH 

COUNTERPARTS AND TOBACCO SMUGGLING. NOT ONLY IS IT TAKING OUR FACILITIES 
BUT IT IS GIVING GIBRALTAR A BAD IMAGE. 

288 WHEN OFFICERS CHANGE THEIR BEAT SOME SHOP OWNERS PREFER THEM TO 
INTRODUE THEMSELVES AND NOT TO JUST PASS THEM BY

710 WHEN THINGS ARE REPORTED LOST THEY GIVE A LONGER A PERIOD, NOT JUST 2 
WEEKS. UNDER AGE DRINKING/SMOKING AND DRUGS CONSUMPTION IS A SERIOUS 
PROBLEM. 

86 where there is a serious problem with dog fouling, police should target these areas to eradicate the 
problem

74 why do the police not stop shoppers who remove shopping trollies from morisons (approx cost of 
trolly £175). Yet ppl get arrested for stealing a bottle of wine/whisky etc (approx £10) too many 
companies have the long term loan of morrisons shopping trollies

215 WITH MORE POLICE OFFICERS AREOUND ESPECIALLY IN MAIN STREET
OL330 With regards to ongoing problems with antisocial behaviour and would prefer to deal with one or two 

officers  who are familiar with the problems, rather than different officers every time, especially when 
they are young and inexperienced as at times this has made matters even worse. I also think when 
you have ongoing issues they should be considered as a whole instead of individually each time. The 
introduction of Antisocial behaviour orders would be good.   With regards to under age drinking, I 
think the police could be far more proactive to stop the culture of minors being drunk on our streets.  

634 work harder
444 would like to see more patrols by/near airport and frontier, especially where tobaco is being sold in 

large queantities to people who are then transporting this across the border on bicycles/bikes

446 yes
469 yes
755 yes   
485 yes how is another problem
291 YES IN MORE CHECKS TO THE SMUGGLING PROBLEM WITH FILLING UP OF CARS IN BACK 

ALLEYS AND PARKS
140 yes the police could improve in policing vibe schools due. The way motorbikes speed when children 

come out
468 yes, but with common sense
643 yes. They should protect all members of the community including those of the LGBT community

35 you do a great job!
127 your service are not done properly
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374 1. DOG FOULING - I HAVE NOTED MANY AREAS WHERE DOGS FOUL AND SO MUCH FOR FINING 
DOG OWNERS. 2. I AM VERY HAPPY WITH THE DRINK/DRIVING MOTTO BUT TRANSPORT 
(TAXIS/BUSES) SHOULD BE AVAILABLE DURING THE SEASON AS COLLEAGUES LIVING IN THE 
SOUTH DISTRICT HAD TO WALK HOME AS NOTHING IN THE TOWN AREA FOR TRANSPORT HOME 
IN THE LATE HOURS. 3. LOADING/UNLOADING AND OTHER VEHICLES IN MAIN STREET EARLY IN 
THE MORNING SHOULD START AS FROM 9AM AFTER THE SCHOOL RUN

465 accountability has improved exponentially. Complaints are given prompt attention and result in rapid 
resolution this is good. However. I feel that human resources are somewhat unequally distributed. Visibility 
is a core necessecity so I would like to see morepresence in the town area especially during the day, main 
street especially. perhaps a greater number of PCs should be based at CPS from each shift and deployed 
from there, N mole House is somewhat decentralised as a main station, quick response is essential and is 
difficult to achieve from NM House to ...and frontie, with any degree of acceptance on emergencies, ....force 
training is also somewhat slack. otherwise a very good service

162 ALL INDIVIDUALS SHOULD BE TREATED EQUALLY ND THE LAW APPLIED REGARDLESS OF 
WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL IS FROM. SOME POLICE OFFICERS NEED TO IMPROVE THEIR PEOPLE 
MANAGEMENT SKILLS

428 annual workshops for officers in approaching public should be mandatory. Attitudes can be a problem. 
CCTV should be implemented at least in confict areas and where vandalism is highest

78 antisocial behaviour associated with tobacco smuggling becoming a big problem, this activityis attracting 
unsavoury characters into gib. Believe fishing dispute has made some ppl lose credibility ion the police

218 APART FROM THE TOBACCO I BELIEVE THAT THE POLICE HAS IMPROVED. THERE IS MORE 
INVOLVEMENT IN ESTATES. THERE IS MORE CONCERN ON TRAFFIC SO YES I BELIEVE THERE 
HAS BEEN AN IMPROVEMENT

221 APART FROM TOBACCO SMUGGLERS I THINK THERES QUITE A LOT OF PEOPLE ESPECIALLY 
YOUNG, USING DRUGS AND ALCOHOL, I THINK THIS SHOULD BE ADRESSED AT SOURCE. WHERE 
ARE THE DRUGS COMING FROM? I DO BELIEVE THE SITUATION IS BETTER BUT OF COURSE 
WITH ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT. ANOTHER THING THAT BOTHERS ME A LOT IS THE AMOUNT 
OF BLACK PLASTIC BAGS THAT ARE LEFT BEHIND AFTER THE SPANISH PEOPLE HAVE HID THE 
TOBACOO. THEY JUST THROW THE BAGS ON OUR STREETS! DOG FOULING IS ANOTHER 
CONCERN!

184 AS A LAW ABIDING CITIZEN AND SOMEONE WHO IS NOT WITHIN CIRCLES OF A DUBIOUS 
NATURE, IT IS DIFFERENT TO JUDGE, INDEED EVEN FAIR, THE POLICE FORCE. PERHAPS IF YOU 
INCLUDED COMPARITIVE AND MEANINGFUL STATISTICS PEOPLE COULD SEE OR GAIN AN IDEA 
ON WHICH TO FORM AN OPINION

62 as a retired mtropolitan police (UK) officer I find that the standard here of dress and appearance are very 
poor. What is more we seldom see policemen

120 bring back the police force prior to wink and yome. These two have rid the force of the professional officers 
who were seen in ouir street and who at least connected with the general public. The present commissioner 
is more concerne4d with PR exercises on the media as opposed to prodicing results. in my view they are a 
complete shamble

61 carry on the good work
368 CONCERNS. 1. NOTED MASSIVE INCREASE IN DOG FOULING; PARTICULARLY BAD IN 

WATERPORT TERRACES AREA, VARYL BEGG, MID HARBOURS ESTATE AND ROAD INTO COALING 
ISLAND. 2. SIGHTED LOTS OF SPANISH PLATED CARS HIDING IN CAR PARKS IN QUEENSWAY, 
COALING ISLAND AND LANDPORT CAR PARK STASHING CARTONS OF CIGARETTES INTO CARS 
AND THROWING BOXES AND PLASTIC BAGS ON THE ROAD - NOT A GREAT IMAGE FOR OUR 
CHILDREN OR TOURISTS. 3. BUS DRIVERS AND AT TIMES TAXI DRIVERS NOT RESPECTING GIVE 
WAYS AND BULLYING THEIR WAY BACK ONTO MAIN ROAD. 4. GREATER LINEANCY WITH 
PARKING TICKETS ON DAYS WHERE MAIN CAR PARKS ARE CLOSED FOR CLEANING!

155 COURTS ARE TOO LENIENT WITH LOCAL OFFENDERS. FAR MORE SHOULD BE DONE TO DEPORT 
FOREIGN SERIOUS OFFENDERS WHO ARE IN AND OUT OF PRISON. THE POLICE SHOULD TAKE 
THE LEAD ON THIS AND PRESENT A CASE TO THE GIBRALTAR GOVERNMENT. 
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158 DEVILS TOWER ROAD IS A DEATH TRAP FOR SPEEDING AND TOTALY NEGLECT OF LOCAL 
COMMUNITY IE CROSSING BIKES AND CARS OVER TRAFFIC LIGHT AREAS, RUBBISH AND TOTAL 
DISREGARD OF LOCAL DRIVERS AND PEDESTRIANS

237 difficult year on the marine section and with border queues, although I feel police do not monitor third lane 
very well and allow both local and spanish resident cars to sneak and queue barge. Arresting a local 
pensioner who has an unblemish record and placing in a cell for merely fishin with a rod in rosia is shameful 
- i understand that of duty policemen carry this practice and nothing happens - protecia?

14 do more to stop smuggling
197 DOG FOULING FOUND EVERYWHERE. 
382 DOG FOULING IS A MAJOR PROBLEM IN GIB. THE HEOS COULD ALSO BE USED TO FINE THE 

OWNERS. THE SAME WAY AS THEY HIDE TO FINE CARS TO MOTORBIKES THEY COULD ALSO 
HIDE AND FINE DOG OWNERS. AS IT SEEMS DOG FOULING IS USUALLY THE SAME TIME/HOUR 
AND THE SAME PEOPLE!

340 dog litter especially by mid harbour estate. Should promote the use of indicators.
287 doing a great job. Improving continuously like everything in gib. Two-way traffic in gardiners road, 

(occassionally) is chaotic and should bne policed
103 drivers of motor bikes parked on pavements and motor cyclist. Overtaking on the right should have their 

icence removed. They should know better
171 ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND A LETTER (COPY) FOR THE ATTENTION OF J GONCALVES. THIS LETTER 

WAS NEVER REPLIED TO.
711 ENFORCING SPEED LIMITS
447 everytime in the past, when I always do this survey, I will say the same, whenever I come across a 

policeman/woman I am the one who always says "hello" or good morning or whatever the time it is never 
never do I find anyone of them to do this, a couple of weeks back a young smart policeman said good 
morning, i really thought it was great, i should have asked for his name or number, because it was i think 
the first time it occurred, i know as long as they do the work right, this is something sillly, but its also nice, to 
be nice to the public. thanks anyway for taking ccare of us. our loving community or loving gib.

227 evry time in the morning when I wake up and I am going to work I see cars going the wrong way through the 
petrol station of morisons through the car park in veryl begg estate

16 fortunately I have never been a victim of crim in gibraltar. I enjoy living here in a safe environment. When I 
have had the need to approach an officer, I have always found them to be helpful, patient and coruteous - 
not always the case in other countries. a sincere thank you to you all - doing a very difficult job

146 gibraltar is a safe place but we must not be complacent, I see that the young moroccan community could 
pose a problem in our community which have not experiences in the past an eye should be kept on this 
especially around cornwalls area

86 gibraltar is generally a safe place with little crime so the polic should be commended for the job they do to 
keep us safe. More awareness of pick pockets and education on how not to become a victim of theft would 
be appreciated especially for the older generation who are not so street wise. other than that the polcie do a 
very good job

757 good reactions to spanish incursions from guardia civil vessels
132 government spending on police equipment has gone way overboard - jet skis and the large boats a case in 

point. Better spending on more people on the ground stopping antisocial behaviour, traffic offences, etc.

6 has anybody thought that it is inviting terrorists to attck ammuntion trucks as the go past cumberland oad. 
All that is required is for one person on the corridors off baay view terraces and drop an explosive device as 
the truck goes by and has to slow due to the motrobikes parked on the yellow lines. the ammo trucks should 
travel though dockyard road and not a built up area as this is the case. i know its nto a daily thing.

755 have a good day
113 I also think that on occasion police officers need to keep their adrenaline much in order to help them have a 

clearer lead when attending certain problems. Sometimes to prevent an escalation in a situation common 
sense in the best policy which unfortunately isnt always the case. not quite sure what the pupose of district 
offices are for apart from a general tea and takeaway room

122 I always feel very safe when I see the police around. Congratulations on a job well done. Proud of our police 
force
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255 I am afraid I cannot commetn reliably in the absence of activities, as to whether improvements have 
occurred in the last 12 months, but in general we are confident that the police is doing its job well in 
increasingly difficult and demanding circumstances

208 i am happy with the police and they do an excellent job
165 I AM INSURED TO DRIVE MY SISTERS BIKE. I HAVE A FULL LICENCE. I WAS STOPPED BY A 

POLICEMAN WHO SAID I WAS NOT ALLOWED TO DRIVE THE BIKE AS MY NAME MUST BE ON THE 
LOG BOOK, IN ADDITION TO EVERYTHING ELSE. THE REASON THE COMMUNITY IS LOSING FAITH 
IS BECAUSE YOU EMPLOY SUCH INCOMPETENT POLICE STAFF

271 I AM PROUD WITH THE POLICE SERVICES
484 I believe drugs are a big problem, because to any puiblic or provate event I attend to there are many people 

who have consumed highly illegal drugs
170 I BELIEVE MR YOME IS DOING A GOOD JOB
240 I believe the police has been rather strained in the last year due to their resources being employed in 

maritime problesm and this could be attributed to the fact that there are times when other polic concerns 
are having to be set aside e.g. road watch etc. i do not see the point of getting further police launches if the 
necessary manpower to operate same is not available

474 I believe there is a lot of underage drinkers which get our of control. This is a major problem on nights out. 
The most concerning place is the club "ICE"

40 I feel police officers and the secret servoces should be investigated very often
23 I feel strongly that a practical dricing test should be enforced for over 70s. It is iseless checking eye sight 

and asking a few questions when the driver has a very weak for want of a better word, reflexes. I have 
actually been a passenger in a 75 yr olds car. after the driver mounted the kerb several times and didnt give 
way at a roundabout plus other things. before the driver does any fatal damage a practical test is necessary.

417 I HAVE A CONCERN AS TO HOW LOST PROPERTY IS HANDLED BY BOTH NEW MOLE HOUSE AND 
IRISH TOWN. IN BOTH LOCATIONS OFFICERS GAVE INFORMATION TO THE EFFECTTHAT ITEMS 
FOUND COULD NOT BE CLAIMED BY THE FINDER AFTER 6 MONTHS. I BELIEVE THE POLICE ACT 
2006 ALLOWS THE FINDER TO CLAIM. NEW RECRUITS NEED TO BE PROPERTY TRAINED. IN THE 
ABOVE CASE A CHILD WAS TOLD ITEM FOUND WOULD BE DESTROYED EVEN IF UNCLAIMED. 
THIS LEAVE NO INCENTIVE TO A CHILD TO ACT IN A CIVIL WAY!! THE PUBLIC SHOULD CONSIDER 
PUBLISHING RULES ON LOST PROPERTY ON WEBSITES AND ALSO DISPLAY IN STATIONS. 
TRAINING NEEDS TO BE PRODUCED TO POLICE OFFICERS

60 I have a lot of time for the police and they do a good job in this small community. I am very proud of the 
RGP

204 I HAVE LITTLE CONTACT WITH THE POLICE, BUT THEY MOSTLY APPEAR TO BE SMART AND 
WELL INTENTIONED TO THE PUBLIC. IT IS HARD TO PLEASE EVERYONE BUT I DO FEEL IT HELPS 
TO BE A LITTLE MORE IN PUBLIC VIEW - BOTH FOR REASSURANCE AND AS A DETERREN AT 
TIMES. ALL IN ALL, YOU DO AN EXCELLENT JOB, OFTEN IN TYRING CIRCUMSTANCES

136 I hope this helps but to tell you the truth I don’t have much connection with the police at all but in my opinion 

they do an ok job
11 I know manpower is a problem now why the roads and pedestrians are left completely on their own (double 

parking, on pavements, blocking wheelchair access, noisy motor bikes, etc.
242 I live in calpe area and unfortunately it is on very rare occasions the police are seen in this area
212 I THINK IT IS GREAT THE POLICE IS USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO BUILD RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 

PUBLIC. THE FACEBOOK CLINIC IS AN ACCOUNT IDEA! WELL DONE!
249 I think that more needs to be done about very noisy scooters and motorcycles and even fast noisy cars. No 

one seems to stop this annoyance
425 I think that not until we have speed cameras will we be able to stop more young people dying on our roads 

and stop the aggressive driving. Today 8/1/14 there were 3 police officers at the roundabaout near mid town 
harbours and they were chatting and not even looking at the traffi8c! so much for prevention. i have also 
seen 2 HEOs driving two motorbikes together and chatting! breaking the law?

216 I THINK THE POLICE ARE DOING A GOOD JOB DURING THE TIMES THAT THEY ARE FACING 
NOWADAYS

181 I THINK THE WORK BEING DONE WITH THE SCHOOLS AND THE POLICE KIDS COPS ARE AN 
EXCELLENT ADDITION TO THE POLICE AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
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448 I would like greater police presence in areas where youngsters gather like the lighthouse and camp bay

156 IN GENERAL I FEEL THAT OUR POLICE DO A GOOD JOB BUT THERE ARE CERTAIN AREAS THAT 
COULD BE LOOKED INTO

442 IN GENERAL VERY PLEASED BUT BY PAYING ATTENTION TO MINOR OFFENCES IT HELPS STOP 
MAJOR CRIMES BY GETTING RESPECT FOR THE LAWS, WHICH ARE THERE FOR THE BENEFIT 
OF EVERYONE. KEEP UP SCHOOL LIASION WITH ALL AGES WITH ATTENDANCES TO VERY 
YOUNG ESPECIALLY. THIS BUILDS FRIENDSHIP AND RESPECT IF DONE PROPERLY

758 indicator or fines! Control speeding
624 joe bossano no jon in gibraltar what happened?
265 just like police in spain do spot checks on alcohol so too on drugs. We don’t seem to have this here other 

than when someone has been stopped for speeding. It would be good to get ad-hoc checks in different 
areas not necessarikly in areas where alcohol is sold. generally those who consume drive all over Gib and 
no checks  are visible

110 keep up the good work
131 keep up the good work. Gibraltar is blessed with exellent police officers at all levels
413 LAGUNA ESTATE HAS MANY KNOWN DRUG SELLING HOUSES. DOG FOULING IS STILL A BIG 

PROBLEM, THE ESTATE IS DIRTY. I WOULD LIKE TO SEE MORE POLICE IN THE ESTATES
513 MANY CLUBS SHOULD CHECK ID AS MANY 16 AND UNDERS ARE GOING TO CLUBS AND 

DRINKING
117 maybe more emphasis should be given to a clear envornment. Children taught to throw litter in dustbins and 

grown ups as well for that matter. More importance given to learning those things in childhood

219 MORE COMMUNITY POLICING. CLAMP DOWN ON MATUTEROS AND CAR PARKING SMUGGLERS. 
TEACH OFFICERS TO BE COMMUNITY POLICEMEN AT OUR BEACHES. THE LADY OFFICER AT 
CATALAN BAY THIS SUMMER WAS AWFUL MOST OF THE TIME AND MADE IT HER POINT TO 
UPSET THE BEACH GOERS. LESS FRAUD AND CRIMINAL ACTIVITY BY MEMBERS OF THE RGP

12 more control or control of pedestrianised areas in catalan bay and other places which are …as parking by 

people who don’t ebvven live there. Children play at these places in this time of the year. To control dog 

fouling in all parts of gibraltar and barking (because the animlas are left alone in the houses)

87 more crime is on the increase. The police are doing a fair job bringing culprits to justice. More police 
presence is and can be a deterrent in my opinion crime is a never ending subject I am sorry to say

426 more extensive and effective use of CCTV to ensure prompt action against unlawful and antisocial 
behaviour. i.e. moving ahead with technology to "nip issues in the bud".

65 more policing shoukd be carried out to spanish motorbikes with their careless driving all around gib. Nether 
motorbikes nor cyclists don’t respect traffic lights nor cyclists driving bicycles up and down main street even 

wrong way and using foot paths for their own convenience, soeed checks should be carried out at peak 
times not at mid morning as you are doing,. thanking you in anticipation, keep up your good work

643 more should be done to help and protect members of gibraltar LGBT community and substantial sentences 
should be given to those who commit hate crimes

445 most of my  concerns seem to be vehicle related. I rang the police recently to complain about scooters 
being parked in spaces reserved for cars or in between parked cars. Living bear st josephs school makes 
parking difficult at the best of times. However, i was told that as these restrictions had been implemented by 
the previous government, the new one has remporarily suspended the restruictions until they have 
carrie4ed out their own traffic management which has left the police irresponsible and ignorant scooter 
riders. it needs to be addressed please! and the even more arrogant nature of motorsists delivering and 
collecting children at st josephs school, making it impossible for residents to drive in, out or through the 
area. they act like they own the road!

41 my main concern is about the disables as I happen to have a siblin involved. People tend to use their 
disabled badges for their own use which is illegal and this is not right. also as a parent id like to see more 
police during nigth time cause my kids are getting bigger and i dont feel that gib is very safe during the 
nights. smuiggling tobacco on estates is getting out of hand and to any stranger wondering about and 
residents are not as safe as it was many years ago.
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19 my priase goes to all the RGP marine Section who are risking their lives every day, trying to enforce the law 
in BGTW. They should have more resources, the have a lot of boats but little man power

114 need policing of drivers (may be use police out of uniform) and also policing of people who throw rubbish on 
the streets

72 noise pollution and exhaust pollution is generally not being addressed in a forceful manner. The polcie ar 
enot begin seen to patrol gibraltar on foot apart from town center

231 none at the present moment
93 not enough car drivers indicate at roundabout. Litter thrown from moving cars. Carrying dangerous loads on 

scooters or motorbikes. Mobile phones still being used by drivers of cars
104 on the whole, our society is reasonably law abiding and safe from serious crime. But we have to watch out 

against pety lawlessness such as littering reckless driving especially motor scooters overtaking on the 
wrong side. Concerning dog-fouling, although most owners act responsibly, a few do not. outside 12 prince 
edwards road, a large dof often does his business, and i have often had to throw a bucket of water to wash 
away the mess. also, despite there being litter bine nearby, people regularly throw away empty potato crisp 
packets on the street,. i receommend CCTV to catch the ......

526 OVERALL THE RGP IS WELL CONDUCTED AND VIGILANT
536 OVERALL THEY ARE GOOD. HOWEVER THERE ARE CERTAIN ASPECTS THAT CAN BE IMPROVED

254 PC 170 has been very helpful this year to me. Thank you
467 pelican crossings by watergardens should have longer time allocated for crossing. Road is very wide and 

many people especially the elderly are only half way when luights startto change. Many motorists cross the 
zebra crossing as soon as amber lights start to flash, even though pedestrians are still making their way 
across. a Pelican crossing is needed on way down to ragged staff gates

111 penalties for vandalism should be increased. Especially on graffiti or w are going to end up just like most 
european capitals. Take a look at rome

310 people not picking up dog mess should be fined! This has been relaxed. Spanish regustared cars parked in 
residential areas to be fined as us Gibraltarians would be

714 PLEASE TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE FACT THAT LA LINEA GITANOS JUMP THE FRONTIER 
FENCES DAILY - THIS IS AN OFFENCE IN TERMS OF BOTH INTERNATIONAL BORDER LAWS AND 
DRUG SMUGGLING. THE FENCE SHOULD BE REBUILT AND SHOULD BE UNDER GUARD BY 
OFFICERS ARMED WITH RUBBER BULLETS TO SHOOT OFFENDERS

469 Please. Install cameras to survey speeding and dangeours driving, and convict them, 2. harder clampdown 
nn drink and drive. 3. harder clampdown on drugs offenders. 4. no cover ups. I repeat you are not here to 
be popular, you are not here to be popular, you are payed to do a job and keep us as safe as possible. 
thank you

627 police have to get their act together and stop corruption within, this will improve gibraltar
553 POLICE SHOULD TAKE MORE CONTROL OF CLUBS AND THE MAJORITY OF NIGHTCLUBS IN 

GIBRALTAR LET IN UNDERAGE YOUNGSTERS THAT THEN HAVE ACCESS TO ALCOHOL
352 RECEPTION AT NEW MOLE HOUSE POORLY MANNED HARDLY NO ONE AVAILABLE TO ATTEND 

PUBLIC WITH AN EXCUSE THAT THEY ARE BUSY. RECEPTION SHOULD BE MANNED AT ALL 
TIMES AND ATTENDANCE TO CRIME SCENES SHOULD NOT TAKE LONGER THAN 10 MINS IN 
GIBRALTAR

288 SEEING OFFICERS DOING ROUTINE WALKS WITH THE NEW TRAINEES AND HAVING SEEN THEM 
IN ACTION - ESPECIALLY WHEN SOME PARENT LOVES THEIR CHILD SHOWS THAT - AT LEAST IN 
THE TOWN AREA POLICE RELATE WELL WITH PUBLIC. SADLY, IN THIS LAST YEAR, SOME COPS 
WOULD DO WELL WITH TRAINING WITH SUICIDE ISSUES. AT LEAST, EMERGENCY SERVICES 
FOR THE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING HAVE BEEN ACCESSED TO

159 SIR, I BELIEVE THAT SOME POLICE OFFICERS SHOULD HAVE MORE TACT AND GOOD HUMOUR. 
SOME OFFICERS BECAUSE THEY WEAR A UNIFORM THINK THAT THEY ARE ABOVE THE LAW

308 thank you for all your hardwork
42 thank you for the opportunity to address my comments
311 thank you for the safe keeping of our town
632 the gibraltarian police are the best police I have ever dealt with
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453 THE NEW RECRUITS SEEM TO BE GETTING SHORTER AND FATTER WHICH MEANS THAT YOU 
CANNOT IMAGINE THEM RUNNING AFTER A BURGLAR OR EVEN WALKING FAR. I WOULDLIKE TO 
SEE THE POLICE AS IT WAS ABOUT 15 YEARS AGO WHEN YOU HAD TO LOOK UP TO THEM AND 
FELT THAT IF ANYTHING HAPPENED TO YOU THEY WERE THERE TO DEFEND YOU.

121 the parking in the castle road area leading in and out of the estate is acomplete shamble, no parking signs 
and lines look very nice but are no good if not enforces. No police is ever seen in the area. There is a part of 
the road junction with tarik road that vehicles park blocking part of the road almost daily

48 the police are doing a ood job and have a good visible presence. Gibraltar is a safe place to live/ visit 
compared to the UK in general.

140 the police could patrol more during day light and night time. Allways the same thing going to evryday thank 
you. Varyl begg estate is in need of  police patrolling day and night as motorbikes go wrong way and one 
day some one is going to get killed

260 the police could use their own discretion more
446 the police just walk the main street area. Are they frightened?
116 the tobacco sale in housing estates has gone from bad to worse, cars and motorcycle are speeding around 

laguna estate and coming in the estate without care and at speed if you dare look at them you will receuve a 
thubms up or worse. The situation is so bad that we have this problem every day includig sunday. although 
the chief minister said he was stopping this nothing has happened infact a new shop has open 7 days a 
week at hood house. what permit hour. shame

88 there are people one especially undertaking works on vehiicles, thus causing unneccesary noise and 
pollution, I have witnessed both RGP officers and HEO officers turn a blind eye, the reasons is they bring 
their own cars to be reported. This comment includes the comissioner mr yome and some other officers. 
stop picking on teenagers and instead of reporting them dont become cowboys and show or teach them 
how the manoever shoudl have een carried out, reporting them will only cause them not to trust the police

464 they and go after those teenagers that they know cause problems, ….trying to help them they make it worse 

and make a blind eye to many of the things that g around, then home etc are afraid of them
759 they shoul put more police in the town area in the night especially on Friday nights. Do something about 

speeding and reckless dirving and not abuse authority
286 to set an example to my comments on driving to cataln bay one Sunday morning !a boat was parked in a 

disabled bay shame!" on another occasion again a Sunday morning a taxi parked in a disabled bay outside 
the sernior citizens swimming baths. As the grua is no used on a sunday, he only got a parking ticket, and 
stayed parked the whole day, shame again. i have more stories to tell but there is not enough room.

312 TOBACCO OFFENDERS SHOULD BE CAUGHT AT DIFFERENT SITES SPECIALLY AT LANDPORT 
DITCH IN ESTATES WELLINGTON FRONT ETC. THIS IS NOT VERY EDUCATIONAL ON OUR 
CHILDREN

294 TOBACCO SMUGLING IN KNOWN HOTSPORTS SUCH AS CAR PARK AT FRONTIER AND ESTATES 
RENDERS AN IMAGE OF SOCIETY WITH IMPRESSION THAT SOCIETY CONDONES SUCH 
PRACTICE AND THE POLICE DOES NOT INTERVENE. THE SPIN-OFF CRIMES, DETERIORATION OF 
SOCIAL FABRIC AND OTHER, EVER-INCREASING, CONSEQUENCES ARE INEVITABLE. THE 
QUESTION FOR THE POLICE IS WHETHER THEY ARE DOING AND WHTHER THEY ARE DOING AS 
MUCH AS CAN BE DONE AND WHETHER THE SITUATION WILL GET INCREASINGLY OUT OF 
CONTROL

7 traffic along red sands road is increasingly congested, taxkis/coaches double park and becoming very 
dangerous for in and outgoing traffic. This has been reported to police many times but a solution has not 
been sought. Grateful if this could be looke dinto before a serious traffuc accicent unfolds.

178 UPPER TOWN AREA POLICE POST IS CLOSED WHENEVER YOU WANT TO MAKE A REPORT. 
MORE POLICE VIGILIANCE AROUND THE UPPER TOWN AREA MOORISH CASTLE/WILLIS' ROAD. 
ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT. 

34 very good policing around gibraltar sea waters
135 very happy with all police contact I have had. Excellent relationship with schools. Facebook cilnic good idea

50 we need the community policeman at the estate's once a week.
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58 we should have more enforcement, especialy in the estates and also to avoid careless drivigin especially at 
nigth time. And to control the vandalism.

85 well done 
18 well done to the rgp officers manning the rgp crafts and have to go out daily on a difficulkt mission to face 

the gl launches. Our daily thoughts are with them and likewise with rn and defence officers
55 what I hear through the grapevine. There should be more arrests to spanish ppl eg. Incursions in the sea 

and other areas. I am quite aware that the police are under political pressure from our government,. They 
must follow instructions from senior policce officer and agree that police constables should cover their 
backs or risk losing their jobs, but if the situation is correct arrest the spaniards, do to them as they do to us!

126 when I think police force I see law protection and enforcement. When I see "policeman" I want 
unbiasement, care, warmth and a smile. Take the "man" out of policeman and we have our own guardia 
civil. I am proouf of police services and hope never to go the way of the cold, callous rude and frigtening 
spanish. thank you for your time and care.

263 whilst not advocating a big brother state, I feel that there is a need for more cameras to be placed 
throughout gibraltar. I feel that speeding and indescriminate use of our roads is an issue. I feel very strongly 
about dog fouling especially around the evacuation monument (the way into gib from the port). most 
importantly i feel that the RGP should spare no exparse at contacting drug suppliers - perhaps a bigger drug 
squad on a 7/7 basis. it i also extremely important that the RGP liaise with otehr law enforcmeent agencies, 
especially with HM Customs, when it comes to the matter of drugs smuggling, supply and use

454 WHITE SHIRTS TO COME BACK AGAIN. WHATS HAPPENED TO THOSE SHINY BOOTS WE USED 
TO SEE ON CONSTABLES. RESPECTFUL APPROACH TO THE PUBLIC. INSPECTOR SHOULD 
CHECK THEM WHEN GOING ON DUTY

44 why do you let scooter riders get away with so many traffic violations. Where are the traffic police
232 with regards traffic policing I feel the priority is that of drink driving, dangerous and careless driving and 

exceedinf the speed limit. Little attention, I believe is given to lesser offences which tend to be on the 
increase, I,e, unde the construction and use of motor vehicle and failing to maintain both to private and 
commercial vehicles alike. with regards to the environmental issues dog owners as myself would like action 
being taken on thise owners who allow their dog's droppings to foul public places, not only the police but 
also the environmental dept. should tackle this problem that in most areas is out of control

169 WOULD BE EVEN MORE REASONABLE TO HAVE MORE POLICE PATROLLING GIB ESPECIALLY AT 
NIGHT

91 your police force is excellent thank you
43 zero tolerance on drug….should be enforced. Increase on worknig hours of traffic unit to cover after office 

hours. More specific campaigns needed e.g. domestic violence, effects of drugs, internet safety, etc, child 
abuse. More recruits from minority groups and women to be recruited. fitness tests for all pc's regularly
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